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ABSTRACT
Convertible tablet personal computers or tablets are being mandated for student
and instructor use in a growing number of colleges in the United States. The tablet
potentially becomes a dynamic construction zone for hand-, keyboard-, and webgenerated symbol systems, which may open new writing opportunities. In order to take
advantage of these opportunities, writing instructors must develop not only a vision of
use and critical awareness of writing technologies but also an awareness of the sponsors,
sponsor alliances, and sponsorship networks surrounding these mandates. Focusing on
students and instructors at a bio-medical college with a tablet mandate, this dissertation
identifies and evaluates the expectations, visions of use, writing practices, and pushback
that sponsors of mandated technologies, knowingly or not, generate. This snapshot
captures the research site at a time when an overarching vision of use has not taken root.
As a result, it shows primordial fragments of use, practice, and, even, sponsorship caught
in the act—circulating, merging, and evolving. This study also reveals that it is in the
context of the tablet mandate‘s sponsorship network that tablet writing practices are
realized. Both students and instructors assemble writing practices out of fragments of
these influences. Charting some of these key movements, this work provides an
awareness of the complexities surrounding mandated writing technologies. As a result,
we start to see how technology mandates, engaging sponsorship networks, generate
dynamic shifts in tablet writing practices.

xi

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 A Need for Awareness
Amplified calls from a growing number of core literacy, visual literacy, and
composition scholars challenge writing instructors to not only expand their range of
what counts as text but also explore how these new forms of writing can be taught.
Embedded within these calls is encouragement for instructors to develop and foster
literate practices that capitalize and expand upon these new views on text, writing, and
instruction—perspectives that include presentational (hand-drawn) elements, pictures,
and other non-textual components.
Although this expanded integration of text and visuals is not a new concept to
writing, critically, the introduction of a novel computer technology that potentially
supports the rapid fusion of these visual/non-textual elements along with conventional
text all on one portable computer system is. Specifically within higher education, the
tablet convertible pc (or tablet) has the potential to serve as a collection point and
construction zone for hand-, keyboard-, and web-generated symbol systems through
stylus, keyboard, and touchpad interactions. As a result, dynamic shifts across writing
processes, and materials, like the ones called for by such scholar/practitioners as George
(visual arguments), Sirc (mixing textual and visual fragments), Wysocki (awareness of
materiality in writing), and others, may find a tablet-supported home through the
technology‘s convertible form (laptop/slate), hybrid affordances (write, draw, type), and
digital canvases.
However, before these potential benefits can be realized, instructors need to gain
a critical awareness of the consequences (benefits, pitfalls, and/or pushback) and uses
(canvas remediation, idea generation/construction, and new, hybrid text generation)
associated with this technology in the classroom. Literacy and technology scholars such
as Moran (1998, 2006), Orlikowski (2000), Selber (2004), Selfe (1999), Warnick (2002),
and Welch (1999) have warned that a critical awareness of the consequences and uses
must be gained prior to bringing any technology, including the tablet technology, into
the classroom.
Considering both the potential of the hybrid affordances of tablet technology and
the danger of a lack of critical awareness of technology in the classroom where should
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writing instructors stand on the use of tablet technology in the writing classroom? In the
many institutions in which tablet technologies are now being mandated, writing
instructors may feel stranded with little to no guidance as to how reconcile the potential
and the danger, and with growing numbers of colleges adopting tablet mandates, the size
and scope of this problem will likely increase.
This dissertation addresses the need to evaluate the potential of tablet technology
for writing instruction by placing this issue in the context of the sponsorship networks in
which such decisions are made. When students and instructors choose to adopt new
writing practices, especially practices embedded or potentially linked to a new
technology like the tablet, this decision is not made in isolation, but rather in the context
of a host of what Deborah Brandt (1997, 2001) calls sponsors, agents who individually
or in alliances support the adoption of new practices. Critical awareness of tablet
technologies, I will argue, necessarily requires us to gain an understanding of the
network of sponsors at work supporting their adoption.

Figure 1.1: Tablet Mandate Sponsors.

Sponsorship networks are a collection of sponsors (Figure 1.1)—some working in
alliances, some working as individual agents—supporting a technology mandate. These
networks ultimately form as a result of the interaction of these sponsors and sponsor
alliances with the mandated technology. This dissertation will suggest that the
cumulative pull or push of this network ultimately influences how novel technologies are
incorporated into the writing practices of instructors and their students.

2

My research examined the sponsorship network that developed at Stylus
Pharmaceutical College, a biomedical college that was an early adopter of a tablet
technology mandate. Interviews with administrators, IT personnel, students, and their
instructors, were gathered to explore the impact of sponsors of tablet technologies on the
writing practices used in the classroom by students. To analyze these interviews, I used
Orlikowski and Gash (1994) and Orlikowski (2000) to provide independent but related
filters in order to identify and evaluate expectations, visions of use, writing practices,
and pushback. Orlikowski and Gash (1994) provided three domains of technological
frames (nature of technology, technological strategy, and technology-in-use) to help
narrow broad images of technology expectations, use, and applications. Orlikowski
(2000), focusing on technology-in-use through more explicit technologies-in-practice,
provided three types of enactment (inertia, application, and change) to expose practices
that potentially support the widely sought after change or significant shift in practice and
artifacts associated with student writing at my research site.
Two key questions were asked:
Do sponsorship networks form as a result of fixed tablet technology
mandates?
Do these sponsorship networks influence tablet writing instruction and, if so,
how? If so, how do sponsors influence tablet writing practices?
As we shall see, the sponsorship network that came into play at Stylus
Pharmaceutical College included sponsor alliances like the school‘s Department of Arts
and Sciences and unexpected ―sponsors‖ such as a ―paperless campus‖ mythology.
Their impact on writing practices could only be observed as fragments of practice, but
these fragments help us to better understand the expectations, uses, practices, and
pushback formed by the school‘s mandated technology. The results of this analysis of a
sponsorship network can be used by writing instructors and writing program
coordinators as a way to not only better position themselves amid the torrent of
pedagogical and technological change, but also gain a critical awareness of how to better
understand these forces in the writing classroom.
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1.2 Dissertation Overview
In the next chapter, we begin the exploration of sponsorship networks by taking a
detailed look the capabilities of the hybrid laptop/slate PC. Drawing on core literacy,
visual literacy, and composition theory scholars and practictioners, this chapter reviews
the many calls that scholars have made for writing instructors to engage with
presentational (hand-drawn) elements in order to gain a better understanding of how to
teach students to write. We will see how tablet technology seems to respond to that call,
promising to provide a construction zone where students and instructors can layer
traditonal and presentational symbol systems on the same digitial canvas—a canvas
capable of remediating a wide range of drawing and writing surfaces.
In Chapter 3, sponsors, sponsor alliances, and sponsorship networks are
addressed in terms of their shifting, push-pull relationships around specific technologies.
Starting with literacy exemplars, sponsors are defined, and the flux what counts as
literacy in light of these novel technologies is addressed. The call for critical awareness
of technology is also explored, looking at the key contributors such as Moran (1998,
2006), Selber (2004), Selfe (1999), Warnick (2002), and Welch (1999). Collectively,
these scholars underscore a need to understand the consequences associated with
bringing technology into the classroom. In this context, I define three key types of
technology mandates—variable, fixed, and rolling. The growth of these mandates
within higher education is explored, using a local, variable mandate example, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, as a starting point. Ultimately, sponsorship networks form as a
result of the constellations of sponsors and sponsor alliances—a network initiated and
sustained by a variable, fixed, or rolling technology mandate. These mandates represent
the next generation of challenges to writing instruction in higher education.
Chapter 4 introduces the research site—alias Stylus Pharmaceutical College
(SPC)—and the methods used to observe and interview key sponsors. The visual
protocol (Attachment A) used to enhance sponsor identification during interviews is
examined. An analytic framework based on the work of Orlikowski and Gash (1994)
and Orlikowski (2000) was used as a set of independent but related filters, helping to
identify and evaluate visions of use, associated expectations, practices, and pushback. It
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is this framework that helps to generate the snapshot of the potential sponsorship
network at SPC generated by the technology mandate.
In Chapter 5, we begin to review the results of the research, focusing specifically
on students and instructors at SPC. As we shall see, the interviews with students suggest
they were aware of both direct and indirect expectations from a dynamic set of sponsors.
As a result, they expressed both a sense of momentum and pushback from these
sponsors. Results from the interviews with instructors underscored the role students
played in not only generating expectations but also influencing classroom instruction.
Instructors as well felt expectations to use tablet technology from fellow instructors, the
course coordinator, and software manufacturers. Of note, an unusual sponsor was
reported by both instructors and students: a vision of a ―paperless‖ campus was
repeatedly invoked to justify the adoption of tablets, despite the fact that I was unable to
track down the sponsor ultimately responsible for this vision of use.
Chapter 6 focuses on one of the research subjects, Emma. Emma‘s case study
helps to answer the myth that students would eagerly take on the role as technology
exemplars when presented with novel technologies. Emma did look to her instructor as
the exemplar of both the subject matter and the mandated technology, but this failed to
perfectly remediate Emma‘s legacy writing practices with pen and paper. Indeed, we get
a clear sense that Emma‘s pre-tablet mandated writing practices are deeply embedded
and not readily or easily changed by the novel tablet technology. Actually, Emma
pushed back against some of the influences at SPC in order to maintain a hold on her
legacy, paper-centered practices. Yet, even in light of this inability to separate herself
from ―old habits,‖ the results show that Emma was able to use digital ink effectively for
the purposes of generating non-standard and/or informal writing such as journals, design
drafts, and peer review feedback.
Chapter 7 answers the two overarching questions motivating this study: Do
sponsorship networks form as a result of fixed tablet technology mandates? Do these
sponsorship networks influence tablet writing instruction and, if so, how? The results
suggest that in addition to the usual sponsors of family, friends, and instructors, students‘
writing practices were shaped by a ―paperless campus‖ vision no one sponsor owned and
no instructor fully adopted. This result suggests the urgent need for writing instructors
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to put forward a theorectically- and pedagogically-valid vision of use, or face the
consequences of writing instruction and learning driven by suspect myths that may run
counter to the school‘s administrative and pedagogical goals. To this end, Chapter 7
closes with a description of one such vision, the ―Tablet Canvas as Construction Zone,‖
as well as recommendations on how instructors and administrators could manage the
inevitable pushback that any technology mandate will prompt. Only by developing such
visions of use and understanding the way they impact the instruction of writing and
learning can we respond with critical awareness to the technology mandates that are
reshaping our schools and universities.
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2. THE PROMISE OF TABLET WRITING PRACTICES
2.1 Introducing the Tablet PC
A convertible tablet peronal computer or tablet is a portable computer system
that can operate like a traditional laptop with keyboard and touchpad mouse interfaces.
As an additional feature, tablets can convert to a ―slate‖ computer configuration (Figure
2.1). The conversion to a slate configuration is made possible by the computer‘s unique
screen, which can swivel from a traditional laptop orientation into a slate position-covering the keyboard and touch pad mouse, leaving the screen accessible and making
the computer capable of being held and used like a paper tablet. As a hybrid laptop/slate
computer, the tablet carries the additional weight of the keyboard/mouse interface and
swivel mechanism, making some tablets weigh up to 6-7 pounds.

Figure 2.1: SPC Students Use Tablets in ―Slate‖ Configuration.

In comparison, slates (as standalone systems) are lightweight, portable computers
designed almost exclusively for stylus use. Standalone slate systems typically weigh
half as much as a tablet, approximately 3-4 pounds, since they do not have attached
keyboards. However, most slates can accommodate a keyboard and mouse through a
wireless, USB, or docking station interface. Computer manufacturers are keenly aware
of these weight issues and their impact on real-world portability—specifically, would a
student or instructor have little to no difficulty actually carrying a tablet, along with
required textbooks, from one class to the next throughout a typical academic day? In
some cases, this micro-issue of weight has influenced technology selection within higher
education.
7

In terms of stylus/screen interactions, tablets are almost identical to stand alone
slate systems. Some tablets have relatively simple pressure sensitive screens (similar to
the screen of a typical PDA), while others have more advanced active screens that
interact with specially designed styluses. These active screens allow users to put
pressure on the screen surface with their palms or fingers without causing inadvertent
marks or program activations. Interestingly, there are now specialized tablets on the
market that allow either stylus or finger interactions. Lenovo offers one of these tablets,
and when the special stylus is ―sensed‖ (in close proximity) by the screen, the tablet
displays stylus inputs while ignoring finger inputs. Conversely, when a stylus is ―not
sensed,‖ the screen accepts finger inputs, allowing users to use their fingers to activate
programs and draw and write on the screen (M. Collins, personal communication, March
14, 2007). Of note, the tablets at my research site do not have this specialized capability.
Tablets can be calibrated for greater sensitivity, enhancing fine-scale stylus work
in such activities as sketching, painting, and signing documents. Their screens can be
readily switched between portrait and landscape modes to allow a wider selection of
holding and writing/drawing positions. Tablet and slate users can interface with the
computer‘s screen and ―underlying‖ software programs with the stylus. Users can
select, activate, write, and draw through this unique stylus/screen interface. Of key note,
a tablet user can readily combine both laptop and slate interfaces. For example, tablet
users can write and draw on the screen while the tablet is in a laptop configuration
(Figure 2.2). In this setup, a user can write, draw, and type during the same writing
session. However, the user typically has to hold the screen with one hand while writing
or drawing with the other. Overall, the tablet fuses many laptop strengths (good
processor speeds, robust operating systems, accessory options, integrated keyboard, and
extended battery life) with a flexible stylus and screen interactivity.
All these features are part of a complex balancing act—a precarious position I‘ve
come to appreciate with greater precision after listening to tablet sales representatives.
As ―slates,‖ tablets provide greater processing speeds and utility, but this is gained at the
user‘s fiscal (more expensive) and physical (heavier than typical slates, potentially
reducing portability) expense. As ―laptops,‖ tablets often lack the full processing speeds
and video card power engineering students and/or college computer gamers desire. As a
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Figure 2.2: Drawing and Writing on a Tablet in ―Laptop‖ Configuration.
result, there‘s potential for misapplication, frustration, and pedagogical uncertainty. In
my look at tablet capabilities over the past three years, these computers have best
described as ―purpose optimized devices” (M. Collins, personal communication, March
14, 2007). More specifically, if your practice can draw upon the tablet‘s portability,
convertible configuration and stylus inputs, then the added cost and trade-offs are well
worth the expense. However, if these situated enactments are not of value, the tablet
may essentially become a costly compromise. Given these strengths and trade-offs, is
there reason to think of the tablet as the new ―writing machine‖?
2.2 Tablet as Remediation Machine
One of the best ways to understand the potential of tablet technology for writing
is through Bolter and Grusin‘s (1999) concept of remediation. Remediation of past
tools, artifacts, and practices is a potentially critical part of the tablet‘s promise. Bolter
and Grusin (1999) address how we borrow, ―repurpose,‖ and move media ―from one
medium and reuse it in another‖ (p. 45). Within electronic and digital remediation, these
shifts attempt to ―remain faithful‖ to the old while accentuating the ―improvements‖ of
the new (p. 46).
[…] the new medium can remediate by trying to absorb the older medium
entirely, so that the discontinuities between the two are minimized. The very act
of remediation, however, ensures that the older medium cannot be entirely
effaced; the new medium remains dependent on the older one in acknowledged
or unacknowledged ways. (Bolter and Grusin, 1999, p. 47)
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Adding, the convergence or ―mutual remediation‖ of technologies often creates a new
version of immediacy, making interfaces more ―natural,‖ (p. 23) while these
technologies attempt to absorb one another (p. 224).

Figure 2.3: ―Inks‖ and Erasures on the Tablet (Program: ―Ink Art 1.3‖).

In the tablet's case, the digital stylus and active matrix screen remediate pen &
ink, and its many variants (Figure 2.3), and provide a canvas (lined paper, note cards,
etc. [Figure 2.4]). Real-world canvases, in turn, influence tablet manufacturers and

Figure 2.4: Digital Versions of Traditional Canvases: MS Windows Journal (college
ruled paper) [left]); MS Ink Flash Cards (index cards [center]); MS Sticky Notes
(―yellow stickies‖ [right]).
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software programmers by not only forcing them to continually expand the virtual canvas
types, sizes, and textures available to users, but also affecting physical and virtual screen
orientations (Figure 2.5). Stock programs like MS Word and Excel, primarily restricted
to keyboard and mouse inputs, have also been remediated as dynamic digital canvases
for hand-drawn and hand-written layering. Even MS PowerPoint, which Yancey (2004)
in ―Made Not Only in Words: Composition in a New Key‖ highlights as a ―new space
for drafting ideas‖ and ―exploration‖ (p. 319), is further enhanced by the immediacy of
the tablet‘s stylus (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.5: Virtual Paper Oriented Like a Legal Pad.

Figure 2.6: PowerPoint Slide with Hand-drawn/Hand-written Elements.
Importantly, these remediations and convergences may support ―greater diversity
for digital technologies in our culture‖ and produce new practices and possibilities
(Bolter and Grusin, 1999, p. 225). This mutual remediation is particularly powerful
since it offers what is popularly accepted as a natural interface—hand-written and hand-
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drawn interactions (Bolter and Grusin, 1999, p. 23). As a result, tablet users can layer a
potentially dynamic set of representational systems (e.g. hand-written discursive and
hand-drawn presentational symbols)—all capable of interacting on the same canvas
along side computer and web-generated symbols (Figure 2.7) with the same speed and
reach Gurak (2001, pp. 30-35) assigns to other forms of communication operating in
(websites, etc.) and across (e-mail) cyberspace. Tablet users rapidly sharing and
composing on a technology that potentially encourages users to write as they speak in a
relaxed exchange open to a rich mix of visual and written elements. As we shall see in
the next section, the interaction of these visual and verbal representational systems in the
tablet holds powerful, though still unevaluated, promise for writing.

Figure 2.7: Digital Ink on MS Word Document.
2.3 Envisioning Table Writing Practices
The integration of visual and verbal elements in writing demands a shift of
writers‘ perspective on what ―text‖ really is. This is a shift explicitly recognized by a
growing number of scholars and practitioners. According to Moran (2006), ―To begin to
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describe the benefits of technology in our field, the teaching of writing, we‘d need to
agree on new definitions of ‗reading‘ and ‗writing‘ and perhaps even ‗literature‘‖
(―Teaching,‖ p. 5). Providing potential definitions, Moran (2006) looks at the new
frontier of literacy:
So if we turn to our students‘ learning, we might agree that part of our charge as
writing teachers was to help our students learn to ―write‖ using several media.
We‘d want to include graphics in our understanding of ―the page.‖ […] and the
ability to insert photographs and sounds and graphs directly into the text! […]
Newspapers have become graphically sophisticated, even graphically dominated;
even The New Yorker, perhaps, along with the Wall Street Journal the last
bastion of the full page filled with tiny type, publishes graphic novels—manga—
what we used to call ―comic books‖ but serious, now.
Our expanded definition of writing should probably include too the making of
graphic presentations to groups, Power-Point presentations, to be sure, and even
poster presentations, common in the sciences for the last fifty years. And our
definition of writing should include the use of spreadsheets, the design and use of
graphs, the presentation of data as argument, and the accompanying skill of
understanding the data and the rhetorics of its presentation. […] If we could
agree on these new, expanded definitions of writing and reading—new
definitions both made possible and required by the advent of office software
suites—we could point to this new ‗service‘ we are providing to our students,
and help in this way justify and argue for the new costs. (pp. 5-6)
Moran sees a new, powerful range of ―texts,‖ and he also voices teachers‘ responsibility
to expose students to non-textual elements as part of writing instruction. His review of
the expanding range of ―new writing‖ and ―new texts‖ energizes discussions about
―what‖ now counts as writing and ―how‖ we, as educators, can ―see,‖ teach, and
evaluate these texts.
Moran‘s concerns are a current and active extension of a call made by Witte
(1992) in ―Context, Text, Intertext: Towards a Constructivist Semiotic of Writing.‖ In
this work, Witte (1992) explores writing that includes non-textual elements and
presentational symbols—specifically items such as photos and quick sketches (p. 242);
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hand-written notes and flow charts (p. 243); and chalkboard sketches of customer
relationships and speaking order graphics (p. 244). He recognizes that these non-textual
elements are key components to understanding texts and the ―meaning constructive acts
in which people engage as ‗writers‘ and ‗readers‘‖ (p. 248). Additionally, Witte (1992)
highlights the complex ―intersection‖ of these meaning constructing acts through the
writing of students, lawyers, and others, highlighting the ―intersecting sets of spoken and
written texts, as well as the unspoken and the unwritten texts […]‖ (p. 247).
Explicit in both works is a firm belief that these new representational systems can
reshape what ―counts‖ (already valued by the general public, jockeying for acceptance in
academia) as text and ―writing.‖ In terms of guiding instructors, Witte (1992) calls for
―‟re-envisioning‟ what [bold added] we teach but also how [bold added] we go about it.
And underlying whatever re-envisioning might occur will be that perplexing question of
what we mean when we talk about writing ability‖ (p. 290). Witte ―recognize[s] that
‗writing‘ and ‗text‘ can no longer be conceived in terms of alphabetic or print-linguistic
texts alone‖ (p. 290), Moran, Faigley, Selfe, Wysocki, and others reinforce this position
later in the chapter. Witte in turn points to his proposed (context, text, and intertext)
semiotic as a possible means of dealing with the resulting ―multiple symbol systems‖
now entwined and ―envisioned‖ in writing (p. 290). Moran (2006) too values a ―move
toward multiliteracies‖ (p. 5) in terms of writing, but he also sees ―multi-track
perception‖ and ―cognitive multi-tasking‖ (p. 5) as potential inroads to a better
understanding of and application of new texts.
With these texts and concerns in mind, where are we in terms of bringing writing
instruction in line with these dynamic, immersive, visually-intensive forms, interactions,
and tools? In her 2006 Conference on College Composition and Communication chair
address, Wootten (2006) relays how our discipline is constantly refocusing and
redefining itself. As a result, ―we select, focus our attention, turn the seeing side of our
profession toward some aspect of the universe of discourse, we must perforce blind
ourselves to other aspects‖ (pp. 238-239). Wootten highlights how as a profession
we‘ve collectively turned our focus on ―visual literacy‖ (p. 239) and ―multimodal
literacy‖ (p. 241) as areas that are alluring and new. At length Wootten highlights how
these components have long been a vital part of the discipline, but she adds that this
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―renaming and refocusing can enlarge the field—what we ‗see‘ we can study. [bold
added] But seeing and naming or renaming doesn’t mean we can teach it or teach it
well‖ (p. 243). From this stance, Wootten provides an explicit warning and an implicit
challenge for teachers to understand these environments, master the technology, and
empower their students:
If we are to use multimodalities and multimedia, we‘d better be creating
empowered users. Adding multimodal projects and the like to traditional
classes will not create empowered users. Having students use computers as
typewriters will not create empowered users. Multimedia projects for their
own sakes also won‘t create empowered users. (p. 243)
As a community we acknowledge and laud the power of these ―multi‖ domains, and the
innovation they can bring to writing processes, but there remains a degree of resistance
that even within the context of a school with a technology requirement may hold
penalties beyond those of a simple loss of technological ―street cred‖ in the classroom.
―I don‘t worry too much about the Luddites in the profession; they won‘t be around
forever. But I do worry about the students they are teaching; where‘s the universe of
discourse for them?‖ (Wootten, 2006, p. 244).
Wootten‘s warning is echoed and amplified by others across multiple literacy
communities. Bolter (2001) for one has dubbed the refocusing of the field as a key part
of the ―The Breakout of the Visual.‖ In terms of the shift between verbal and visual,
Bolter (2001) underscores how the balance between the two has been redefined,
especially in the face of digital technology:
The breakout of the visual, the ekphrastic impulse, is at its most vigorous in the
electronic writing space, where new media designers and authors are also
redefining the balance between word and image. Like the older visual media of
photography, film, and television, new digital media remediate the book, the
newspaper, and the magazine by offering a space in which images can break free
of the constraint of words and tell their own stories. (p. 58)
Continuing, Bolter (2001) highlights the ―pleasing tension‖ generated between verbal
and visual in the art world (p. 63) that continues to play out in communication forms
ranging from graphic design (p. 69) to Multi-User domain object oriented (MOO) virtual
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environments (p. 74). However, in terms of actually reorienting instructing in response
to these visual forms, Bolter (2001) warns that the academic community still needs to
open itself to the potential behind these ―multiple dialogues‖ embedded in electronic
writing environments: ―the dialogue between the writer and reader, the dialogue
between verbal and audiovisual modes of representation, and the dialogue among
various new and old media forms (such as the Web page, the essay, and the textbook)‖
(p. 117). In light of these writing environments, concerns grow in terms of what it
means to be literate in these modes of dialogue.
Visual literacy pioneer Dondis (1973) asserts that participation and active
engagement of visual literacy are key components of gaining an understanding of visual
forms:
Literacy means participation and makes those who have achieved it less passive
observers. In effect, visual literacy precludes the ―Emperor‘s clothes‖ syndrome
and makes of judgment a higher action than acceptance (or rejection) of a visual
statement based on intuition alone. Visual literacy means increased visual
intelligence. (p. 185)
Adding, Dondis (1973) highlights that visual literacy (and by extension visual
intelligence) is a ―practical concern for the educator‖ since it supports ―easier
understanding of all meaning which takes visual form‖ (p. 185). ―Visual intelligence
increases the effect of human intelligence, extends the creative spirit. It is not only a
necessity but, happily, a promise of human enrichment in the future‖ (p. 185). It is this
level of participation and visual awareness that Wootten likely had in mind during her
4C‘s address when she called for informed instructors and ―empowered‖ students of
multimedia/multimodal forms of communication.
Extending this call for visual literacy as a necessity, in Reading Images: The
Grammar of Visual Design, Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996) claim that failing to become
―visually literate‖ (adept at reading and creating visual communication) will ―attract
social sanctions‖ and become a ―matter of survival‖ (p. 3). Along similar lines, Elkins
(2003) in Visual Studies: A Skeptical Introduction highlights the problems schools have
adequately defining and instructing ―visual competence‖ at undergraduate and graduate
levels (p. 127). Elkins (2003) addresses the stakes associated with visual literary:
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At the professional level, it will be interesting to discover what ends up counting
as visual literacy in an interdisciplinary congregation of people engaged with
images in different ways. Visual literacy is the unavoidable—indeed natural—
name for what will be at stake at each of those [school and professional] levels.
(pp. 127-128)
Humanities and visual literacy scholar George (2002) in ―From Analysis to Design:
Visual Communication in the Teaching of Writing‖ makes a playful but powerful
summation of the issue: ―Literacy means more than words, and visual literacy means
more than play‖ (p. 16).
With warnings to instructors firmly posted, and the breakout of the visual in full
swing, where are we in terms of developing an understanding of what visual elements
and genres we should include in writing instruction and how (including an awareness of
the technology) we should teach them? In terms of what should be included, the
boundaries between verbal/visual domains have eroded and new combinations are taking
center stage.
Advocating the ―integration‖ of text and visuals, Horn (1998) advocates an
awareness of how words, images, and shapes can be integrated to form a unique ―visual
language‖ (p. 11). Of note, along with an understanding of the ―fused‖ effect of this
visual language, Horn (1998) asserts that an awareness of the ―distinctive jobs‖
(functional semantics) each word, image, and shape fulfills should be a ―fundamental
part of elementary- and secondary- school courses in communication and composition‖
(p. 239). As a unique entity, visual language requires multiple points of focus and
analysis. Faigley, George, Palchick and Selfe (2004) in Picturing Texts call all
representational elements (text, visuals, pictures, etc.) a ―text‖ (p. 14), and they assert
that we need to consider both the ―immediate‖ (local) and ―broader‖ (global) contexts in
order to understand how these verbal/visual elements communicate (p. 100). More
finely focused on visual design, Tufte (1990) in Envisioning Information addresses the
issue of designing and ―reading‖ visual/verbal composites (maps, diagram, etc.) with
micro and macro levels of awareness: ―Micro/macro designs enforce both local and
global comparisons and, as the same time, avoid the disruption of context switching‖ (p.
50). Along similar lines, Frascara (2004) in Communication Design: Principles,
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Methods, and Practice looks at the visual design process as ―a need to pay simultaneous
attention to a variety of interconnected problems, for which it is necessary to confront
the whole in an integrated way. Other times, the problem can be solved in a sequential
way, confronting one conflict at a time‖ (p. 122). Of note, this problem-focused twist on
the micro/macro concept ties in well with the core visual sources, such as we‘ll see later
with Arheim‘s (1969) look at local and global context reading processes. More to point,
the micro/local and macro/global reading of texts, visual language, or composites
remains a prevalent requirement for our understanding of any verbal/visual
communication, and these two levels of focus require a specific grammar in terms of
their roles in both (local and global) contexts.
In terms of providing a grammar towards what we should teach, Dondis (1973)
in A Primer of Visual Literacy provides a practical catalogue of foundational wisdom
(Arheim‘s visual perception/structure, p. 96; Langer‘s composition/form, p. 105-107;
and Wertheimer, Kohler and Koffka‘s Gestalt Theory, p. 15, to name a few) from which
to start. In addition to defining the basic (local) elements of visual communication (the
dot, line, shape, direction, tone, color, texture, dimension, scale, and movement) (p. 39),
Dondis (1973) provides a clear understanding of how dynamic shifts across these
elements, especially through techniques such as contrast and harmony (Figure 2.8), can

Figure 2.8: Posters Made by a SPC Students: [left] Contrast [right] Harmony.
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power broader (global) meaning across visual messages (p 85). According to Dondis
(1973), ―In the process of visual articulation, contrast is a vital force in creating a
coherent whole. In all of art, contrast is a powerful tool of expression, the means for
intensification of meaning and, therefore, of the simplification of communication‖ (p.
85). Dondis serves as the contemporary touchstone for equally powerful, and practical,
works that influence our understanding of what we should teach through a deeper
understanding of the structure of visual communication. Visual designer and
practitioner Robin Williams takes a pole position in this area. Her extensive ―Nondesigner‖ design books (polished and savvy ―Idiot‘s Guides‖ to visual design) cover
topics such as type, web, and DVD visual design. Key to our discussion of the makeup
of visual communication, William‘s (2004) The Non-Designers Design Book stresses the
design principles of contrast, repetition, alignment, and proximity (p.13). In line with
Dondis, Williams too stresses the importance and power of contrast. Other practitionerfocused works such as Kostelnick and Roberts‘ (1998) Designing Visual Language:
Strategies for Professional Communicators similarly stress strategies of design that
apply equally well to visual and verbal elements (arrangement, emphasis, clarity,
conciseness, tone, ethos) (p. 14). They press how these strategies must work to address
the rhetorical situation, specifically addressing audience, purpose, and context (p. 5).
Accordingly, the rhetorical situation should drive design decisions—ultimately shaping
the form the visual language takes (p 5). In line with others, Kostelnick and Roberts
(1998) advocate a local-to-global level of analysis of the visual communication. Of
note, their taxonomy goes even further to address intra, inter, extra, and supra levels of
micro/macro analysis (pp. 85-86).
Collectively, these works provide a powerful snapshot of what we should
consider as ―text,‖ and a very vocal catalogue of consequences for failing to see and use
these new forms in writing. However, their most valuable contribution is not so much
what we should recognize and use, but the how of teaching our students to understand
and write through these combinations of symbol systems. Teaching our students how to
use available ―microsystems‖ to generate representations of their texts‘ ―macrosystems‖
may serve as a powerful strategy, especially in situations where the school-mandated
technology offers a readily available means of incorporating hand-drawn elements, along
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with the host of other ―fragments‖ available to our students through virtual
environments, web-access, and online and local digital archives. However, before
projecting an effective ―how‖ for tablets, we need to quickly explore how hand-drawn
sketches, doodles, and diagrams have influenced our mainstream writing pedagogy.
2.4 The Potential Benefits of Tablet Writing Practices
In terms of triangulating a potential place for the tablet‘s stylus and canvas, we
can see that a call for the use of non-textual elements is present in the prevalent writing
pedagogy. Elbow, Flower, and Murray call for writers to create non-textual
representations of their works as part of their writing processes in order to help generate
distance and heighten awareness. However, these calls for re-representations are
overpowered by their explicit emphasis on text generation as an end product. Elbow‘s
(1973) thunderous call to ―damn the torpedoes and write‖ (p. 27) is a standard feature in
composition classrooms through generative, prewriting practices of freewriting and
journaling. Flower (1981), discussing planning in writing, states, ―Writing, as a way of
thinking things through, is often a process of re-representation—making your knowledge
as verbal and as explicit [bolds added] as you can‖ (p. 77). Adding to this primacy of
the verbal, Murray (2004) similarly calls for brainstorming lists, which pull together
―fragmentary list[s]‖ of words (p 6).
Although receiving less emphasis in their works and the resulting pedagogy,
Elbow, Flower, and Murray also address the use of re-representations of text as key
aspect of evaluation, revision, and organization. Elbow‘s (1973) guidance on being a
―good reader‖ in the evaluation and revision of texts highlights an open avenue for
creatively re-representing texts. He asks readers to ―show‖ their ―perceptions and
reactions‖ of others‘ texts (p. 90): one suggestion prompts readers to ―quickly make the
picture or doodle the writing inspires in you; pretend that the writing was received only
by your arm with its pencil: now let them move‖ (p. 91).
Murray (2004) asks readers to provide a ―running commentary on how the reader
is responding to the draft‖ in a technique called ―making a movie‖ (p. 36). Although not
directly calling for an inspired ―doodle,‖ as in Elbow‘s technique, Murray‘s process
could readily adopt it. Also, in looking at the structure of a draft, Murray (2004) calls
for hand-drawn or computer generated graphs or sequence trees that point out the
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interaction (―rise and fall‖) of the major issues in the work, highlighting potential points
of conflict in a draft (p. 125). Flower (1998), like Murray, directs writers to sketch issue
trees —visual hierarchies highlighting relationships, gaps, and contrasts between ideas:
―An issue tree highlights missing links in your argument and helps you draw inferences
and create new concepts‖ (p. 143). Although the call for drawing is not explicit in each
case, the overarching call of all three scholars is to add a fresh layer of representation
(―issue tree‖) and/or analysis (―graph‖) through a non-textual component.
Of note, this call for hand-drawn, non-textual components is an extension of
interactions that have been a key part of how children have been ―drawn‖ into writing
for the more than two decades. Noted scholar/practitioner of elementary and middle
school writing processes, Donald Graves (1983) uses drawing with children not only as a
physical ―warm up‖ exercise for the writing of letters and words (discursive symbols) (p.
197), but also as a means of writing ―rehearsal,‖ preparing to write through
―daydreaming, sketching, doodling [generation of the non-discursive/presentational
symbols]‖ (p. 221). Drawing and writing practitioner, Olson (1992) in Envisioning
Writing: Toward an Integration of Drawing and Writing asserts that traditional learning
environments privilege verbal learning and hamper visual learning skills and
opportunities (p. 6). Olson (1992) recommends a variety of teaching strategies in order
to better support young students:
Drawing and writing need to be integrated in our schools […] visual and verbal
modes of learning can indeed be woven together in the classroom. Language
need not and should not be separated from its initial visual component—this way,
all types of learners can benefit. (p. 6)
Writing practitioner and drawing advocate, Sheridan (1997) reinforces the expressive
potential and capability provided through the combination of verbal and visual elements
in Drawing/Writing and the New Literacy: Where Verbal Meets Visual:
Children‘s early scribbling indicates a predisposition to make marks of
significance […] Children‘s ability to draw is innate […] Neurobiological
research confirms the interconnections among drawing, writing, and reading […]
Training students in a studio-like drawing course requiring group critiques
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encourages the acquisition not only of written language but also of spoken
language. (pp. 16-17)
Focusing on the role of hand-drawn visuals in literary studies, and building on
Harste, Short, and Burke‘s (1988) sketch-to-sketch strategy—―The strategy is described
as sketching what the story means to the reader‖ (Whitin, 1996, p. xvii)—Whitin (1996)
advocates the use of sketching as a vehicle for understanding literature. More
specifically, these sketches serve as an ―avenue to writing,‖ providing ―specific details in
a condensed way‖ (p. 13), and they serve as a means of building meaning, conveying
ideas (p. 16), and encouraging ―collaborative exploration‖ (p. 64). Importantly, a key
aspect of these non-textual visuals is their ―presentational‖ nature and their authorfocused context.
Continuing from this point, it is vital to address two key assumptions that support
the use of non-textual elements in writing: 1] non-textual (presentational) visuals can
serve as effective elements of communication, and 2] underpinning it all is a
fundamental respect for and awareness of context. Focusing on presentational visuals,
Langer (1957) asserts that ―Visual forms—lines, colors, proportions, etc.—are just as
capable of articulation, i.e. of complex combination, as words.‖ (p. 93). Continuing,
Langer (1957) asserts that unlike discursive forms, which are presented in succession,
visual forms are presented ―simultaneously, so the relations determining a visual
structure are grasped in one act of vision‖ (p. 93). Later framed as ―presentational
symbolism,‖ Langer (1957) asserts that recognition of these visuals as ―prevalent
vehicle[s] on meaning widens our conception of rationality far beyond traditional
boundaries, yet never breaks faith with logic in the strictest sense‖ (p. 97).
Context is the more common, though equally complex, thread throughout the
literature. In terms of visual perception, Arnheim (1969) in Visual Thinking highlights
that context works as a modulating force: ―The mind meets here, at an elementary level,
a first instance of the general cognitive problem that arises because everything in this
world presents itself in context and is modulated by that context‖ (p. 37). Arnheim
(1969) continues by highlighting how we can strip away context from an object, or
compare the same object across two different contexts, in order to gain either a degree of
abstraction or variance (respectively) about the object (p. 38). In isolation from the
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context, the object‘s own local characteristics, such as size, shape, brightness, and color
can be better compared and understood (p. 38). In opposition, but with equally powerful
results, by ―keeping the context,‖ the object is seen not only as an isolated item with
local properties, but also as an integrated part of the global visual world in which it has
been placed (pp. 46-47).
Another means of generating productive isolation is through abstraction. Langer
(1957) highlights presentational visuals‘ ability to support abstraction through a process
of practical vision:
It is fortunate that our first understanding of forms is normally a literal
comprehension of them as typical things or such-and-such events; for this
interpretation is the basis of intelligent behavior, of daily, hourly, and momentary
adjustment to our nearest surroundings. It is non-discursive, spontaneous
abstraction from the stream of sense-experience [all senses—sight, touch, smell,
etc.], elementary sense-knowledge, which may be called practical vision. This is
the meeting-point of thought, which is symbolic, with animal behavior, which
rests on sign-perception; for the edifice which we build out of literal conceptions,
the products of practical vision, is our systematic spatio-temporal world. (p. 267)
Langer asserts that practical vision provides a nexus for the signs of our ―animal‖ senses
to become the content for symbols (p. 267). ―Here, in practical vision, which makes
symbols for thought out of signs for behavior, we have the roots of practical intelligence.
It is more than specialized reaction and more than free imagination; it is conception
anchored in reality [context]‖ (p. 267). Philosophy scholar Hagberg (1995), author of
Art as Language, discusses Langer‘s concept of abstraction, and he highlights that
Langer‘s requirement for a ―disinterested state is an essential condition for the
abstraction, whatever it is, to take place‖ (p. 23). Adding, Hagberg (1995) states, ―This
disinterested state is achieved by lifting the aesthetic object out of its ordinary practical
surroundings and divorcing it from its usual connotations in life‖ (p. 23). Through this
process, according to Hagberg (1995), content and context are able to be separated from
the abstracted visual form (p. 24).
Langer and Arnheim‘s processes of abstraction serve as essential steps towards
exploration and discovery. Distancing through an awareness of and isolation of visual
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form is a powerful tool, and the use of context (its inclusion or removal) as a macro or
micro ―lens‖ to this process amplifies the strength of practical vision. In turn, the
technologies we use in conjunction with practical vision (Langer 1957) have the
potential to add additional analytical distance.
In developing our sense of distance through technology, Ong (1986) highlights
the separation and distance created by the technology of text:
Writing divides or distances more evidently and effectively as its form becomes
more abstract, which is to say more removed from the sound world into the space
world of sight. ‗Abstract‘ in fact means removed, distanced, from abstrahere, to
draw out or to draw away from. (1986, p. 28)
Ong (1986) goes on to highlight several types of separation and distance (past from
present, administrative from social activities, high from low language, etc.) provided by
text. Importantly, this distancing effect is critical to abstraction, reflection, and
introspectivity:
By separating the knower from the known (Havelock 1963), writing makes
possible increasingly articulate introspectivity, opening the psyche as never
before not only to the external objective world quite distinct from itself but also
to the interior self against whom the objective world is set. (Ong, 1982, p. 105)
Text allows us to abstract and reflect, resulting in the achievement of the
consciousness‘s ―fuller potentials‖ (1982, p. 15).
However, text, as a technology itself, has changed into a broadened,
presentational-inclusive verbal/visual fusion. Of key note here, the potential for
abstraction and ―fuller potentials‖ that Ong (1982) highlights gains from the
presentational‘s associated practical vision and practical intelligence. Through the
inclusion of visuals, texts no longer serve as ―mechanically as well as psychologically
locked words into space,‖ as was the case with text in traditional print (Ong, 1982, p.
148). The contexts of these new texts have similarly stretched in terms of virtual
environments and digital interactions. As a result, even Ong‘s concept of secondary
orality has grown with the advent of novel virtual environments such as Second Life,
which offers virtual forums for academic and political events, and World of Warcraft,
which allows players to interact and communicate in complex gaming environments.
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Drawing (the embodied generation of presentational visuals) as a part of writing
can potentially foster the same or greater distance and abstraction, while also providing a
rapid means to both isolate and overlay new contexts. Noted writing and technology
scholar, Haas (1996) highlights that a key part of her concept of text sense is to allow the
writer to ―step back [gain distance/support abstraction] and read the way an intended
audience might‖ (p. 118). Adding, Haas (1996) states that in order for a writer ―to detect
a mismatch between intended text and actual text, a writer must have a representation
not only of his or her intended or projected text, but also a representation of the actual
text‖ (p. 118). This in turn not only potentially enhances analytical abstraction, but also
provides a problem-solving vantage of the micro and macro situation.

Haas (1996)

highlights, ―writers interact constantly, closely, and in complex ways with their own
texts. Through these interactions, they develop some understanding—some
representations—of the text they have created or are creating‖ (p. 117). In this sense,
drawing may not only serve as extension to the technology of writing, but also a means
of gaining distance, perspective through text sense, and awareness of rhetorical situation.
Exploring the ―distancing‖ power of visuals, Siné McDougall and Martin Curry
(2004) study icon perception and interpretation in their work, ―More than just a picture:
Icon interpretation in context.‖ In their examination of icon effectiveness, they consider
―operational contexts‖ (time of day, user skills, user preferences, task, etc.) as these
elements influence icon effectiveness (p. 73). At first glance, this may appear to be quite
a stretch to make a connection with presentational visuals and concepts like text sense,
but their concept of ―distance,‖ as it applies to an icon, is a superb match, potentially
shedding new light on the realm of the non-discursive.
McDougall and Curry (2004) highlight that ―icon interpretation is inherently
ambiguous because of the relationship between icon and function is not determined by a
set of well-defined syntactic and phonological rules [as seen in discursive symbols]‖ (p.
79). Their work looks for the perceptual balance between the ―concrete‖ and the
―abstract‖ icons.

Continuing, they look at semantic distance as a performance

predictor, looking at mixes of concrete and abstract icons with both a simple and
complex structure (Figure 2.9). McDougall and Curry point out that ―One of the reasons
why semantic distance is more important than concreteness is because semantic distance
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accounts for a wider range of icons which are not necessarily pictorial and may be quite
abstract‖ (p. 75). Although one would conclude that concrete icons (visual metaphors)
are the most effective visual devices, McDougall and Curry warn that a great deal of
information ―cannot be represented in this way (Figure 2.9 (d))‖ (p. 75). As a result,
semantic distance may be the best indicator of icon effectiveness (McDougall and Curry,
p. 75). As a result, semantic distance may be the best indicator of icon effectiveness
(McDougall and Curry, p. 75). McDougall and Curry define and provide specific
examples of semantic distance:
Semantic distance refers to the closeness between the icon and the function it is
intended to represent. Pierce (1932) classified signs into 3 categories which can
be summarized as follows: [Figure 2.10] (i) Direct: where the icon-function
relationship is close and visually obvious (ii) Inferential: where inferences need
to be made before the icons can be interpreted (iii) Arbitrary: where the
relationship between the icon and its function is entirely arbitrary. (p. 75)

Figure 2.9: ―Simple and Complex, Concrete and Abstract Icons‖ (p. 3).

This focus on specific types of presentational visuals is poignant in that the
authors recognize the role of visual perception and ―context‖ as they consider the
―operational‖ boundaries of visual abstractions (icons). Similarly, writers using tabletbased drawing may run the range from ―discursive-simple‖ to ―non-discursive-complex‖
as in McDougall and Curry‘s study. But since tablet students have the potential to
generate their own, contextually-controlled semantic distance, they may in turn generate
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even greater analytical perspective, distance, and, ultimately, awareness. In this sense,
we turn over more semantic control over to the students.

Figure 2.10: ―Variations in Semantic Distance between Icon and Function‖ (p. 3).

In an effort to give students a wider range of expressive control, scholars and
practitioners are advancing into visual arenas that foster creation of powerful
presentational visuals defined and created by their students. George and Wysocki have
encouraged ―writing‖ along these fronts through a variety of mediums and materials.
Specifically within the classroom, Diana George (2002) uses student generated ―visual
arguments‖ to position visual literacy and the power of the ―non-discursively complex‖
squarely in the composition classroom. George (2002) opens her work with a detailed
description of three students‘ visual response to a reading of Hochschild‘s work, King
Leopold‟s Ghost (p. 11). According to George (2002), ―The work of these students and
others like them have convinced me that current discussions of visual communication
and writing instruction have only tapped the surface of possibilities for the role of visual
communication in the composition class‖ (p. 12). Wysocki (2004), one of the more
vocal advocates of fully integrating visuals into composing practices, encourages
instructors to bridge the existing theoretical gap. She supports the development of both
sensitivity for the materiality of writing and an awareness of the social and cultural
impacts of bringing visuals into the classroom.
2.5 Tablet’s Role in Collection and Reflection
Now, with this backdrop in place, we can return to Witte (1992) as he highlights
the ―intersecting sets‖ of verbal, written, as well as ―unspoken and unwritten texts‖ (p.
247) involved in a process of ―protracted composing‖ (p. 246).

Critically, Witte brings

us closer to understanding ―what‖ and ―how‖ we should teach, by not only highlighting
the range of writing artifacts, but also pointing out the generation of a point of
intersection for these multi-semiotic components as part of ―protracted composing‖ in
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personal and professional writing. And it is really at this point that the ―what‖ of
teaching now more appropriately takes a back seat to the immensely more important
―how,‖ since what we teach (genres and forms) will flux (Brandt, 2001) and become a
moving target (Leu et al., 2004) based on the literacy practices valued at the time.
Of equal importance is how the potential agency of the writer is shifted by this
technology. According to Sirc (2004), the use of digital ―frame-containers,‖ (p. 121)
physical and virtual collection points, shifts the role of the writer to one more closely
aligned with that of a designer, ―trying to capture a mood or vision,‖ (p. 121) or a DJ,
―practicing the key compositional arts of selection, arrangement, and expression‖ (p.
129). The activation of these potentials may prompt opportunities within not only the
writer, but also between the collected fragments. In terms of the materials our students
work with, these new ―powers‖ over, or new perspectives on, texts are more closely
aligned with the ―flotsam and jetsam of textual [and, now, visual] fragments from the
real or virtual world, objects, images, sounds, along with sound-bite poetry or pensées‖
(p. 121) that are now readily available within most college students‘ hunting grounds for
writing recyclables—the internet.
With these varied and often complex fragments in mind, how do we bring these
different representational systems into coordination? Providing some insight into how
these fragments and representational systems can be brought into coordination, Hutchins
(1995) in Cognition in the Wild explores the task of navigation as representations of a
ship‘s spatial relationships to external landmarks are ―transformed‖ and ―combined‖ to
reveal the vessel‘s location or ―fix‖ onto charts (p. 117). Importantly, these spatial
relationships and external representations are ―propagated from one medium to another
bringing the states of media into coordination with one another‖ (p. 117). The
macrospace of the vessel and landmark (p. 121) is brought into coordination with
microspaces of the navigational tools (e.g. compass and alidade) (p. 121); and ―the chart
is a medium in which the multiple simultaneous one-dimensional constraints can be
combined to form the solution‖ (p. 119). In essence the macrospace (real world of the
vessel and its reference points) is re-represented through other structured media with
built-in constraints until the position can be represented on a chart (p. 126). The process
of comparing these different constraints can serve as a means of ―error detection‖ (p.
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128). If we consider Witte‘s constructs of context, text, and intertext as the microspaces,
as creative constraints, and the tablet canvas as chart, a medium to combine and rerepresent the ―solution,‖ we may come close to understanding the potential of the tablet
in writing.
As a tablet user for the more than three years now, I have noticed interesting
changes in my own writing processes. I now regularly provide hand-written feedback on
MS Word documents that require my comments and coordination (Figure 2.11). In
some respects, I am no longer restricted by the prevalent forms of communication (e.g.
MS Word document) in generating my own personalized form of interaction. In my
response (Figure 2.11), I was able to have a dialogue with the sender (I was providing
feedback on a dissertation draft) in a personalized form that broke with the linear,
discursive arrangement of the originating program.
Digital rhetoric scholar Gurak (2001) asserts that technologies are ―imbued with
design choices that give these devices (software included) certain trajectories [potential
motives/influences of the designers]‖ (p. 2).

Looked at from a visual design stance,

Kostelnick (1998), addressing visual design conventions that are often at odds with the
viewers‘ rhetorical situation, asserts that ―Technology strongly reinforces conventions
by giving us a limited range of genre templates to choose from, a fact that makes our
design work more efficient but which can also discourage innovation‖ (―Genres‖). I
would assert that I‘ve, in a very simple way, altered the form, trajectories, and
conventions intended by both the MS Word designers and the sending author.
The attachment I sent back (Figure 2.11) became a hybrid of the sender‘s
academically-aligned form and my highly personalized response. On the surface this
look at my overlay of digital ink onto a stock program generates [1] a shift in
expectations embodied by the document, a shift from Burke‘s (1931, p. 124) definition
of form; [2] a stage for Bakhtin‘s (1965) ―frank and free‖ pattern of expression or
carnival (p. 10); and [3] a place for the tension between the formal, discursive
(centripetal forces) Word format to face off with the less disciplined, presentational
(centrifugal forces) (Bakhtin, 1981, pp. 271-272 ) of the digital ink.
In terms of other potential rhetorical influences, adapting Foucault‘s (1994) look
at books of life, we might start to imagine how the tablet could potentially serve as a
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reflective tool—helping to collect and arrange the verbal and non-verbal fragments that
support ―exercises of thought‖ (p. 221). Within digital contexts, BLOGs [Miller and

Figure 2.11: Hand-written Comments and Hand-drawn Highlights.

Shepherd (2004)], computer games [Gee (2003), Manovich (2001)], and even the
computer screens themselves [Bolter (2001), Bolter and Gromala (2003), Bolter and
Grusin (1999), Manovich (2001)] have the potential to serve as immersive canvases,
transparent windows, and reflective experiences. According to Bolter (2001), ―the
reflexive character of each technology permits writers to find themselves in the texts
they create and therefore to know themselves in a new way‖ (p. 189). By extending
Bolter‘s look at the reflexive character of technology and engaging Foucault‘s (1994)
reflective projection of ―oneself into view,‖ (p. 216) drawing on tablets may help
mediate this transformation.
2.6 Chapter Summary: Promise to Practice
Tablet technology promises to provide a construction zone where students and
instructors can layer traditonal and presentational symbol systems on the same digitial
canvas. This same construction area holds promise as fragments from different symbol
systems interact in new ways, potentially generating new texts, genres, and means of
expression. Along these lines, the tablet may help highlight contrast (use of color,
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highlights, etc.), shift contexts (place text and visuals in ―new‖ contexts such as
Windows Journal), and, generate a sense of distance or abstraction, potentially
generating a productive type of text sense or reflection. Collective warnings highlight
that an awareness of these new texts, literacies, and means of reflection is key to any
substantial shift in the classroom. Ultimately, the leap from promise to practice calls for
instructors to become empowered users of the technology, with an awareness of not only
the potential of these new texts, but also awareness of specific uses for this purpose
optimized device.
In terms of uses, a remediation of established practices such as paper revision,
peer feedback, or detail generation on the tablet may well serve as a positive start.
Eventually, a collective and continued value of visual literacy as a core writing
competancy, instead of its current relegation to the ―Visual Rhetoric‖ chapter of current
composition texts, is likely the best way to help generate empowered users and valued
practices.
As we shall see in the next chapter, whether tablets fulfill their promise as
remediation machines and/or construction zones capable of changing writing practices in
a way that integrates the visual and verbal depends in part upon the sponsorship
networks in which the new technology is embedded.
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3. TECHNOLOGY SPONSORSHIP
When a writer makes a decision to adopt a new practice, especially a practice
embedded in a new technology like the tablet, this decision is not made in isolation, but
rather in the context of a host of sponsors. Sponsors, according to Brandt (1997), ―are
any agents, local or distant, concrete or abstract, who enable, support, teach, or model, as
well as recruit, regulate, suppress, or withhold‖ a practice (p. 2). In terms of the tablet
mandate, these agents can make up key alliances, and, ultimately, sponsorship networks
surrounding the mandated technology. Through a better understanding of key agents,
we can start to explore sponsor-driven expectations, uses, practices, and pushback.
Often, only fragments of these elements are seen; however, even these fragments help to
paint a picture of the influence of sponsors on tablet writing practices.
3.1 Literacy Sponsors
Key pioneers in the exploration of sponsorship include Heath (1983), Brandt
(1997, 2001), and Selfe and Hawisher (2004). Starting with Heath, her examination of
culturally diverse communities remains the touchstone for literacy sponsorship studies.
Ways with Words: Language, Life, and Work in Communities and Classrooms (1983) is
a landmark exploration of the literacy environments and practices of children in three
communities (Roadville, white working-class; Trackton, African-American workingclass; and the townspeople community) near the textile mills of the Piedmont Carolinas.
Heath‘s work highlights the diverse literacy alignments, tools, and practices embedded
within these dynamic communities.
It is through a look at these constellations of literacy agents and tools that Heath
reveals patterns within the communities of Roadville, Trackton, and the townspeople. In
short, Roadville and town-based sponsors label, associate, and clearly mark the means,
tools, times, and places of literacy development (p. 350). Trackton sponsors, however,
support a more contextual and dynamic literacy development (―complex, multichanneled stream of stimuli,‖ p. 353). Through this context-based sponsorship, Trackton
children develop a ―gestalt-like sense‖ (p. 106) of scenes, situations, and, likely, of
literacy itself. Together these divergent interactions with literacy sponsors generate
unique patterns of literacy development:
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For Roadville and Trackton children, the what, how, and why of patterns of
choice they can exercise in their uses of language prepare them in very
different ways for what lies ahead in school and in work or other
institutional settings [bold added]. The socialization of Roadville children into
a world of lines, time blocks, and limits on space usage emphasizes the
structuring, lessoning, and boundedness of knowledge, and the selected roles
individuals of different sexes and ages may play […] The preschool year of
Trackton youngsters are a series of minor discontinuities—a thing being one
thing one time, something else the next. The children listen, observe, practice,
and finally participate, getting their encouragement often in unpredictable and
uneven doses […] The different types of uses of reading and writing of Roadville
and Trackton have prepared the children in different ways for negotiating the
meaning of the printed work and the production of a written text. (pp. 347-348)
As we see in the Piedmont example, the organization of the constituent literacy
structures is enforced through a wide range of spatial and temporal boundaries that
ultimately shape each child‘s literacy orbit. The sponsorship structures are then assessed
some degree of success or failure as they come into contact with the sponsorship
structures of school and business.
The gateway between two of these systems (life and school) spotlights the
discrepancy in the ―transfer value‖ (Heath, 1983, p. 351) assigned to different family and
cultural spheres of sponsorship as they come into contact with school-sanctioned/aligned sponsorship. Heath underscores the ―bridging‖ students and teachers must
construct and extend to ―translate and expand knowledge gained in activities outside of
the classroom‖ in order to make these literacy practices a salient part of school
sponsored skills (p. 355). Importantly, these bridges serve as points for interaction and
potential pushback.
Literacy and sponsorship scholar Deborah Brandt serves a critical role in our
understanding of the influence of these sponsors. Brandt‘s (1997, 2001) National
Research Center on English Learning & Achievement (CELA) article ―The Sponsors of
Literacy‖ and subsequent book on sponsorship, Literacy in American Lives, explore and
explicitly define sponsorship in terms of the agents, materials, and interactions that recur
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and layer throughout the course of our lives (1997, p. 15). These sponsors are influential
on many levels:
Sponsors are embodied in the materials of reading and writing, the institutional
aegises and rationales under which learning is carried out, the histories by which
practices arrive at the scenes of learning, the causes to which teachers and
learners put their efforts, and the advantages, both direct and indirect, that stand
to be won by the sponsors themselves. (2001, p. 193)
Brandt (1997) highlights that at the core of our understanding of sponsorship
(and by extension sponsors) is our ability to gain an awareness of the ongoing
―competition to harness literacy, to manage, measure, teach, and exploit it‖ (p. 5). As a
result, ―It is vital to pay attention to this development because it largely sets the terms for
individuals‘ encounters with literacy‖ (Brandt, 1997, p. 5). Brandt (2001) underscores
that both the ongoing competition and subsequent encounters (interactions) are
intensified by the flux of technology and literacy requirements and clash of residual and
emergent forms of literacy sponsorship:
Literacy is always in flux [bold added]. Learning to read and write necessitates
an engagement with this flux, with the layers of literacy embodied in materials,
tools, sponsorship patterns, and the social relationships we have with the people
who are teaching us to read and write. Indeed, as changes in literacy have
speeded up over the course of the twentieth century, literate ability has become
more and more defined as an ability to position and reposition oneself amid the
flux. (p. 104)
Reinforcing this position, Leu et al. (2004) assert that technological flux makes literacy
attainment a ―moving target‖—continuing to shift and focus on the ―valued‖
info/techno-centric skills society craves: ―Today, technological change happens so
rapidly that the changes to literacy are limited not by technology but rather by our ability
to adapt and acquire new literacies that emerge‖ (―New Literacies‖).
Brandt (2001) also underscores that literacy sponsors have shifted from ―a few
strong cultural agents—education, religion, local commerce‖ to sponsors that are ―more
prolific, diffused, and heterogenous‖ (p. 197). It is key to highlight that this growing
range of sponsors is nothing new to American literacy practices. According to Gordon
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and Gordon (2003), in their study of the development of literacy practices in America
since the 1600‘s, ever since the arrival of the first colonists, ―students were taught by one
and all—schoolmasters, parents, relatives, tutors, governesses, clergymen, physicians,
artisans, shopkeepers, lawyers, and even indentured servants. Most of the teaching was
done on an individual basis‖ (p. 5). They underscore that the lines between the
institutions responsible for literacy development and the actual places of learning were,
and continue to be, blurred (p. 5). This patchwork of sponsors forms what Gordon and
Gordon (2003) call an ―educational mosaic‖ (p. 135)—a patchwork that continues to
evolve as sponsors and their tools move into the digital domains of information
technology. This is particularly important as this literacy mosaic spreads to tools
(tablets, ultramobile computers, PDA‘s, iPods, etc.) and places (both physical and
virtual) that continue to stretch, individualize, and add constructive ―flux‖ to literacy
interactions.
3.2 Technology Sponsors
Literacy and technology explorers Cynthia Selfe and Gail Hawisher are an
important part of this exploration since they help to extend literacy studies into digital
domains. In their work, Literate Lives in the Information Age: Narratives of Literacy
from the United States, Selfe and Hawisher (2004) explicitly link the use of computers
with basic literacy:
Today, if U.S. students cannot write to the screen—if they cannot design, author,
analyze, and interpret material on the Web and in other digital environments—
they will have difficulty functioning effectively as literate human beings in a
growing number of social spheres. Today, the ability to write well—and to write
well with computers and within digital environments—plays an enormous role in
determining whether students can participate and succeed in the life of school,
work, and community. (p. 2)
Selfe and Hawisher (2004) look at case studies involving computer technology and
digital environments, highlighting the link between these tools and literacy practices:
Today, the ability to write well—and to write well with computers and within
digital environments—plays an enormous role in determining whether students
can participate and succeed in the life of school, work, and community. (p. 2)
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They underscore that under its wide range of guises (―technical, digital, or electric
literacy‖), the ability to incorporate computer technology into literate activities and
practices is intrinsically linked to what we now see as basic or core literacy itself (pp. 12).
More to point, Selfe and Hawisher (2004) in their chapter ―Cultural Ecologies
and the Literacies of Technology‖ provide a modern snapshot of what could well be
interpreted as an attempt to provide a high-tech, college-level rendering of Heath‘s
Piedmont Carolinas experience. Selecting three ―case studies,‖ Selfe and Hawisher
(2004) look at the technological and cultural ecologies of Damon, Sally, and Jill.
Aligned by birth cohort (born in the late ‘70s), these subjects provide a means to
compare and contrast their ―acquisition and development of electronic literacies‖ (p. 25).
The three stories present an important counterpoint to one another, contrasting as
they do the struggles of Damon, an African American undergraduate who grew
up poor in the inner-city of Detroit, with those of Sally and Jill, White
undergraduates who grew up in more privileged environments, technological and
otherwise. Despite their different beginnings, however, all three students today
are highly proficient in computer-based literacies. (p. 25)
Selfe and Hawisher use these contrasts to illustrate the cultural and economic
stratifications that continue to propagate distribution of high-tech, high cost literacy tools
along ―axes of class and race in schools and homes‖ (p. 59). In terms of sponsor
alliances and pushback, these case studies may well reveal patterns of sponsorship and
pushback; however, the scope of sponsors selected (family, friends, teachers) is far too
limited to gain a clear view of the influence of the sponsored technology, generating a
new way to look at these sponsors could help.
At the April 2006 Writing, Teaching, and Technology conference at the
University of Massachusetts, Dr. Charles Moran (pioneer researcher of computerequipped writing classrooms/writing and technology scholar) focused his closing
remarks on the costs and benefits of teaching and writing with technology. In his
address titled ―Teaching and Learning Writing with Technology: Notes toward a CostBenefit Analysis‖ (8 April 06), Moran highlights, even with a focus on fiscal costs of
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technology, the complexity of sponsor relationships formed as scholars and practitioners
introduce new writing technologies:
I‘ll begin with cost, a look at what Thomas Carlyle called ―the cash nexus,‖ or
what Click and Clack call ―Our Shameless Commerce Division.‖ Technology
costs money, and folks are spending and making money on equipment, software,
consulting, and hardware and system maintenance. And I am among them. I
remember with more than a touch of shame my own enthusiasm, in 1981, as
Mary Alice Wilson and I put our Apple II computers and Epson dot-matrix
printers into suitcases and traveled to Massachusetts schools showing teachers
how this new technology could help writers. On the one hand, we were bringing
news to writing teachers about this marvelous new writing tool. On the other
hand, we were acting as salespersons-without-commission for Apple and for
Epson. And the product we were pushing was a new writing tool that cost
$2,000—with printer, $3,000—a very expensive pencil. When I began teaching,
I would always bring extra pencils and paper, so that everyone had what they
needed to write. Was I now prepared to come in with extra computers and
printers? (p. 1)
Moran provides a superb snapshot of how early academic sponsors formed informal,
though still equally powerful, alignments with computer technology sponsors such as
Apple and Epson (still computing industry mainstays). These alignments (some turn
alliances) start as sponsors adapt these tools for novel tasks—such as writing.
Hawisher, LeBlanc, Moran, and Selfe (1996) address their adaptation of personal
computers and their contribution to technological spread [tools repurposed for new uses
(Baron, 1999, p. 74)] in Computers and Teaching of Writing in American Higher
Education, 1979:-1994: A History. In this work they address how they ―adapted‖
computer technology to serve their ―personal and professional purposes‖ (p. 1). As a
result of the need to use computers as part of these focused goals, an alliance was formed
between teacher and technology. This alliance gains strength through not only the
contribution of the teacher, but also the potential power embedded in the technology.
Together teacher and emerging technology play a potentially important role in writing
and writing instruction:
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We see technology as agent, redefining writing, text, and therefore our work as
writing teachers; and we see ourselves and our colleagues as agents too, using the
emerging technology to further our own goals as teachers, scholars, and
professionals in the field of English. (Hawisher et al., 1996, p. 1-2)
Once they adapted and infused these tools into the classroom, these scholars and
practitioners potentially amplified and then expanded the chain of agents (more
appropriately, sponsors) entwined in literate practices with computers.
Even within alliances, it is difficult to understand the alignment and focus of the
component sponsors. Simply put, which sponsor is guiding the alliance? We tend to
assign this to teachers. However, the advancement of technology and its own growing
set of sponsor alliances have blurred these lines over time. During the computer‘s early
development, teachers were both technically and rhetorically active in building alliances
with technology. Scholar-practitioners turn computer program designers/programmers
such as and Hugh Burns and Lisa Gerrard served as Promethean sponsors stealing fire
[computer technology and know how] from the mainframe and pc manufacturing gods
while simultaneously developing new programs themselves in order to bring a different
writing experience (change the fundamental nature the writing classroom), as Hawisher
et al. (1996, p. 7) describe it, to students at a time when most students, except those in
specialized science and engineering courses, knew very little at all about computers.
Burns developed three computer-aided instruction programs for the mainframe,
then for the personal computer: TOPOI, BURKE, and TAGI. According to Kemp
(1987), writing on computer aided instruction in College Composition and
Communication, ―Burns' intention was to place the heuristic strategies of Aristotle,
Kenneth Burke (A Grammar of Motives), and the tagmemic matrix of Young, Becker,
and Pike (Rhetoric, Discovery and Change) on computers for the purpose of studying
their relative effectiveness in stimulating thought in student writers‖ (―Hugh Burns‘
TOPOI‖). Burns, in an interview with Hawisher et al. (1996), underscores the way he
had to shift his perception on writing instruction towards the language of these novel
tools in order to maintain control over the teacher-technology alliance: ―I think the real
revolution, though, is—this is going to sound a little strange, because it hasn‘t anything
to do with hardware—the recognition that people had to write programs in order to
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design and write instruction. We started to write tools instead of writing tutors, lessons
out of programs‖ (p. 57).
Around the same time, Gerrard introduced her students to a writing tool she was
using called ―Wylbur‖--a mainframe computer text editor designed for programmers
(Hawisher et al., 1996, p. 59). She later went on to help design ―Writing Aid and
Author‘s Helper‖ or WANDAH. According to Gerrard, WANDAH was developed to
―facilitate a recursive writing process[;] we designed the program so that students could
easily move in and out of its three sections: prewriting, word processing, and revising
(Hawisher et al., 1996, pp. 61-62).
As key sponsors, Burns, Gerrard, and others established powerful alliances with
technology through their professional interests in writing and personal interests with
novel technologies of the day. In addition to mastering key components of the
technology of the late 70‘s/early 80‘s, they also mastered the relevant computing
languages to provide students with a novel, computer-supported literacy practice in the
classroom. These types of tight, teacher-driven alliances are still active today. For
example, Carnegie Mellon‘s IText computer program, design headed by Dr. David
Kaufer, provides students with some sense of the rhetorical moves active in their writing.
In a publication of program‘s capabilities and student findings, Kaufer, Ishizaki, Collins,
and Vlachos (2004) assessed the development of this experimental text visualization
program, which was designed to ―enhance student practice in language awareness within
commonly taught written genres‖ (p. 361). Through the use of color coded tags,
students‘ texts are linked to specific catalogs of rhetorical activity. As a result, students
are able to use ―these visualization interfaces as a scaffold for discovering what was
rhetorically distinctive‖ about their writing when compared to other students‘ texts (p.
388). In terms of future implications of this type of program, Kaufer et al. (2004) state
that ―we are on the cusp of a time when writing teachers can begin to live in habitats
where student texts are as visible and public in their small-scale rhetorical craft as they
are in their type and layout‖ (p. 394).
Although still active, the types of alliances described above are limited, with
restricted access, and they typically require involvement from strings of sponsors from
outside the department and the school itself. Even with these tech-centered sponsors, it
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is critical to highlight that within higher education the days of teachers serving as the
injectors of novel technologies are dwindling. Technology mandates, and the sponsor
alliances associated with these requirements, are potentially influencing how we write
and how we teach others to write without the rhetorical and pedagogical handholding
and care as our communities first experienced with novel technologies of the 70‘s and
80‘s. As a result, the teaching community is concerned about the sponsor alliances now
beyond their direct control.
Hawisher et al. (1996) highlight elements of this concern—specifically in terms
of how other sponsors aligned with the technology could potentially taint its integration
into education. They partially identified the risks associated with these new technologies
if other sponsors influenced the agenda and directions of the emerging ―computers and
composition‖ community:
The [computers and composition] community has had an agenda: the need to
develop a view of how computers could help writing teachers move toward
better, more just, and more equitable writing classrooms and, by extension, to a
better, more just, and more equitable system of education—and, insofar as
education incubates culture—toward a better society. The [computers and
composition] community has understood from its beginnings that it needed to
develop such a view because manufacturers, publishers, and educational
administrators were developing their views, driven by motives that were often
different from ours. [bold added] If the community of teachers and scholars
did not develop its own understanding of how computers should be
integrated into the enterprise of teaching writing, it was certain that others
would do so. At issue was, and still is, the character of literacy education and
of American society. (p. 2-3)
The risk of the ―others,‖ in this case manufacturers, publishers, and educational
administrators, is seen as a critical concern: a concern that is amplified in a technology
mandate environment. Hawisher et al. see these sponsors as a potential threat. As a
result, they explicitly call for a critical understanding of the how ―computers should be
integrated‖ into writing instruction.
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Before continuing, I need to make it clear that just because the majority of
writing instructors are using ―stock‖ programs (Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, etc.) and
hardware in their classrooms that they are in any way less innovative in either their
writing or teaching with technology than the Burns‘ and Gerrard‘s of their day.
Actually, it is current instructors‘ innovative use and modification of these computing
mandated frameworks (most tailored towards business applications) that‘s of interest.
Yancey (2004) uses PowerPoint, a highly structured presentation tool, as a ―new space
for drafting ideas‖ and ―exploration‖ (p. 319). Diana George (2002) advocates the use
of web and desktop publishing as tools as a means for developing complex visual
arguments. Sirc (2004) asserts that computer programs can act as framecontainers for
writer‘s ―personally valuable fragment‖ (p. 121). Clearly, there is no shortage of
innovative adaptations; however, use of these stock programs and tools (especially those
required as part of a technology mandate) require even greater awareness on the part of
instructors.
New media writing scholar Anne Wysocki (2004) voices the real issue at play as
part of the teacher/technology gap in the introduction of Writing New Media: Theory
and Applications for Expanding the Teaching of Composition:
Few writing teachers are in position to change the design of computers or pen
and paper to better facilitate the kinds of thinking we might favor […] but we are
in positions to encourage thoughtful decisions both about using computers or
paper and pen in various stages of composing processes and—importantly—
about the material designs of texts using those different technologies. (p. 11)
The role of fostering ―thoughtful decisions,‖ as Wysocki (2004) advocates, becomes
even more important as the type of technology mandate either increases or restricts
material design options available to the class. Even with the creative uses of software
applications as supported by Yancey, George, and Sirc, Wysocki (2004) highlights that
software programs in general do not encourage ―scribbling, doodling, writing outside the
margins, or writing in anything but straight lines‖ (p. 6). Wysocki (2004) highlights how
writing teachers must ―fill in the gap in current scholarship on new media,‖ bringing a
―humane and thoughtful attention to materiality, production, and consumption, which is
currently missing‖ (p. 7).
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3.3 The Need for Critical Awareness
In composition studies, researchers have long been aware of the ―presence‖ of
technology in the classroom. Moran (1998), a pioneer in research of computer use in
composition classrooms, highlights in ―From a High-Tech to a Low-Tech Writing
Classroom: ‗You Can‘t Go Home Again‘‖ the struggles he faced as he transitioned from
a computer-embedded classroom to a ―traditional‖ classroom with paper, chalkboards,
and, in his case, discomfort:
Trying to ―go back,‖ to return to the traditional classroom, proved to be more of a
change than I could handle in one semester. The change was substantial and the
effect expensive, certainly for this teacher and almost certainly for the students,
whose learning is at least in part of the function of the teacher‘s comfort with,
and engagement in, his teaching. (p. 2)
Also generating tension for Moran (1998) in this autoethnographic look at a return to a
―low tech‖ environment were issues of document sharing and space, both physical and
virtual (p. 7). The traditional classroom lacked the physical space and environmental
comforts required to keep a classroom full of computers working properly, and the
students lacked in-class access to online storage and collaboration space provided by the
school‘s network server. The traditional classroom marginalized technological skill sets
that had ―become second nature, tacit, transparent to me [Moran]‖ (p. 7). Moran (1998)
highlights that this discomfort is an essential part of teaching. Importantly, whether
you‘re a ―technopeasant‖ (p. 9) resisting the integration of technology into the classroom
or a member of the techno-elite, transitioning back, as was the case in Moran‘s dated
(though strikingly relevant) article, the need for awareness and guidance is the same.
[…] the presence of computers in a writing classroom does make a difference,
that technologies are not transparent, and that the change in moving from a
traditional classroom to a computer classroom (or back!), is substantial and, in
this case, for the teacher and his students, expensive [time, tension, and effort].
(Moran, 1998, p. 9)
Moran is an appropriate starting point for a discussion the promise and pitfalls of
tablet writing practices. In terms of his article, he addresses the ―unproductive conflict‖
instructors encounter as pedagogies and technologies clash—a clash that he sees is
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unlikely to change in rapid and radical ways (p. 9). Specifically focusing on clashes
between technology and human action, Orlikowski (2000) asserts that people
―circumvent inscribed ways of using the technologies—either ignoring certain properties
of the technology, working around them, or inventing new ones that may go beyond or
even contradict designers‘ expectations and inscriptions‖ (p. 407). This type of clash,
which I term as pushback, is a key component of my research. Pushback is the
challenging, questioning, and/or modification of a novel technology mandate (hardware
and/or software).

Sponsors can pushback not only against the technology but also

against the supporting infrastructure and/or other sponsors. Pushback has the potential
to loosen up or eliminate restrictions and limitations on the types and forms of
interaction available through a novel technology.
In terms of technology use in the classroom, there are exemplars that serve as
catalysts for pushback—a challenging of the use and role of technology in education
through the development of a critical awareness. Selber (2004), Selfe (1999), and
Warnick (2002) call for an awareness of the effects and consequences of this technology,
which in turn potentially fosters both probing questions and productive pushback.
Additionally, they call for awareness in hopes of prompting an informed response that
opens avenues of approach to break down inequalities.
Selber (2004), combining scholarship from Stanley Aronowitz (impact of
computers on workers) and Patricia Sullivan and James Porter (critical research
practices), accepts that computer technology, due to many complex cultural and financial
forces, is ―here to stay in instructional context,‖ and efforts should be focused on uses
that allow instructors to ―align with, and productively challenge‖ the values of these
tools in education (p. 8). However, there are potential risks associated with these
alignments. More directly from Sullivan and Porter, Selber (2004) takes ―the notion that
any approach to computer literacy should have a ‗critical consciousness of its position
(at least insofar as that is possible)‘ (42). Which is to say that teachers and students
should be mindful of the ways in which they can unwittingly promote inequitable and
counterproductive technological practices‖ (p. 8). For Selber (2004), this critical
consciousness is developed through an integration of several literacies—specifically, (1)
functional literacy (―computers as tools‖), (2) critical literacy (―computers as cultural
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artifacts‖), and (3) rhetorical literacy (―computers as hypertextual media‖) (p. 25).
Following this thread of literacies, Selber in turn sees the role of students as (1) ―users of
technology,‖ (2) ―questioners of technology,‖ and (3) ―producers of technology‖—a
process that ultimately results in ―reflective praxis‖ (p. 25).
In Technology and Literacy in the Twenty-First Century: The Importance of
Paying Attention, Cynthia Selfe (1999) intrinsically links literacy instruction with
technology, resulting in a technological literacy that ―refers to a complex set of socially
and culturally situated values, practices, and skills involved in operating linguistically
within the context of electronic environments, including reading, writing, and
communicating‖ (p. 13). However, this link is challenged by the complex layering
(―cluster of overlapping cultural forces‖ (p. xxi)) that results in a problematic agenda: an
agenda that Selfe (1999) sees teachers, students, parents, and school administrators
playing a larger role in helping to shape a critical technological literacy. However, the
most vocal call goes out to instructors:
In professional organizations, teachers need to recognize that if written language
and literacy practices are their professional business, so is technology—and so is
critical technological literacy. On a practical level, this recognition demands a
series of carefully considered and very visible professional stands on various
technological issues now under debate: for example, on the basic requirements
for technological access, the direction and use of technology funding for schools,
on how best to provide multiple venues for students‘ literacy practices, and on
how best to shape the national project to expand technological literacy. Literacy
teachers need to engage in more professional activism on these issues. (pp. 149150)
Selfe (1999) highlights local-level awareness and inputs as a potential mechanism for
large scale change (p. 147). Although, a key part of this change is an awareness and
negotiation between the ―official‖ skills (p. 13) and the individually negotiated
multiliteracies or ―multiple venues‖ (p. 150) that make up technological literacies and,
ultimately, writing environments.
Warnick (2002) in Critical Literacy in a Digital Era: Technology, Rhetoric, and
the Public Interest extends Tyner‘s call for a critical literacy that ―encourages a
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reflective, questioning stance toward the forms and content of print and electronic media
(Tyner, 1998)‖ (p. 6). Warnick (2002) calls for citizens to gain an awareness of the
―nature, content, and effects of new media‖ and the related technology (p. 10). In short,
Warnick wants us to gain an awareness of the rhetorical implications associated with
these materials and affordances, preparing educators to understand, orient, and, then,
respond to both its persuasive gains and abuses (p. 15).
Collectively, Selber, Selfe, and Warnick call for an awareness of the effects and
consequences of computer technology in hopes of prompting an informed response that
opens avenues of approach to break down inequalities. At the core of all three positions
is an explicit call for educators to take a stance on technological issues that shape the
classroom. Along these lines, Selfe‘s (1999) work is particularly damning as she
exposes the ways some educators have failed to gain and share a critical technological
awareness. She asserts that some educators have avoided technology to ―absolve‖
themselves from this task--others incorporate technology, but fail to ―teach students how
to pay critical attention to the issues generated by the technology use‖ (p. 144). In other
cases, ―English teachers have become the unwitting purveyors of technology and
technological literacy‖ even while trying to skirt the issue by ―attending to more
traditionally conceived topics within the humanities‖ (Selfe, 1999, p. 143).
In terms of the rhetorical reflection that runs parallel to this critical technological
awareness, Kathleen Welch (1999) in Electric Rhetoric: Classical Rhetoric, Oralism,
and a New Literacy calls for resistance to the ―technophobia‖ that underlies the
opposition to the integration of pictorial realms and its associated technology (p. 208).
Although Welch‘s (1999) work focuses on video or ―screen literacy‖ (p.3), her electric
rhetoric encompasses, to a lesser extent, composing practices on the ―screens‖ of
computers. ―Both video and its cousin the computer are now hegemonic. Rhetoric is
now electric. Writing is now electric‖ (Welch, 1999, p. 6). Although her overarching
call for both a functional and critical computer literacy is loud (p. 154), it remains poorly
defined. Even so, Welch provides a point of departure for the potential integration of
novel technologies. In terms of extrapolating a place for tablets in Welch‘s electric
rhetoric, I‘m confident Welch would applaud the readily available opportunity the tablet
provides for students to inject themselves in and around the discursive structure to
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―traditional‖ electronic and web-based texts. More specifically, Welch might applaud
the tablet‘s ability to support the ―mixing and fragmenting the images of mass and high
modernist culture‖ (p. 108), and its support of visual expression of ―interior discourse‖
(p.73) through the use digital ink on digital canvases.
3.4 Sponsorship of Technology Mandates
One of the most powerful forms of sponsorship of new writing technologies is
the technology mandate. A technology mandate is an institutional or organizational
requirement for students and instructors, often staff as well, to use a specific computer
technology as part of a school‘s or business‘s information technology framework.
Focusing on higher education, technology mandates in colleges and universities in the
United States range from relatively broad computer system recommendations (variable
mandates) to explicit, school-directed requirements (fixed mandates) on the type, brand,
model, and configuration of systems used by students and teachers. These mandates can
potentially breed rolling mandates that occur when fixed mandates change (new type,
brand, model, and configuration) with each entering class. Of note, we will focus on
variable and fixed mandates in this work. Each mandate type is important, and the way
they generate pushback, align sponsors, and foster expectations, visions of use, and
writing practices is a critical part of understanding the influences at my research site.
Variable mandates can specify a type of computer technology (desktop, laptop,
tablet, slate, ultra-portable, etc.) without requiring a specific make or model.
Alternately, a variable mandate can specify system capabilities (CPU speed, network
interface, software configuration, etc.) without requiring a specific type, make, or model
of computer technology. With this type of flexibility, not surprisingly, variable
mandates make up a large part of the computing terrain in higher education. As a local
example of the first type of variable mandate, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI)
requires all students to have a specific type of computer—a laptop. Under this variable
mandate, students are free to bring any make or model of laptop, but they are encouraged
to purchase a fully compatible laptop package (laptop, software, support) from the
school that is tailored to work with its information technology (IT) infrastructure. As
examples of the second type of variable mandate, schools such as Carnegie Mellon,
Georgia Institute of Technology and Massachusetts Institute of Technology require
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students to have at least some form of computer technology. However, computer system
selection—type (desktop, laptop, tablet, slate, or ultramobile), brand, and model—is left
to each student. Even with this flexibility, this type of variable mandate still has
exacting requirements. Specifically, students‘ systems must meet minimum computing
capabilities (minimum CPU speeds, RAM, hard drive size, network interface devices,
etc.) in order to interact with their respective schools‘ networks, including the ability to
run required software applications. Called student computer ownership programs or,
more generically, computing services requirements, these variable mandates focus on
technical specifications, leaving selection of affordances (input interaction options—
keyboard and/or stylus) and portability (mobile laptop/tablet/slate vs. static desktop)
completely up to students. Like RPI, these schools offer special computer and software
packages to students wishing to purchase computers that meet their respective school‘s
technical requirements.
Within the computer manufacturing industry, what I have called fixed mandates
for the purposes of my research has different program names. These mandates are
commonly dubbed ubiquitous mobile computing, ―one-to-one‖/ 1:1 mandate programs,
universal student access or student mobile computing (Lim, 1999; Center, 2004).
Regardless of the title, these mandates are a steadily-growing fixture within higher
education. A fixed mandate requires that students and instructors acquire and use not
only a specific type of technology (desktop, laptop, slate, or tablet) but also a specific
make, model, and brand. In terms of portable computing (laptop/notebook pc)
mandates, the University of Minnesota-Crookston was the first university in the United
States to have a fixed laptop mandate for its full-time students and instructors. The
school required IBM ThinkPad 350‘s, making it the first of many ―ThinkPad U‘s‖ to
follow since 1993 (UMC, 2006). Fixed laptop mandates are now a key feature in more
than 120 colleges in this country (Carnevale and Young, 2006). Along these lines, Dr.
Brown (2006), Director of Institutional Research at Westminster College, has been
tracking colleges and universities with some type of laptop or notebook initiative
through an online database. Based on this source, the current estimates are likely low,
with the number of schools participating in some form of mobile technology fixed or
variable mandate potentially exceeding 220 academic institutions.
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Thanks to the help of a wide range of sponsors, tablets are establishing
themselves at the next generation of ―High Tech U‘s,‖ with much of the same marketing
buzz and energy as the early adopters of laptop mandates in the mid 90‘s. Interestingly,
some of the same schools that helped to spawn a long line of ―ThinkPad U‘s‖ are
themselves becoming the homes for tablet mandates. For example, Mayville State
University (2007), the fourth college to have a fixed laptop mandate in 1997 with
ThinkPad 365s, was the first college/university to have a fixed tablet mandate with
Gateway M275 systems in 2004, becoming the first of a growing number of Tablet U‘s.
Tablet manufacturer Gateway (2004) highlights this technology linkage in its
promotional Mayville case study, ―A Digital Advantage,‖ and it is a connection the
Center for Digital Education makes as well in a report titled ―Student Laptop Mandates:
Creating the Competitive Campus‖ (2004), which is underwritten by Gateway.
Within higher education these fixed mandates also have the potential to carry
interesting levels of technological strata as requirements shift based on the strengths of
novel technologies. For example, the United States Air Force Academy (USAFA),
where I currently teach and serve as course director, has four fixed mobile technology
mandates active within its student body. Across these fixed mandates there are two
types of mobile technology (laptops and tablets). Seniors (class of 2008) have the Dell
D600 (laptop). Juniors have the Dell D610 (laptop). Sophomores have the Gateway
M280 (tablet), and freshmen have the Fujitsu Lifebook (tablet).
The Academy has had a rolling personal computer mandate since 1986 (Figure
3.1), and this generates pedagogical complications as new students and instructors

Figure 3.1: Computers within USAFA‘s ―Rolling‖ Mandate.
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scramble to gain an awareness of how each technology layer influences the overall
mandate environment. Beyond the scope of this work, these rolling mandates
underscore highly complex environments that result from these technology mandates,
potentially interweaving multiple and completing sponsorship networks.
3.5 RPI’s Variable Technology Mandate
To gain a sense of the potential impact of technology mandates on student
practices, we‘ll look briefly at RPI‘s mobile computing program. RPI‘s (2006) ―Wired
Required‖ webpage states, ―Undergraduate students must have a laptop [bold added]
that meets RPI‘s specifications so they can plug into a true 21st-century education.‖ It is
important to note that although RPI does not require a specific make and model of
laptop, it does endorse and sell a solution to its laptop requirement—Lenovo‘s ThinkPad
T60. According to RPI‘s (2006) ―Mobile Computing Program‖ site, the T60 is ―[…]
loaded with a special suite of software ready for your Rensselaer course work and
specially configured for easy connection to the Rensselaer network.‖ In addition to the
software packaging notice and ―easy‖ configuration assurances, the site also highlights
the school‘s ability to offer the T60 laptop at a ―special price,‖ while also guaranteeing
campus compatibility and on-campus support of software and hardware. Benefits of
participation (Figure 3.2) in RPI‘s ―Mobile Computing Program Brochure‖ include
―value, commonality, appropriateness, and service and support.‖
These advantages are persuasive. RPI educational technology specialists
Valiquette, Miller, and Seeger (2000) underscore that ―The mobile computing program

Figure 3.2: RPI‘s Mobile Computing Program Brochure: Participation Benefits (p. 2).
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is part of a larger goal at Rensselaer. Quite simply, we want to attract more and betterqualified students by improving the learning experience‖ (p. 311). Extending this line of
argument, the Lenovo T60, as RPI‘s current laptop learning experience exemplar, is an
important lure used to attract bright, highly-competitive students. In terms of actual
student participation, the mobile computing program has been a major success.
Approximately 96% of each entering class (approx 1200 freshmen enroll each year) take
advantage of RPI‘s mobile computing program (M. Williams, personal communication,
December 8, 2006).
As a part of the lure for students to both attend RPI and join the mobile
computing program, RPI has done more than just package the software and laptops, they
have both branded the process and shaped specific images of participation through the
school‘s ―Mobile Computing Program‖ (MCP) brochure (Figure 3.3).
3.5.1 RPI: Building (and Branding) Expectations
Although the visual rhetoric behind technology mandates is not a direct focus of
this work, it is important to quickly look at the expectations the MCP program
potentially generates since it potentially influences young students, parents, and others to
align themselves (wittingly or not) with not only RPI, but also the laptop manufacturer
and many other corporate and/or academic supporters of the technology that make up
RPI‘s variable mandate—some supporters working as independent agents, others
working in an alliance with others. Also, these images may potentially influence
expectations and uses of the technology itself. The images (Figure 3.3) serve as an
initial point of departure as students begin classes and start to work with their laptops,
after which, as the MCP brochure asserts, these same students will then call upon fellow
students and teachers ―for help and [to] share solutions‖ (2006, p. 2). These interactions
may then generate new images (expectations) of use.
Drawing from Barthes‘ (1977) classic exploration of the Panzani pasta
advertisement in ―Rhetoric of the Image,‖ I would like to quickly expose some potential
messages linked to these MCP images. On a key note, I ask my research subjects
(students, teachers, IT directors, etc.) about images of use that have influenced their own
technology use later in the dissertation, so this detour is a relevant warm-up for a look
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later on at my subjects‘ visions of use. Continuing, as a guide for my look at RPI‘s
laptop mandate brochure (Figure 3.3), Barthes provides a way to develop a quick
snapshot of its many potential messages. In ―Rhetoric of the Image,‖ Barthes (1977)
highlights how each image is capable of carrying a long, ―floating chain‖ of possible
meanings (p. 156). To help stabilize and narrow these many meanings, accompanying
text can be used as one technique to help ―fix the floating chain‖ of potential meanings
these images carry (creating what Barthes calls an anchorage), and in this role, text can
help viewers to ―choose the correct level of perception,‖ fostering, as Barthes asserts,
not only focus but also understanding (p. 156). In addition to providing a focus for

Figure 3.3: Cover of RPI‘s Mobile Computing Program Brochure.
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understanding, text associated with images can also serve as a relay—textual fragments
that ally with visual (non-textual) fragments to work in a ―complementary relationship‖
in order to help support a larger message (Barthes, 1977, p. 157). The role relay can
play in extending the message of visuals is of particular interest with the RPI brochure.
With these basic terms in place, the visuals attached to RPI‘s variable mandate send
potential messages about alliances students should form with technology, including
potential visions of use. The individual squares (Figure 3.3), four in total, work together
to form a complementary whole. Serving as a type of visual relay, the two squares
containing laptops—one actual (top left) and one as program brand (bottom right, which
is designed with textual fragments)—and the images of students working with laptop
technology (one image shows a student working in isolation, the other image shows a
top-down view of a group of students working together) are juxtaposed. Providing
complementary support as easily defined elements, the laptops in isolation (much like
Barthes describes the role of some text fragments) support the more complex visuals of
students interacting with technology, generating a type of relay. As a result, people
(individuals and groups) are joined in an overarching, complimentary relationship with
technology.
A more direct form of relay is used with the italicized text below the formation of
images: ―It‟s more than just a great laptop!‖ From the contraction and the exclamation
mark, one could infer that this is a quote from a student, instructor, or school
representative. Working with the images above, the text helps to extend an overall
message that laptops, as individually (top left) and institutionally defined (bottom right)
components, are an integral part of individual (bottom left) and group (top right) study at
RPI. Interestingly, just as the combined, culturally-influenced elements of the Panzani
pasta ad generate what Barthes (1977) calls a global message (―require[s] a generally
cultural knowledge‖) of ―Italianicity‖ (p. 154), RPI‘s laptop mandate ad projects a
global message (requiring a cultural knowledge of college students and their high-tech
gadgets) of ―RPIcity,‖ when absorbed by parents and students potentially highlights,
through the fusion of the laptop image and brand, and the ―having-been-there‖ (Barthes,
1977, p. 159) images of the students in action, that being a true participant in the RPI
experience means embracing the school-supported technology.
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More directly, the brochure highlights that the school-sanctioned technology is
more than an individual study or collaboration tool—it is a vital part of a survival kit for
any student looking to successfully navigate RPI‘s demanding academic courses. These
students are not smiling, laughing, or goofing off—they are focused on, we assume, their
coursework. This coupled with cultural knowledge that RPI is not a party school, and
students must remain focused on studies in order to graduate, adds a serious tone to the
brochure. However, the mobile computing ―brand‖ or logo (lower right image)
counterbalances this tension. The logo adds stability to the technology as if the laptop
program is the cornerstone (quite literarily in this collection of images) of a successful
academic and social experience at RPI. The ―Mobile Computing at Rensselaer‖
branding may itself add to this sense of stability by implying a degree of corporate size,
scope, and supporting infrastructure, much like the laptop manufacturers themselves
provide through commercials and promotions to the general public.
If nothing else, this quick detour highlights how sponsors such as a school‘s
graphic artists and web designers can have a potential role in building expectations of
use for a mandated technology. As we will see later, traditional sponsors (the usual
suspects) often attract the spotlight while secondary and tertiary sponsors, including
issues with the technology itself, provide powerful fragments of expectations and use
that ultimate impact how mandate environments form and shift.
3.5.2 Sponsors, Alliances, and Networks behind “RPIcity”
Combined, the MCP messages produce a powerful subtext on the laptop mandate
that escapes most viewers. The subtext might read something like this:
This laptop, and all its associated RPIcity and school survival strengths, is
brought to you by Lenovo, fine maker of laptops and laptop accessories, in full
cooperation and support of the RPI IT department with the whole-hearted
endorsement by the RPI President, Dean, Individual School Deans, Department
Heads, faculty, staff, and current students. Additional technology alliances
provided through links to IBM-Lenovo, MapInfo, National Instruments, Kelty,
Maplesoft, MathWorks, and Microsoft.
The list of additional technology alliances above comes from secondary and
supplemental RPI corporate partnerships highlighted by Valiquette, Williams, Kutner,
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and Seeger (2005) in their Special Interest Group on University and College Computing
Services (SIGUCCS) paper on RPI‘s mobile computing program (pp. 407-408). Also, a
similar list is provided in the brochure itself (Figure 3.4). RPI is open about these
corporate alliances, as are most colleges, but potential expectations and visions of use
that form as a result of these alliances remain unclear. Critically, what has not been

Figure 3.4: RPI‘s Mobile Computing Program Sponsors (p. 3).

effectively evaluated is how this level of corporate participation, and its generation of
alliances (wittingly or not) between a large majority of the student body with primary
(Lenovo), embedded (Microsoft and others), and extended T60 sponsors, has potentially
shaped how teachers and students use the technology within RPI‘s variable mandate.
At this point, before going further, it will help to quickly review what a sponsor
is, especially since complex threads of technology, academic, and professional
specialists are involved in establishing and shepherding these mandates within higher
education. Sponsors are agents from a wide range of professions and backgrounds that
(as Deborah Brandt defines—addressed earlier in the chapter) provide training,
materials, opportunities, funding, and/or support of literacy practices. Computer
technology plays a vital role in shaping these literacy practices, and this shaping process
is rarely conducted in isolation.
Expanding beyond single agents, two or more sponsors can combine into a
sponsor alliance, working in an official or informal partnership. Some alliances are
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formed prior to the introduction of the novel technology as part of an organizational
hierarchy, and other alliances form as a direct result of instructor or student introduction
of a novel technology into the classroom. Additional alliances can form as a direct result
of a school‘s technology mandate. Taken together, sponsors and sponsor alliances can
form larger sponsorship networks.
Sponsorship networks ultimately form as a result of the constellations of
sponsors and sponsor alliances—a network initiated and sustained by a variable, fixed,
or rolling technology mandate. Some sponsors within the network work independently
while others work in formal and/or informal alliances. As the starting point for
sponsorship networks, mandates potentially influence how sponsors interact with each
other and the mandated technology, thereby generating expectations and visions of use
that potentially shape how the technology is ultimately used in the classroom. These
expectations and visions of use in turn may potentially influence writing practices.
With sponsorship networks in mind, we can look a little closer at the sponsors at
RPI. Sponsors within the RPI network (Figure 3.5) range from, but not limited to, T60
designers and manufacturers to the laptop-toting students and their teachers—together
forming a potential sponsorship network. Helping to potentially shape the boundaries of
the sponsorship network, individual sponsors may implicitly and/or explicitly express
expectations, uses, practices, and pushback. Within these networks, manufacturers,

Figure 3.5: Potential Sponsors in RPI‘s Laptop Mandate Sponsorship Network.

teachers, students and others potentially have the ability to influence and shape the
network environment.
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The cumulative force of these sponsors (some weaker, others stronger) may
ultimately shape the writing environment at RPI. Although the linear arrangement
(Figure 3.5) of the sponsors suggests a degree of balance and symmetry across the
sponsorship network, I expect the true shape is more along the lines of a constellation or
universe (Figure 3.6), with sponsors or sponsor alliances generating ―gravitational pull‖
like planets sometimes co-opting other sponsors into becoming temporary satellites.

Figure 3.6: Potential Shape of a Sponsorship Network.

This happened to me at a Gateway tablet pc presentation and demonstration as
my presence in the audience as a tablet researcher was highlighted by the local tablet
sales representative. After which, I was asked by those sitting around me for help with
their tablets during the hands-on portion of the program. At that point, I was forced to
leave the role of non-participant observation to the video camera. I became an unofficial
member (―satellite‖) of the Gateway tablet presentation team.
In these relationships, sponsors may exercise little to no pull, while other
sponsors or sponsor alliances may generate forces that push others into different,
potentially opposing, trajectories. These same reactions may occur in response to the
mandate itself and the issuing sponsor(s). In turn, other sponsors in the sponsorship
network may accept (alliance), modify (alliance/pushback), or reject (pushback) the
terms and technology of the mandate regardless of expectation and pressure from other
sponsors.
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In terms of the sponsors involved in RPI‘s variable mandate, how sponsors
interact and align themselves can take on a wide range of responses. At the opening
stages of RPI‘s laptop mandate in 1999, following three years of laptop pilot programs,
technology and education specialists Valiquette, Miller, and Seeger (2000) highlight
how their ―mobile computing effort was met with resistance‖ (p. 311). One of the points
of contention dealt with one of the key software sponsors embedded within the laptop—
resulting in resistance or pushback by some of the RPI students.
Adding fidelity to this issue, Monahan (2002) (a graduate of RPI‘s Department of
Science and Technology Studies doctoral program; assistant professor at Arizona State
University; and contributor to issues of technological change in education) highlights in
―Hot Technologies on Every Pillow: The Discursive Development of Institutional
Change,‖ how students have pushed back against technology mandates. Monahan‘s
(2002) article explores RPI‘s laptop mandate in terms of the language and ―symbolic
capital‖ exchange that was sparked by the school‘s 1999 laptop requirement (p. 8). As a
critical element of this exchange, students openly questioned the appropriateness of
administrators‘ technological and pedagogical implementation of the technology
mandate:
Palpable discontent grew quickly, building momentum and force, and soon
tangible manifestations of opposition appeared in the form of protest posters,
newspaper editorials, and web-art. Within the span of two weeks, the typically
conservative, politically complacent, and pro-technology student body
challenged the ―justness‖ of the laptop mandate and threatened to interfere with
the implementation process. (p. 8)
Monahan (2002) presses the point that ―this opposition was even more amazing for its
occurrence within the technology-rich context of RPI‖ (p. 11). According to Monahan
(2002), ―As computer savvy as they [RPI students] were (Mutford 1999a), they found it
offensive and insulting that administrators would deign to know what was in students‘
best interest. The strongest point of contestation centered upon the proposed operating
system of these laptop computers: Microsoft Windows‖ (p. 12). Interestingly, this
protest, though having turned less vocal over the years, still surfaces as students tout the
strengths of their individual laptop manufacturer alliances—most visibly through the
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playful, though charged, exchanges between Apple laptop users and Lenovo ThinkPad
users on campus.
Throughout the mandate, individual sponsor‘s expectations of and experience (or
lack of experience) with the proposed technology were likely ill-defined, ineffectively
shared, and poorly understood. This failure to understand the influence and contribution
of all the mandate sponsors potentially influenced perceptions, casting students and
instructors in the role of simple ―users‖ instead of contributing sponsors within a
mandate network. Specifically, the sponsor alliance between the school and the
computer manufacturer may have failed to consider students (new, novel technology
exemplars) as influential elements in the interpretation of the laptop mandate‘s potential
uses and expectations.
In terms of the technology mandate, student perceptions of their own pool of
expertise potentially influenced their perceptions of the administration‘s mastery of the
technology implementation. Specifically, students wanted the administration to
acknowledge what Monahan (2002) calls micro-level concerns, such as the proposed
laptop‘s operating system (p. 12), which by its very design and proprietary nature
generates alliances with other software manufacturers, including the potential to
influence interface design features of the laptop itself.
Students potentially saw this lack of attention to their concerns as a direct attack
against the valued forms and interactions of already proven worth by the masterful peers.
Students may well become teachers themselves within these environments. Gee (2004)
addresses this potential in Situated Language and Learning: A Critique of Traditional
Schooling as he examines the opportunities technologies open to students. Within these
culturally influenced and situated opportunities, ―masters‖ or ―masterful peers‖ model
behavior or skills that are valued within groups, and these masters are able to help
―learners know what to pay attention to‖ (p. 12). Similarly, Welch (1999) acknowledges
the special skills and literacies students gain through their experience and mastery with
novel video and computer technologies (p. 4). She also underscores how teachers often
fail to acknowledge and understand ―their [students‘] new route to the achievement of
arete (the classical Greek concept of a person‘s or thing‘s own unique excellence) […]‖
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(p. 4). The administration‘s failure to acknowledge these issues may have contributed to
the overall (macro) breakdown of the implementation from the students‘ perspective.
Students often find and craft new uses and expectations for themselves. As a
neglected, often marginalized, part of the sponsorship network, students inject
expectations and uses to fill the gaps left by the primary sponsors (computer
manufactures, employers, and faculty/staff). This crafting of uses and expectations may
be more clearly seen in situations where novel technology is mandated, thus creating a
technology-oriented culture that will look for, look to, and ultimately develop masterful
peers.
Building and extending this awareness of uses and expectations, students may
not only fill gaps but also test their uses and expectations against those of outside or
competing sponsors. In one respect, students as novice, novel, but effective
sponsor/exemplars can engage or ―spar‖ with other sponsors. Beyond simply lashing
out, sparring potentially takes on new, constructive dimensions as students harness group
developed expectations and uses in order to potentially test them against technology
manufacturers, schools, and/or future employers. A simple ―look what I can do‖ is
challenge enough to prompt a dialogue between sponsors as close and as welcoming as
teachers or sponsors as distant as the tablet‘s design team. However, in order for this
productive sparring to take place, an awareness of the other sponsors must be developed.
This potentially means that instructors pull double duty, making students aware of their
sponsorship potential, including pushback, while in parallel exercising their own sense
of pushback.
Teachers, in terms of RPI‘s computer mandate, were automatically assumed to
have school-aligned buy-in with the computer manufacturer, instead of being viewed as
pivotal, independent sponsors themselves:
Determining actors and their degree of involvement became even more slippery
because faculty members were themselves gradually caught up or ―enrolled‖ in
this program as it gained momentum. One faculty member present at the Faculty
Senate meeting where the program was rubber-stamped told me that it was
presented to the faculty as a ―done deal,‖ something that was already well
underway and happening. (Monahan, 2002, p. 4)
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As the primary translators in this process, teachers are ultimately responsible for turning
the school‘s mandate into a welcoming and workable classroom contribution. As a
result, instructors are left to collect, arrange, evaluate, and generate uses and
expectations that hold appropriate curricular, pedagogical, and rhetorical potential for
their students. However, generating an effective classroom environment for these novel
technologies, in part, starts with an understanding of potential resistance or pushback
against the novel technology.
3.5.3 Resistance Is (Not) Futile—It’s Productive Pushback
Pushback is the challenging, questioning, and/or modification of a novel
technology mandate (computer hardware, installed software, and/or supporting
infrastructure hardware or software). Sponsors can pushback not only against the
technology but also against the supporting infrastructure or even other sponsors.
Pushback has the potential to loosen up or eliminate restrictions and limitations on the
types and forms of interaction available through a novel technology. Ultimately, new
visions of use and practices emerge.
At RPI, during the pilot testing of the laptop mandate, students resisted the
restrictions imposed by the embedded software within the mandated technology, which
in turn would generate restrictions of the types of software the laptop would run and the
ways students could interface with programs that were already established and valued.
Students potentially saw the need to eliminate these restrictions early—prior to their
forced engagements with already established visions of use.
In the case of RPI‘s laptop mandate, students may have, in part, pushed back
because they may have seen themselves as having a better understanding of the proposed
technological solution:
RPI students may believe in the inevitability of technological progress, but their
depth of immersion within technological waters motivated them to react against
the restrictive homogenization of computer code options. To administrators‘
surprise, this political passion on the micro-level of operating systems surged
over to challenge technological determinism at the macro-level of laptop
implementation. (Monahan, 2002, p. 12)
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This pushback may be particularly pivotal if we accept that students, in some respects,
may well be the exemplars.
In terms of the technology mandate in 1999, student perceptions of their own
pool of expertise potentially influenced their perceptions of the administration‘s mastery
of the technology implementation. Specifically, students wanted the administration to
acknowledge micro-level concerns such as the proposed laptop‘s operating system,
which by its very design and proprietary nature generates alliances with other software
sponsors, including the potential to influence interface design features of the laptop
itself. Ultimately, these technological issues may well shape expectations and uses.
Along these lines, Monahan‘s article highlights a key point: micro-level issues can
explode into heated points of contention, especially if they are mandated or forced upon
users (2002, p. 12). Operating systems, interface options, software programs, and many
other technical issues may influence expectations and uses that in turn either
complement or clash with student‘s expectations and uses (practices). Addressed later in
this work, my interviews with students, instructors, and others linked to my research site
reveal additional ―micro-level‖ technological issues that become points of contention or
pushback with the mandated technology—some influencing writing practices.
3.5.4 Growing Sponsor Awareness
Stepping back and looking at these types of mandates within higher education,
technology mandates streamline IT support, standardize student/instructor access to
programs and the web, and serve as an enticement for potential students to attend
specific schools. On the surface, these mandates appear to be win-win decisions for all
involved, and in cases where the technology has been called and planned for at all levels
of an institution, it can potentially support a productive, rewarding learning environment.
Unfortunately, these lessons, even within variable mandates, are often hard-won. RPI
educational technology specialists Valiquette, Williams, Kutner, and Seeger (2005)
underscore this point in a Special Interest Group on University and College Computing
Services (SIGUCCS) paper on RPI‘s mobile computing program (MCP):
[…] you will need to consider how you will interact with, and get the support of,
these groups [a list including students, parents, school president, provost/dean of
undergraduate education, all academic departments, faculty, residence life,
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admissions, first year experience, financial aid, campus volunteers, campus
planning and design members, environmental and site services representatives,
and physical plant representatives]. No group can be omitted, [bold added] as
each plays an important role. Even though some groups, such as Parents and
Students, play a vital role, and others, such as Physical Plant, a smaller one, the
program needs all groups to be informed and involved. (p. 407)
This contrasts greatly with the original level of involvement the school used when the
program was initially launched, with the primary sponsors being seen as faculty,
students, administration, and staff. According to an earlier SIGUCCS on RPI‘s mobile
computing program written by RPI IT specialists Valiquette, Miller, and Seeger (2000),
steering committees, Faculty of IT, Faculty Senate, IT Committee of the Board of
Trustees, Dean‘s and President‘s councils approved the full scale implementation of the
laptop mandate. A quick comparison of this list with the list from the later SIGUCCS
report is markedly different, and the original, self-encapsulated, formally-aligned
sponsors met resistance:
The Student Senate met in February, 1999. They did not OK the proposal.
Instead, they sent out a questionnaire to students and asked additional questions.
The Student Senate‘s main contention was that this program had not been
researched enough. They felt that the Institute was rushing the program and that
the Fall of 2000 was a better target date. (Valiquette, Miller, and Seeger, 2000,
p. 312)
This awareness of the growing range of sponsors tied to a technology mandate is
essential since each group member plays a powerful role: roles we need to better
understand if we hope to gain a greater awareness of the influences of these powerful
mandates.
3.5.5 Mandates and New Trajectories
We rarely, if ever, stay within one technology mandate—often we move across
several technology mandates as personal, academic, professional, and social spheres
overlap and interweave a complex mixture of computer technology. Prior and Shipka
(2003) highlight how writing takes place as these types of multiple ―trajectories‖
intersect in ―Chronotopic Lamination: Tracing the Contours of Literate Activity‖: ―[…]
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the dispersed and fluid chains of places, times, people, and artifacts that come to be tied
together in trajectories of literate action‖ (p. 181). Technology mandates potentially
shift these trajectories, and they shape the places and practices writers select or create
through what Prior and Shipka (2003) call ―environment-selecting and –structuring
practices‖ (p. 181). Within higher education, as the physical environments and the
technological tools continue to be standardized, how individuals work and write within
these realms becomes an issue of greater concern.
Prior and Shipka (2003) highlight these concerns as they explore the layers of
environments and structured practices that make up literate practices:
Overall, we are arguing that literate activity consists not simply of some
specialized cultural forms of cognition—however distributed, not simply of some
at-hand toolkit—however heterogeneous. Rather, literate activity is about
nothing less than ways of being in the world, forms of life. It is about histories
(multiple, complexly interanimating trajectories and domains of activity), about
the (re)formation of persons and social worlds, about affect and emotion, will
and attention. It is about representational practices, complex, multifarious chains
of transformations in and across representational states and media (cf. Hutchins,
1995). It is especially about the ways we not only come to inhabit made-worlds,
but constantly make our worlds—the ways we select from, (re)structure, fiddle
with, and transform the material and social worlds we inhabit. (p. 182)
The success we potentially generate when we ―fiddle with‖ these mandated technologies
starts with an awareness of how they shift trajectories of expectations and uses.
3.6 Technology Mandates and Sponsorship Networks: Key Questions
This look at tablet technology mandates and sponsorship serves as a foundation
for gaining a critical awareness, resulting in a potential mechanism to address the
following questions:
Do sponsorship networks form as a result of fixed tablet technology
mandates?
Do these sponsorship networks influence tablet writing instruction?
o If so, how do sponsors influence tablet writing practices?
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To broach these questions, my research potentially provides a surveying tool and,
ultimately, a map of the mandated technology‘s sponsorship network. The map may
serve not only as a means of awareness, but also as a planning tool to help spotlight
threads of use that may ultimately influence how we can or should teach writing within
these novel technology mandates. Importantly, without this initial awareness, schools of
higher education are apt to adopt and adapt technologies without fully understanding or
developing a vision of use. As a result, schools may end up simply chasing each
computer innovation, potentially resulting in ineffective fixed, variable, or rolling
technology mandates. In the end, schools might end up wasting time, resources, and
thwarting instructional opportunities.
3.7 Filters for Gaining a Critical Awareness
The kind of awareness that we have been discussing in this chapter potentially
points to two related but separate lens for use in my research to evaluate technology
values, use, and practice.
Providing the first lens, Orlikowski and Gash (1994) in ―Technological Frames:
Making Sense of Information Technology in Organizations‖ highlight how technological
frameworks or ―interpretations‖ of technology shape (and are reciprocally shaped by)
assumptions, expectations, roles and uses of technology within organizations (p. 174).
They offer an effective template to explore the dynamic flow of expectations, uses, and
pushback surrounding technology sponsors. Importantly, they provide a means to view
these effects through an examination of an organization‘s technological frameworks.
How people align (―congruence‖) or pushback (―incongruence‖) plays a key part in how
larger (organization wide) ―expectations around the role of technology‖ are formed (p.
180). They offer three domains to help evaluate these expectations and, ultimate, uses:
[1] Nature of technology—―people‘s images of the technology and their
understanding of its capabilities and functionality‖ (p. 183).
[2] Technology strategy—―people‘s views of why their organization acquired
and implemented the technology. It includes their understanding of the
motivation or vision behind the adoption decision and its likely value to the
organization‖ (p. 183).
[3] Technology in use—―people‘s understanding of how the technology will be
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used on a day-to-day basis and the likely or actual conditions and consequences
associated with such uses‖ (pp. 183-184).
These three domains may serve as an initial gateway for understanding expectations and
uses of technology. Once highlighted, these uses and expectations can be tracked to
individual or group sponsors, providing a rough sketch of sponsors that shape these uses
and expectations. Additionally, these domains may help to highlight, as Orlikowski and
Gash (1994) noted in their research, some aspects of the what, why, and how of the
novel technology. If applied in parallel with additional interviews, observation, and field
notes, Orlikowski and Gash (1994) could help to construct a ―sponsor sonar,‖ helping to
illuminate the sponsorship landscape that often works below the line of sight of most
users.
In order to further focus this look at technology use, Orlikowski (2000) discusses
innovation, technology, and practice in her article ―Using Technology and Constituting
Structures: A Practice Lens for Studying Technology in Organizations.‖ Providing a
practice focus on technology use, Orlikowski (2000) addresses ―technology-in-practice‖
(TIP) to ―refer to the specific structure routinely enacted as we use the specific machine,
technique, appliance, appliance, device, or gadget in recurrent ways in our everyday
situated activities‖ (p. 408). Orlikowski (2000) places these recurring interactions with
technology into one of three types of user enactment in TIP--inertia, application, and
change:
[1] Inertia—generated little to no change in practice or the artifact; new tool used
―rarely and perfunctory‖ (p. 421).
[2] Application—used to ―augment or refine existing ways of doing things‖;
―noticeable changes to the data and/or tool aspects of the technological artifact,
as well as noticeable improvements to work processes‖ (p. 422).
[3] Change—used to ―substantially alter their existing way of doing things‖;
―transformation of the structural status quo‖; ―significant modifications to user‘s
work practices as well as the technological artifact‖; marked by experimentation
(p. 423).
In terms of schools with tablet mandates, an awareness of this type of change may
provide a means of mapping key sponsors within the technology mandate‘s sponsorship
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network. Specifically, tablet practices that transform or significantly modify writing
practices and associated writing artifacts could potentially be traced from sponsor-tosponsor in order to gain a sense of the shape and influence of the overarching network
surrounding the technology mandate.
Combined (Figure 3.7), Orlikowski and Gash (1994) and Orlikowski (2000) may
provide a two-layered filter (one for use and expectations—the other for shifts in
practice) to expose key sponsors and, ultimately, sponsorship networks within a specific

Figure 3.7: Vision of Use and Practice Filters.

technology environment. Additionally, these same filters may underscore areas for
potential pushback and acceptance.
Sponsors may potentially circumvent the tablet in light of inertia, potentially
generating pushback. Reciprocally, sponsors may rally around significant shifts in
practice, potentially generating new alliances and follow-on writing practices based on
change. The potential for these shifts across materials and technologies is addressed by
Yates and Orlikowski (1992) in their discussion of the ―memo‖ genre‘s shift across
different medias (paper to email). Along similar lines, the tablet offers the potential for
users to make a technological leap, jumping from paper to the polycarbonate surface of
the tablet. In their look at the technological shift of the memo, Yates and Orlikowski
(1992) highlight that these changes create ―new options and new constraints,‖ which
directly impact how genres are maintained or changed (p. 317). Within their
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implications for future research is a call to see changes, specifically changes in a genre,
in terms of reinforced ―cycles of use‖ (pp. 319-320). Although my research does not
focus on any one genre, it does feed off of this focus on how uses are maintained and
adapted in specific environments. Also, we see this focus of use amplified in
Orlikowski‘s later works, which helps to reinforce the selection of these two filters for
my research.
3.8 Chapter Summary: Sponsors, Mandates, and Pushback
Sponsors serve critical roles in literacy acquisition. Whenever a writer makes a
decision to adopt a computer-supported writing practice, a wide range of sponsors are
involved. The ―educational mosaic‖ of literacy, as addressed by Gordon and Gordon
(2003), applies along similar lines for tablets. Support of this technology is bolstered by
not only traditional sponsors (family, teachers, etc.) but also a widening array of
technology sponsors. These sponsors deal with flux of the continually shifting demands
of what constitutes valued literate practices in society.
In terms of technologies associated with education, gone are the days of teachers
serving as the principal technology sponsors. In response, a call for a critical awareness
of the influence and consequences of technology in a classroom has gone out: a call
challenging educators to take a stance on technological issues that shape classroom and
pedagogy. Complicating this call is a growing range of variable, fixed, and rolling
technology mandates within higher education. These mandates have the potential to
spark the adoption and generation of new writing practices. Of key concern in this
chapter, these technology mandates potentially influence, or are influenced by, sponsors,
sponsor alliances, and, sponsorship networks linked to the mandated technology. A look
at the evolution of RPI‘s variable technology mandates highlights the need to engage
with a wide range of sponsors prior to engaging a technology mandate. Additionally, it
underscores the visions of use generated through simple but effective mediums such as
websites and brochures, which, in turn, potentially influence expectations about the
mandated technology.
RPI‘s mandate also highlighted how a lack to consider all sponsors associated
with the technology could result in pushback or resistence. Pushback can result from a
lack of inclusion in a mandate selection process or technical micro-level issues such as a
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mandated technology‘s operating system and/or weight. Pushback‘s challenging,
questioning, and/or modification of a technology mandate is a key aspect of sponsorship.
Sponsors can pushback not only against the technology but also against the supporting
infrastructure and other sponsors. As a result, sponsors‘ responses to the mandate and
each other is a vital component to gaining as critical awareness of the technology itself.
In an attempt to help generate a critical awareness of these technology mandates,
Orlikowski and Gash (1994) and Orlikowski (2000) may provide a two-layered filter
(one for use and expectations—the other for shifts in practice) to expose key sponsors
and, ultimately, sponsorship networks. These same filters may underscore areas for
potential pushback and acceptance.
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4. REASEARCH METHODS
4.1 Research Site
Research was conducted at a biomedical/pharmaceutical college in the
northeastern United States. This school specializes in training students in the areas of
pharmaceutical research and application; its graduates go on to work as pharmacists,
medical researchers, and employees of major pharmaceutical companies. Dubbed Stylus
Pharmaceutical College (SPC) as a pseudonym, this college has been a center for
pharmaceutical studies for more than 120 years with approximately 90+ full-time
instructors and nearly 1200 students across three major degree areas.
SPC is unique; it is one of the first of a now growing number of schools with a
fixed mandate with the novel tablet computer technology. The mandate has been active
for more than four years. SPC‘s early adoption of the novel write, draw, type tablet, and
its mandated fixture in the academic lives of instructors and students, made this site
worthy of notice. Data collection focused on two sections of students in SPC‘s
mandatory (core) writing and speech class—Principles of Communication (POC).
This project involved non-participant observations of two POC classes and
interviews with five students and three instructors during the spring 2007 semester. Of
note, this research was an extension of interaction with SPC instructors and students as
part of initial, small-scale pilot studies during spring 2006 and fall 2007. This research
was approved by both RPI‘s and SPC‘s Institutional Review Boards. Additional details
concerning SPC and its POC course are provided in Chapter 5.
4.2 Conceptual Framework
Sponsorship influences associated with technology are acknowledged as
important prerequisites to technology implementation, but the exploration in these areas
is limited. Even with these gaps, Heath (1983), Brandt (2001), and Selfe and Hawisher
(2004) provide a valuable foundation for understanding how sponsors create connections
and alliances, and they provide insight into the role technology plays in developing the
literacy practices that are valued—practices and technologies that shift and flux along
with the literacies they ultimately support. However, it is this limitation that is in part
prompting my exploration into tablet sponsorship networks.
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Students are potentially influenced by sponsors beyond the friends, family, and
teachers clusters of sponsors as explored by Selfe and Hawisher‘s (2004) work. In
application, Valiquette, Williams, Kutner, and Seeger (2005) realized that ―No group can
be omitted‖ (407) as a result of their struggle to establish laptop technology as part of a
variable mandate at RPI. Along parallel lines, my pilot-study interviews with an
instructor working at RPI and a tablet sales representative working with RPI highlighted
new sponsors and perspectives.
Establishing an important extension to the literature, both pilot-study interview
subjects highlighted the influence of students in the tablet network. The instructor
projected a role of technology exemplar on students in general. The tablet representative
similarly saw students as techno-aware in their reported ―upward push‖ to acquire new
technologies. Both pilot interviewees similarly expressed awareness of RPI‘s
technological determinism thread, and they both projected this onto RPI students. Also,
both interviewees highlighted the role of software manufacturers (new sponsors) to make
programs that would influence instructors using novel tablet technologies at RPI. The
tablet representative called these ―compelling‖ software applications. Interestingly, this
software connection was seen as a common point of potential resistance or pushback for
both pilot-study interviewees. As an important side note, software applications were a
point of resistance or pushback for some of the students and instructors at SPC.
At extremes with one another, the instructor saw the top-level (top of the sponsor
flower, Figure 4.1, left) sponsors as having a one-way influence while the tablet

Figure 4.1: Pilot Study Interviews: Instructor (left) and Tablet Sales Rep. (right).
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representative (Figure 4.1, right) saw information technology (IT) as a principal
mediator. In terms of sponsors outside RPI, the instructor appeared to rally most of the
remaining sponsors on the flower (Figure 4.1, left), even adding an additional sponsor
petal (top right) for the writing center community and ―physical space‖ (bottom right).
In contrast, the sales representative focused on RPI sponsors (Figure 4.1, right).
In terms of gaining a sense of the orientation and interaction between the
sponsors addressed by the pilot-study interviewees, a projection or chart of the potential
sponsors involved in each interviewee‘s sponsorship network was generated (Figure
4.2), highlighting how non-traditional sponsors not addressed in the literature played
dynamic roles in the potential integration of a novel technology at RPI. Non-traditional

Figure 4.2: Pilot Study Sponsor Snapshot: RPI Instructor (left) and Tablet Rep. (right).

sponsors like online environments and conferences generated influence for my
interviewees. Also, potential ―power sponsors‖ appeared to emerge, serving as common
points of interaction for many sponsors within the technology mandate environment.
Possible examples include IT, writing centers, teachers, and students. When overlapped
(Figure 4.3), the sponsor charts of both pilot study interviewees revealed a powerful look
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at a complex network of sponsors—one far beyond those explored by Selfe and
Hawisher (2004).

Figure 4.3: Pilot Study Snapshot of RPI‘s Potential Tablet Sponsorship Network.

This simple, pilot network served as an initial blueprint for my exploration at
SPC—one that was refined to include representations for expectations, visions of use,
practices, and pushback, which provided greater fidelity on the influence of specific
sponsors. Ultimately, these blueprints of tablet technology sponsors served as a type of
sponsor ―sonar,‖ highlighting new sponsor relationships within SPC‘s sponsorship
network.
Based on both the literature and my pilot study findings, I extended the scope of
earlier works and conducted interviews with participants (see ―Research Subjects‖
section) in order to gain a clearer view of the sponsorship network associated with
mandated technology at SPC. Selfe and Hawisher‘s (2004) interview protocols
concerning literacy practices with computers were adapted for use in the first phase
(Appendix A) of my two-phased, semi-structured interview process. Selfe and
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Hawisher‘s (2004) work informed questions concerning background and prior
experience with computer technology. The second half of the interviews came from a
visually-guided protocol specifically developed to generate an understanding of how
sponsors are influenced (aligned or repulsed) by other sponsors. The visuals helped to
support research scholars Rubin and Rubin‘s (2005) call for qualitative interviews to
serve as extended conversations (p. 108). The sponsor flower potentially served as a
visual link to help ―maintain continuity‖ and focus on the topic during the interview (p.
108), and also serve as a presentational (petals) and textual (sponsor names) tool to help
―clarify meaning‖ for both the interviewer and interviewee (p. 109). Additionally, it
potentially reinforced the interviewee‘s role as a participant in the extended conversation
instead of the ―subject‖ during the interviews. This visual protocol (Appendix A) guided
the discussion and kept interviewees focused on tablet sponsors.
4.3 Research Subjects
In an effort to generate a panoramic of the larger sponsorship issues at play at my
research site, my work included an examination of sponsors beyond the traditional look
at parents, peers, and teachers. Informed by pilot-study work, field observations at three
colleges, interviews with two instructors at schools investigating tablets (one intimate
with tablets at a service academy, one inexperienced at RPI), and work with two tablet
sales representatives from two different companies, I selected the interviewees below
(Figure 4.4) for my research. Included in the list are members of the tablet design team,

Figure 4.4: Potential SPC Tablet Mandate Sponsors.
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one of the sponsors farthest away from the students. In line with Selfe and Hawisher‘s
(2004) work, traditional sponsors such as teachers and students are critical.
Interviewees:
Pharmaceutical Employer
Senior level-director in a major pharmaceutical company; initiated testing and selection
of tablets for her work section, 1 female

Gateway Tablet manufacturer/tablet sales
Senior members of the tablet design team, 2 males
Regional sales director for higher education, 1 male

SPC Leadership
SPC President, male

SPC IT
Past IT rep who initiated tablet program, male
Current IT rep, male

School Writing Centers
SPC writing center director: pseudonym, Prof Etoile (female)
RPI (pilot study only, female, ―instructor‖ in Conceptual Framework above)

SPC Teachers
Principles of Communication Instructors
Pseudonyms: Prof Soleil (female) and Prof Terre (male)

SPC Students
Four female (f) and one male (m)
Pseudonyms: Amy (f), Beth (f), Chris (m), Diane (f), and Emma (f)
Students: Amy, Chris, Diane, Emma / Instructor: Prof Soleil
Student: Beth / Instructor: Prof Terre

Interview data was collected from all of the sponsors above; however, I focused on
teachers and students with the intent to analyze other sponsors in follow-on works. The
data collection methods below were applied to all the sponsors, but analysis was applied
to SPC teachers and students.
4.4 Data Collection Methods
Triangulation of research methods (observation, interviews, and exploratory
probes at other sites with similar technology mandates) helped to reduce, but not
eliminate, validity threats. According to research exemplar Maxwell (2005), rich data
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(varied and detailed) and respondent validation can help to reduce validity issues (pp.
110-111). Along these lines, the collection of field notes, video and still images, and
audio enhanced both the variety and precision of my data collection. In terms of
respondent validation, the sponsor wheel provided an opportunity for sponsors to
validate my literature and pilot-study based identification of key sponsors.
4.4.1 Observation
Field notes of student use of tablets during classroom exercises were collected as
part of non-participant observation. Also, notes from visits to other tablet schools and
learning centers were prepared. Field notes and digital audio and video capture
(camcorder) during off-site interactions with tablet sales representatives were also
collected. Of note, these observations of tablet interactions outside of SPC helped to
anchor my observations at SPC, potentially providing an additional means of
triangulation.

Figure 4.5: Interview Sponsor Flowers for Instructors (left) and Students (right).

4.4.2 Interviews
Digital audio and Camtasia video screen captures were collected as part of
sponsor interviews—specifically focused on tablet screen captures of interviewees‘
comments and additions to the ―sponsor flowers‖ (Figure 4.5). Note, the school‘s actual
acronym was used on the sponsor flowers used during the interviews to avoid confusion.
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―SPC‖ labels were applied to the sponsor flowers after the interviews to maintain the
school‘s anonymity.
4.4.3 Documents
Student draft reports, draft posters, final reports, and final posters were collected
and reviewed. Copies of PowerPoint presentations provided by tablet manufactures and
digital (Camtasia) screen captures of students‘ stylus generated interaction with the
sponsor flower were also collected.
4.5 Data Analysis
4.5.1 Notes
Field notes and observation were reviewed for emergent expectations, uses, and
pushback. This helped to reinforce my placement and alignment of sponsors in the
tablet mandate‘s sponsorship network. These observations also informed the orientation
and direction of the sponsors (teachers pushing back against IT, etc.) within the network.
4.5.2 Video Data Collection
Digital video from sponsorship events was reviewed, looking to identify new
sponsors and observe variations on expectations, uses, practices, and pushback. This
helped reinforce my placement and alignment of sponsors in the tablet mandate‘s
sponsorship network.
4.5.3 Interview Data
Interviews with sponsors were captured on a digital audio recorder and
transcribed. Recordings were organized by sponsor type (e.g. ―students,‖ ―teachers,‖
―IT reps‖). Additionally, sponsor talk about other sponsors (e.g. students talking about
teachers‘ influence on tablet instruction) was tracked and the frequency (number of
reference occurrences during the interview) tabulated for each student and instructor.
Amy‘s, one of my SPC student interviewees, talk about sponsors (Table 4.1) and talk
about materials/technologies (Table 4.2) are provided as examples. Brandt‘s definition
of a sponsor was used as a principal guide for this data. Also, sponsor organizations
(Dept of Sciences), structures (library, labs, etc.) and publications generated by sponsors
were also included in this frequency count. Collection was accomplished by saving each
interviewee‘s Word Document transcript as an Adobe PDF file, which has a search
function that counted and highlighted the location of each sponsor reference within the
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document. The frequency of a sponsor‘s talk about other sponsors was recorded in order
to provide an awareness of the potential importance and strength of other sponsors,

SPC [6]/College [2]/Pharm. School [1]
Students(s)
Professor(s) [4]/Teachers/SPC Teacher [3]
High school
Chemistry
Dept of Arts and Sciences/Dept of Sciences
Brother
Paperless campus
POC
School
Scientific Journal
Mother

9
8
7
6
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2

Sister
Administration
Biology
Computer labs
Dr. Fleur* (chemistry, downloadable notes)
―Elementary through Middle School‖
―Elementary through High School‖
Friends
Library
Scientific community
SPC IT
* Alias

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.1: Amy: Sponsor Talk and Frequency.

Computer(s)/computer technology
Note(s)
Tablet(s)/tablet PC
Document(s)
Paper/piece of loose leaf
Windows Journal
Stylus
Technology
Keyboard
Notebook/notebook(s)
Blackboard
Online
Word [MS Word]
Charcoal
Laptop
Mouse/mouse pad [tablet‘s touchpad]
Paperless
Program(s)
Rubric
Screen
Text box/little boxes
Arrow(s)

27
19
18
11
9
7
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2

Clay
Coloring book(s)
Concept map
Crayons
Marker pen/highlighting marker pen
PDF File/PDFs
Pencil
Picture(s)
Watercolors
Website/homepage
Adobe PhotoShop
AOL
Desktop [the active ―desktop‖ program]
Ink
Internet
Joystick
Library worksheet
PCs
Play Doh
PowerPoint
Sticky pads
Tool

Table 4.2: Amy: Materials and Technology Talk and Frequency.
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

providing, between the interview content and the sponsor flower (Figure 4.6), a means of
sponsor triangulation. Of note, major categories were combined in the frequency count.
For example, sponsors such as teachers, instructors, professors, and faculty were

Figure 4.6: Amy: Sponsor Flower.

combined. A similar process was used to capture references to materials and
technology, providing a quantitative sounding board for students‘ and instructors‘
potential interactions with materials and technology during their writing processes. As a
supplemental, indirect element of my research questions, I applied greater latitude in
defining these tools and materials. However, I pulled from Reed‘s (1996) Encountering
the World: Toward and Ecology Psychology for some baseline guidance. Reed (1996),
pulling from Marx‘s discussion of worker‘s use of tools, underscores mechanical and
physical systems that must be acted upon—―put into motion‖—by the user (p. 9). With
tablets and writing in mind, I selected tools, programs, and materials that could be put
into motion by interviewees for creative work or play, focusing on these items‘ potential
to aid either writing or tablet use in general. Again, this was a supplemental element
used to provide a snapshot of the tools and materials in student and teachers‘ talk about
sponsors of tablet writing. These fragments of materials and tools potentially provide a
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look at aspects of the wide range and layers of materials, technologies, and places
involved in writing processes.
With the baseline information above, I took a broad look at two of the instructors
and five of their students. I then focused on one interviewee (one of the students)
against Orlikowski and Gash‘s (1994) three domains of technological frames—nature of
technology, technological strategy, and technology-in-use. These domains provided a

Figure 4.7: Data Analysis Process.

framework for the analysis of the talk, observations, and artifacts. An additional layer of
review was added to place the technology practices of the interviewees along
Orlikowski‘s (2000) spectrum of user enactment—inertia, application, and change.
Combined, this analytical process (Figure 4.7) generated a ―map‖ of the sponsors‘
expectations, uses, practices, and pushback, providing a, yet unexplored, sense of the
―shape‖ and influence of the tablet mandate‘s sponsorship network.
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5. TABLET MANDATE AT SPC
5.1 SPC’s Fixed Mandate
According to SPC‘s information technology website, ―The Mobile Computing
Technology Program requires all students [bold added] entering the college for the first
time to purchase a tablet PC from the [SPC]-IT department.‖ The site went on to

Gateway® M285-E with [SPC] Logo Backpack
Operating System: Genuine Microsoft® Windows® XP Tablet Edition
Operating System Backup Media: Genuine Microsoft® Windows® Tablet Media (CD version)
Application Software: Microsoft Office Professional Edition 2003[1]
TPM Hardware: Trusted Platform Module ver. 1.2.3.11
Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo Processor T5500 (1.66GHz, 667MHz FSB, 2MB L2 Cache)
Memory: 1024MB 667MHz DDR2 SDRAM (1-1024MB module)
Hard Drive: 80GB 7200rpm Serial ATA hard drive
Optical Drive: 8x Multi-Format Double Layer DVD Writer (DVD±R/±RW/CD-RW)
Backup Media: Gateway M285 Drivers & Applications Backup Media (for Windows® XP)
Backup Media: Cyberlink CDRW and PowerDVD Solution (2-Channel) w/ Media
Warranty: Notebook Value Plus Service Plan -- 4 year part/labor/NBD on-site/4 year technical support
Accidental Damage Plan: Four years accidental damage plan
Display: 14.0" WXGA TFT Active Matrix (1280 x 768 max. resolution) w/ Gateway Executive Stylus w/ Continuous Sensing Technology
Chassis: Chassis w/ Integrated Intel® Graphics Media Accelerator 950, 945GM Chipset
Battery: Primary 12-Cell Lithium Ion battery w/ 1 Yr. limited battery warranty (to accommodate additional cells, this battery extends beyond the end of the
system)
Extended Service Plan: 4 Yr. Business Mobile Primary Battery Replacement Service Plan (requires 4 Yr. or greater limited warranty)
Adapter: 65 Watt AC Adapter
Wireless Network: Integrated Intel® 3945 802.11a/b/g wireless networking
Bluetooth: Bluetooth Wireless Networking Module
Cables: Intel WLAN to Bluetooth Cabling
Additional Software: Microsoft® Experience Pack
Additional Software: Microsoft® Education Pack
Additional Software: Microsoft® OneNote
Finished Goods: Replacement Pen Tips for the Gateway Executive Stylus Pen w/ Continuous Sensing Technology
Finished Goods: Additional Gateway Executive Stylus w/ Continuous Sensing Technology
Software Documentation: End User License Agreement for Non-Microsoft Software
Software Review: Out Of Box Experience Review
Warranty Document: Business Limited Warranty Documentation
System Type: Notebook
Mobile Technology: Features Intel® Centrino® Duo Mobile Technology
Media Card Reader: 7-in-1 media card reader (Memory Stick®, MemoryStick Pro®, MultiMediaCard™, Secure Digital™, xD-Picture Card, Mini Secure
Digital®, RS-Multimedia Card™)
Expansion Slots: One type II PC card slot
External Ports: (3) USB 2.0, VGA, IEEE 1394 (FireWire)
Keyboard and Mouse: Full-Size Keyboard and EZ Pad® Pointing Device
Sound: Integrated sound and stereo speakers, headphone/speaker jack, and mic jacks
Modem: Integrated V.92 56K modem
Network: Integrated Intel® 10/100/1000 Ethernet Adapter
Standard Software: Adobe® Acrobat Reader® 7.0

Table 5.1: SPC Tablet Technology Configuration and Manufacturer Alliances.
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highlight its partnership with a major computer manufacturer, Gateway, as its fixed
mandate supplier. The site also included a list of capabilities and formal alliances
associated with the mandate (Table 5.1).
Justification for the selection of the manufacturer and model, according to the
site, was based on ―Tablet technology, wireless capabilities, ruggedness of construction
and performance.‖ Commonality in technical support was underscored near the end of
the same website as an additional justification for the tablet requirement.
Through this fixed mandate, SPC defined the type, make, and model of system
for its students. In SPC‘s case, the technology was the Gateway M285 tablet. The
justifications are not unlike those of schools with less restrictive variable technology
mandates such as RPI. School network interoperability and streamlined IT support are
common threads binding both types of mandates.
5.2 Opening Expectations and Visions of Use
Students, teachers, and sponsors actually working within the technology mandate
addressed expectation issues with the tablet technology ranging from ―paperless‖ writing
environments to course-directed interactions with required online environments. As
seen later in this chapter, these expectations either helped to solve problems or prompted
ways for students and instructors to circumvent these required applications and
interactions altogether. The ―how‖ and ―who‖ of these expectations was important to
gaining an understanding the underlying sponsorship network.
In terms of how expectations were generated, SPC did not offer the same
―branding‖ brochure as produced by RPI, and the images associated with the mobile
computing site were static with limited ―anchorage‖ (Figure 5.1). The images are open
to almost any meaning short of their presence on the mobile computing webpage. Of

Figure 5.1: Online Images of SPC‘s Mobile Computing Technology Program.
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note, the SPC mobile technology website has recently changed; the picture of the
students (Figure 5.1, left) remains, but the picture of the Gateway tablet (Figure 5.1,
right) has been removed. Also, its alliance with Gateway and the other tablet mandate
sponsors (Table 5.1) has been removed as well. Short of its current (viewed in Aug 08)
reference to the school‘s use of ―Microsoft XP Tablet Edition,‖ the public website
reveals little about SPC‘s tablet mandate. Even before these recent changes, it was
difficult to gain a sense of the expectations for the technology from the outside (public
webpages). Additionally, a global message or ―SPCicity‖ was not readily linked to the
technology. This in turn placed a greater burden directly on SPC sponsors (ultimately
instructors, students, and others) to generate opening expectations and visions of use for
the novel technology embedded in the tablet mandate.
This initial open slate was, interestingly enough, readily filled by SPC students
and instructors during the interviews. For example, some students thought SPC required
the tablets in order to create a paperless campus. Amy, one of the SPC students, filled in
her own expectation:
[…] and being forced to use the computers on what SPC would like to call a
paperless campus really kinda forced me to incorporate the computer into my
learning style and just being a student here at SPC […] I don‘t see any negatives
to the tablet use on this campus. As I mentioned before, we‘re trying to be a
paperless campus. We‘re almost there.
Amy went on to highlight specific justifications for the paperless environment:
I think my influence is coming from the financial aspect of how expensive paper
is, how expensive ink is. They‘re requiring us to have a computer anyway, so
why not have the entire campus online, on the computer, taking full advantage of
this technology we‘ve been given […] Well, I feel that the administration is
using that as an appeal to come here, type of drawing new and youthful students
in. We‘ve grown up with the computers, so we can use them to the full extent. I
remember in my Principles of Communication class I had an older woman sitting
next to me that didn‘t know how to use the computer, so in that respect it might
be a negative, but I enjoy my tablet PC and the fact that I don‘t need a printer if I
don‘t want one.
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In this case, Amy filled-in the gaps, justifying the mandate‘s ―paperless vision‖ through
cost/resource savings and ―appeal‖ to new students. She linked this paperless
expectation to the overarching school and the administration. She even highlighted her
own buy-in to this vision—―We‘re almost there.‖
Quickly looking at one of Amy‘s key sponsors, her Principles of Communication
(POC) instructor, Prof Soleil, we can see parallel expectations in light of this and other
open slates. When asked about how expectations influenced how she used the tablet,
Prof Soleil also highlighted the paperless campus vision:
I want to be proficient at the computer because a lot—this is a paperless campus
and I think that‘s actually a very good thing—I‘m glad we‘re a paperless campus
for a lot of reasons—and I want to support that. So that being said, the
expectation that I am knowledgeable in the technology so I can teach my students
how to use it and use it well in the classroom together, as a collaborative activity,
is very important.
Much like Amy, Prof Soleil highlights SPC leadership as the key sponsor. Adding, Prof
Soleil points to the ―environment‖ as being a critical outside (non-SPC) sponsor for her
expectation and vision of use of tablet technology.
This is just one of several expectations and visions of use generated by SPC
sponsors. At this point, it is important to highlight that whether SPC‘s technology
mandate was structured, branded, or left open to interpretation by individual sponsors, an
expectation (potentially with some fragmented influence on writing practices) appeared
to form around the mandate. In this case, SPC students and instructors generated a
positive and popular environment-friendly mythology around the novel technology,
which potentially generated an implicit expectation to shift all activities associated with
pen/pencil and paper to the screen of the tablet.
The mandated technology, even with these simple expectations, potentially
changed the writing environment on many levels. According to culture and technology
critic, Postman (1993), new technologies can create ―ecological‖ changes—changes that
can generate significant shifts that in turn generate a cascade of effects (p. 18). It is
interesting how student and teacher engage with the new technological element in their
academic ecology based on a popular call to reduce waste and ―save‖ the planet, which,
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in turn, changed long-standing practices with notebooks, pens, and pencils. A few of the
ecological changes associated with the tablet mandate range from expectations towards
paperless writing to expectations for students to download and then layer notes and other
forms of writing after embedding them as part of new Windows Journal documents.
Conversely, some of these same expectations were circumvented in order to keep legacy
writing practices active in the mandate ecology by some of the instructors and students;
this resistance will be discussed as pushback later in this chapter. Overall, the mandate
appeared to have the potential to shift both expectations, uses, and, ultimately, practices,
which potentially generated unique consequences. According to Postman (1993),
―Unforeseen consequences stand in the way of all those who think they see clearly the
direction in which a new technology will take us‖ (p. 15). This, coupled with the earlier
calls for clear visions of use, underscored the potential for dynamic shifts in ecologies
that integrate technology mandates.
At SPC, both expectations and consequences created interesting shifts based on
the contingency of the day. Spinuzzi and Zachry (2000) define ―contingency‖ as it
applies to genres within complex work environments:
By contingency we mean uncertainty, the conditional dependence on the
fulfillment of conditions. That is, contingency involves the complex,
opportunistic, sometimes risky coordinations among genres that are made by
people who are trying to accomplish certain things. Contingency involves
making connections that were not planned by the system‘s designers. (p. 173)
Even though my work is not genre focused, observations of SPC writing instructors and
students underscored the role uncertainty and ad hoc connections would play on
influencing expectations, uses, and practices.
As I found out during the interviews, after having seen specific practices during
nonparticipant observation in the classrooms, instructors and students alike highlighted
contingencies that influenced what they did with tablets while writing. Diane would
draw during freewrite exercises with her tablet in laptop mode, forcing her to draw with
one hand while stabilizing the screen with another. She didn‘t like the time loss of
switching to slate mode, which covered the keyboard, her primary means of writing for
the rest of the class. Emma took notes in slate mode with the stylus in order to
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demonstrate to her instructor (Prof Soleil) that she wasn‘t goofing off (surfing web,
playing games, etc.) like some of the other students. Of note, Emma‘s instructor was not
aware of this reason behind Emma‘s slate-mode enactment. Beth used a sticky pad note
to jot down instructions for an important task. She would then attach to the top corner of
her tablet screen. When asked why she didn‘t just use the tablet to jot down the note (a
practice I had seen her accomplish several times before), she said she didn‘t like to shift
between layered program windows when she was working on something important.
Additional examples follow in this chapter, but the key point here is that open
expectations, ―uncertainty,‖ and a complex cocktail of other influences shaped tablet use
at SPC.
5.3 Principles of Communication
My research revolved around the exploration and description of the potential
tablet sponsorship network at SPC, highlighting and tracking the potential expectations,
uses, practices, and pushback of this tool on the writing instructors and students in its
core writing and communication class—Principles of Communication (POC). Students
in the course were required to accomplish three major assignments as part of the
course—a review of a drug, a group proposal project focused on a campus issue, and a
report of a key scientific topic or health concern. As part of the course, students
generated individual presentations on their reviews and group presentations over the
proposals. Students also wrote audience assessments, assignment proposals, and end-ofcourse reflections (Figure 5.2) as part of course portfolios. Students worked in groups

Figure 5.2: Diane‘s End-of-Course Reflection on Her Major POC Assignments.
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and provided peer feedback on major assignments in the course. They also designed and
showcased posters (Figure 5.3) designed to effectively communicate the focus of their
report topics for specific audiences.

Figure 5.3: POC Students Review Course Posters.

5.4 Tablet for the Teacher
5.4.1 Overview
Professors Soleil (forties, female) and Terre (thirties, male) are veteran
instructors of writing and communication at SPC. They have used tablet technology as
part of their professional, administrative, and academic writing. They also used tablets
(to varying degrees) in SPC‘s required writing and communication class. Of note, both
instructors were part of my non-participant observation at SPC. Neither instructor had
any experience with tablet technology prior to coming to SPC; however, both instructors
used computer technology prior to teaching at SPC. Prof Soleil started using computers
in graduate school. Prof Terre was exposed to basic computer systems as early as high
school.
In terms of current computer writing practices, Soleil and Terre compose almost
exclusively on their computers. As part of her computer composing process, Soleil
saves different versions of Word documents (draft1.doc, draft2.doc, etc.) as she
developed and revised her work. Terre composed ―pretty much exclusively‖ on his
computer. However, he continues to hand-write his personal journal on paper.
Of interest was each instructor‘s experience with some variant of visual/graphic
design. This was particularly interesting in terms of the virtual ―materials and
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affordances‖ the digital canvas offered. Soleil‘s father was an artist, and he taught her
how to draw, paint, and even make paper. Soleil still works with mixed media at home
with her family. Terre wrote and illustrated stories growing up, but drawing in general
dropped off by the time he was in high school. Later on, his interest in media arts was
rekindled, and he went go on to get a degree in visual design and graphic arts.
5.4.2 Tablet Technology Use
Both instructors encouraged tablet use in the classroom, particularly as part of inclass drafting, peer response, and group exercises. Non-participant observation of both
of their sections underscored the tablet‘s use as a means of pulling and pushing exercises
and class materials from the course and section portals on Blackboard (online data
posting and sharing software). Students used their tablets as access points, often
following the lead of their instructors as they accessed the specific online assignments
and projected them on the screen (Figure 5.4) at the front of the class.

Figure 5.4: Projection Screen in POC Classroom.

5.4.3 Tablet Writing Processes
Soleil and Terre provided feedback on student drafts and papers via the
―comments‖ option in MS Word (Figure 5.5). This is a keyboard-centric function (note
text ―bubbles‖ in the right-hand margin of this student paper). This was a standard
practice for Soleil and Terre. Prof. Soleil started with hand-written comments using the
tablet‘s stylus/screen capability (see Chapter 2) on the MS Word documents; however,
she soon abandoned this practice. She highlighted that she could grade faster and
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provide more extensive feedback if she used the comment function embedded in MS
Word program:
And when you‘re going through 50+ papers, typing is much more efficient on
time than writing is—my primary reason why I choose that. ‗Cause I tried it, I
really did. I went through and tried with the stylus. Last spring, I redid all my
papers and wrote them all with the comments. It took me twice as long as it did
just to do the comment functions.
The need for grading speed replaced the tablet‘s novel technology (stylus/canvas
interface). For Terre, using MS Word‘s track changes and comment bubble function
was already a deeply-embedded practice.

Figure 5.5: Prof Soleil‘s Comments to Emma in MS Word.

In terms of actually using the novel tablet technology (stylus/screen interface),
Soleil opened class with a five minute freewriting period—students were encouraged to
write or draw. When her POC classes did focus on visual design for their poster project,
they were encouraged to generate hand-drawn drafts in Windows Journal; however, for
the final product, they used MS Publisher. Terre rarely used the stylus in class;
however, he did make it a point to compliment students when they did use it. He was
skilled at using Word and Publisher. He was not aware that other instructors used
Windows Journal for the poster drafting project.
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5.5 Teachers: Spotlighting Key Sponsors
5.5.1 The Usual Suspects of Sponsorship
Both instructors highlighted many of the same usual suspects (Figure 5.6),
specifically family, teachers, and students. Family references were heavily embedded in

Figure 5.6: Instructor Sponsor Talk Frequency.
Soleil‘s talk, especially talk about students. She included references to her father and
daughter. Her father was a creative force in the family, fostering Prof Soleil‘s artistic
development. In terms of her daughter, Soleil has used her tablet to expose her daughter
to computer-based artistic practices:
And since I‘ve had the Tablet, I‘ve let my daughter draw on the computer. I see
it as an extension of the artwork that she‘s already doing. […] I just let her go to
town and draw on it and play with it. And she thinks it is really cool. And she
actually does stuff that I don't know how she does it because she‘s picked it up
quicker than I could and she teaches me.
Prof Terre also addressed some of the usual suspects. He mentioned his wife and her use
of MAC computers. This then prompted a discussion of (well-established) technology
sponsors that have played a key role in his life—specifically Apple.
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5.5.2 Students’ Influence on Teachers
Students topped both instructors‘ frequency of talk. Also, students are ranked #1
by both instructors (Figure 5.7) on their respective sponsor flowers. According to Soleil,

Figure 5.7: Instructors‘ Sponsor Flowers.

students generated expectations, which prompted her to increase her knowledge of tablet
functions:
Well one, students expect that if they pay that much for a computer that they‘re
gonna be used in the classroom. And that the professor, who‘s standing in front
of the classroom, myself, I‘m expected to really understand how to use that
computer—the Tablet function, everything. And so as a professor, I‘m expected
to allow the students to have opportunities to use the Tablet and use the stylus
and draw or write notes in handwriting. So they‘re expecting me to give them
opportunities to really utilize this machine that they‘ve spent $2,500.00 as part of
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their tuition to come to school. So that‘s where I—one, just one thing I see with
the students.
Also, she highlighted a parallel influence from an unusual sponsor—the paperless
campus:
I want to be proficient at the computer because a lot—this is a paperless campus
and I think that‘s actually a very good thing—I‘m glad we‘re a paperless campus
for a lot of reasons—and I want to support that. So that being said, the
expectation that I am knowledgeable in the technology so I can teach my students
how to use it and use it well in the classroom together, as a collaborative activity,
is very important.
So they‘ve influenced how I use the computer, they‘ve influenced the amount of
time I put into making sure I understand how to use a program in order to work
with the students. And I even use the programs just to play with them, just to
make sure I‘m up on everything so that I can present it to them. And I would say
all of these things, all of these expectations, I really, I try hard—come down to
my trying hard to proficient in how to use a computer so I can meet their
expectations.
Prof Terre also highlighted expectations from students, which influenced the way
he ultimately organized the class. Also, he addressed the struggle to keep students from
being distracted by the technology:
Interviewer: let‘s see, you‘ve highlighted SPC students – We‘ll just kind of
start and then go that way, go clockwise. In terms of here in the center,
instructors teaching writing with tablets, what expectations have you felt from
students as sponsors?
Terre: Well, by virtue of the fact that they all have these computers, that really
puts, I think, a greater obligation to make use of the technology in some way and
if you‘re using that technology in a productive way that prevents them from
being distracted by it then I think you‘re gonna be more successful. So I actually
feel that students, in particular, just because of the situation here are probably the
biggest push for thinking of ways to use computers in a way that‘s useful.
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Interviewer: Have these expectations from students shaped how you write with
your tablet?
Terre: How I personally write?
Interviewer: Well, that writing can either be personal writing, formal writing
related to class and instruction or writing as it deals with SPC business…any one
of those.
Terre: I say to some degree it‘s influenced the way that I construct classes.
Outside of that I would say not. Not particularly, no.
Interviewer: In what ways did that influence the class construction?
Terre: I suppose I try to encourage interaction with other student writing, with
the more advanced features, you know, with the stylus if I can, but more in terms
of revision tools that exist on the computer.
Interviewer: What revision tools specifically?
Terre: Specifically, in Word, track changes version kind of features –
Interviewer: Did you tend to favor the track changes versus, let‘s say, a stylus
generated margin note, or someone handwriting, or you handwriting, which do
you –
Terre: I favor it for my own use. Yeah, I use track changes and comments
rather than the stylus. I try to, when I can, encourage students if they‘re using the
stylus, saying, ―That looks really good that you‘re using that.‖ Outside of that, I
mean, it‘s not a directive that I follow all the time.
Interviewer: So your expectation, or influence of your expectations, was more
to the system in general, not necessarily to the stylus?
Terre: Not necessarily to the stylus.
Interviewer: […] Have these expectations influenced how you teach students
how to write?
Terre: Absolutely. I mean if you have a place that doesn‘t supply computers
and you don‘t have students in front of you using computers every class, it‘s a
very different situation. Bringing technology into teaching writing, that‘s
definitely had an influence on how I teach it. Absolutely. Again, to the stylus
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specifically, not as much, but to tools that are available on the computer as a
whole, absolutely.
Terre: Part of that pressure from students to make use of it is the result of trying
to make sure that they‘re not using it for something that has nothing to do with
what you‘re talking about. And that‘s really – A big part of it for me is, ―How
can I get you to use this for, you know, something we‘re doing instead of a
distraction from what we‘re doing?‖ So, feeling that pressure, there‘s probably
decisions that are made in the classroom that, you know, I wouldn‘t make
otherwise.
Terre: Well, interestingly enough, there‘s a lot of student tutors there, there‘s
peer tutors, and I think that as they‘re helping other students revise, they‘re using
probably tablets more than instructors would be, so I know how to revise. At
least from things I‘ve observed in there. I‘ve seen students using the stylus to
kind of point out different parts of people‘s papers and all kinds of things like
that. So there‘s that part of it, I think students are – play a big part of why that‘s
a significant sponsor.
5.5.3 Teachers Influencing Teachers
Soleil saw herself as a technology mentor for the other instructors, which was
one reason why she added herself to the sponsor flower:
Soleil: And then as far as SPC teachers, a lot of times—well their expectation of
me is really in a lot of times in a training role. There‘s many, many times when
I‘m asked how to do something with the computer. Because I don‘t know that as
a blanket overall, all of the professors have been given any training in how to use
a Tablet PC. I know when I came on two years ago I was just given this
computer.
Soleil: But my colleagues, I think, a lot of times see me as a technology person,
which I find highly ironic and come to me with questions. I think part of it‘s…
I‘m innovative and I like new things and I like doing new things. I get really
bored if I don‘t have some new challenges and to me, the computer is a
continual, challenges me continually. So I always go one step beyond because I
like it, basically. I like it. But I don't know, not everybody feels that way. So
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that‘s the role I see is to help support my colleagues. I think there‘s an
expectation that I‘m gonna support them with their technology needs when they
have them.
Terre highlighted a powerful influence within the teachers, the course coordinator, as a
key influence among fellow instructors:
Terre: I think that, you know, if course coordinators are implementing course
material that kind of lends itself to using specific kinds of technology, then yeah,
I mean, it‘s gonna influence all the people that are below them in the
infrastructure. But also, if they actually spend the time and show the people that
are teaching their course for them and say, ―This is how you do this and this is
why it‘s gonna make things easier and this is what it‘s gonna do for you in the
classroom,‖ then its gonna kind of go outside of just being, ―I want you to do this
because I‘m your boss.‖
5.5.4 IT’s Influence on Teachers
In terms of IT, Soleil did not address IT, but Terre saw IT as a sponsor that
pushed instead of coordinating activities with instructors:
Terre: As far as I can tell, it‘s IT out. I don‘t know that – I haven‘t seen a lot of
changes in terms of technology based on instructor requests or necessarily even
student requests, to be honest. I actually think things have moved in the opposite
direction. Well, one of the things that happened with Blackboard [an online
documents posting and sharing site] was, even actually just between the fall
semester and this semester, I don‘t know if you know about this or not, was, you
know, the science courses are run in a way where you have a main section site of
Blackboard that covers all of organic chemistry classes. And then you have
another Blackboard site that‘s your lab section site. And they did this with
sciences when they started using Blackboard. Then they actually put out a poll
and said, ―Do you like it this way, or would you like it to have just one site for
every course that you have?‖ And students and instructors both said, ―We really
don‘t like having two sites. It should just be one site per course and that‘s how it
should work.‖
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Terre: They did a – some kind of poll and asked students and instructors how
they, you know, what they thought was better, and they did provide the results
and everyone was kind of saying, you know, that it should really just be one
place where you‘re going for your class and as a consequence they actually did
the opposite and switched it so you didn‘t. In POC, I had a main section site, and
I had to – or I had a main site and then a section site. Which, predictably, for
something like POC, was just absolutely unnecessary?
Interviewer: Are there any other instructional things in terms of teaching with a
tablet that IT has generated expectations?
Terre: You know, I don‘t know if it would even be considered as an expectation,
that you use a projection system in every classroom. I mean I think that‘s so
embedded here that it‘s not even an expectation, it‘s just whatever a step beyond
an expectation could be. But I feel like IT has a lot to do with that, with the way
classrooms are set up in terms of technology.
Interviewer: Okay, so the rows, the screen in front, the projector mounted on
the ceiling, I mean, that whole –
Terre: I feel like that‘s the result of how things are set up in terms of where the
hardware or the network cables can go and all kinds of things like that. But I do
feel like since they maintain that and fix it and upgrade it and all those things, I
feel like that‘s an influence.
Interviewer: Any consequences – well, before I jump – any practices that
you‘d like to add for IT practices that you like, dislike?
Terre: The only practices they would influence, really, I think would be – we‘ll
just go – things on Blackboard. The way that assignments are collected. The
way that you upload information and all that kind of stuff is – IT at some point
needs to kind of set some parameters there. Actually, I think they‘re running in
trouble with Blackboard because they‘re not – because there‘s not enough
communication there. I think the expectation is there; there‘s just not any
communication with that expectation in terms of how instructors store things and
how they have students submit things and all things like that. Once again, it‘s a
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much more kind of logistical aspect of instruction, not really technological or
anything.
Interviewer: Positive and negative consequences in SPC IT?
Terre: I do think it‘s a negative. I don‘t really think there‘s enough back and
forth there, between IT who I feel makes a number of decisions that influence the
way everyone teaches and I think that has some negative consequences. And that
again, I think, a lot of that comes down to communication, at least in terms of
what I‘ve seen. There‘s not enough communication between faculty and IT
saying this is what we want. There‘s a conflict there that‘s I think relatively
silent, but growing, in terms of certain faculty perception that, you know, IT is
here to serve the needs of instructors. I don‘t know that a lot of people in IT
would see it that way necessarily. I think that‘s part of where the negative
consequences of that come from.
5.5.5 Teachers and Sponsor Alliances
Terre highlighted the role the shift from the Humanities Department to the
Department of Arts and Sciences played in ―normalizing‖ tablet use across the
disciplines:
Interviewer: The Department of Arts and Sciences, expectations you felt from
that sponsor?
Terre: I guess that‘s pretty close to just SPC teachers in general. Although, I do
feel like probably our department which – Art and Sciences is a fairly new
department. It used to be the Humanities Department before fall semester [fall
2006] this year. In the past when it was just Humanities, I feel like there‘s a real
struggle against the technology because of, I guess, the kind of instructors that
comprise the department. I think that as the Arts and Sciences Department,
there‘s a more integrative approach to how we all use technology and what‘s
expected.
Interviewer: So, you feel that an instructor teaching POC and an instructor
teaching chemistry falls under that, so you think there‘s sort of a common vision
of use of the tablet?
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Terre: You know POC is actually a little different. I think even POCs can be
regarded as separate from, even when it was a Humanities Department, but I
think that, at some degree, those – I think it‘s all first and second year science
teachers that now make up that department along with all the Humanities
teachers. Those science teachers use technology more in the classroom, simply
because they have to because they have a lecture with 250 students in it. And
there‘s no way to logistically handle that, but with more technology. So, I think
integrating those two departments together influence that sponsorship.
Interviewer: So, I don‘t wanna come up with – generate words, but do you sort
of see that as sort of an alliance forming in terms of technology use, or that this
construction of Department of Arts and Sciences is kind of generating an
alliance?
Terre: I think it‘s influential. I would probably say that alliance sounds like a
pretty strong word. I think it‘s probably influential in terms of normalizing how
a larger group of instructors uses technology.
5.5.6 Software Manufacturers’ Influence on Teachers
Prof Soleil shared how Dyknow (software that allowed students to pull down and
interact with course notes) could potentially get students engaged with course material—
primarily material embedded in PowerPoint:
Soleil: DyKnow, practically, DyKnow I didn‘t use it as much this spring but this
fall I‘m gonna use it a lot, lot more especially because you can put PowerPoint
directly into DyKnow. And the students can write notes on the PowerPoint in
DyKnow so that they have their notes with the slides and it‘s all together rather
than two separate documents. I think that‘s really useful for them. I‘m always
looking for ways to make the computers useful to helping them study, and as few
steps as possible to study as possible for them.
Soleil: So technologically what I‘ve been trying to do is use PowerPoint and
find ways to use PowerPoint in a way where it‘s dynamic and not static. Which
DyKnow provides that but another way is instead of just having stuff you read
off of DyKnow, off the PowerPoint, I think what I want to do is restructure our
PowerPoints in POC next year and make them all questions, not answers, so I‘m
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not having to reiterate what there can already read on a slide. I mean to tell the
truth, they could just read those slides themselves and get the information. I
think what I‘d rather see is questions: What do you think about X, Y, and Z?
Now find an example. And make it an activity-based one where they could do
the activities in DyKnow using the PowerPoint. Or even have the PowerPoint
appear and have them use Journal, Word, or whatever they decide they like and
write it, write in on their computer in groups. But it‘s really influenced the way
I‘ve done my teaching because now I always look at this as the avenue in which
to teach, the computer always comes first. Okay, I‘ve got the computer. How
can I use it so they‘re not surfing, so they‘re not IMing, so it‘s always dynamic?
I can‘t cut it out, they‘re still gonna do it, but to make it as minimal as possible.
Soleil hinted at a point of contention with this software, but highlighted a willingness to
integrate the software into the classroom. This is significant since DyKnow can
interface with the stylus. Also, DyKnow is in a formal alliance with SPC‘s tablet
manufacturer, which then forms an informal, functional alliance with MS PowerPoint.
Terre addressed the software manufacturers as not only as generators of
expectations but also consequences:
Interviewer: The software manufacturers – what expectations do you feel from
them as a sponsor?
Terre: I guess I speak specifically there of DyKnow and of Blackboard.
DyKnow in particular, I don‘t know if it‘s because it‘s a smaller company, or not.
When you sign up for it, they have a listserve that they put you on and they‘re
kind of constantly trying to influence the way that you‘re using it and how much
you‘re using it and all those types of things. So, that‘s a very kind of direct
example of expectation. In terms of Blackboard, I guess, I don‘t think there‘s a
lot of direct contact between faculty and Blackboard. I would guess that there is
between Blackboard and IT. But there definitely is an expectation there that
they‘re gonna use it in a particular way, even if the way that‘s expected isn‘t
realistic.
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Interviewer: Any expectations that have shaped at least in terms of those two
programs, your writing or your teaching aside from what you‘ve covered
previously about?
Terre: Probably not. I mean, Blackboard in terms of any kind of content
management system has changed the way that I view teaching, and you know,
teaching in places that don‘t have a widely used or implemented content
management system is now a very – not very difficult, but very different
experience for me. You know, I‘m kind of used to students having direct access
to the materials that I want them to have access to immediately and all at once
and all those kinds of things. So, to that degree, it has influenced me.
Interviewer: Any consequences that you want to highlight that you haven‘t
already touched upon, positive or negative?
Terre: No, I mean I guess what I just said. I feel like it‘s a consequence too, an
influence and a consequence.

Table 5.2: Software Programs Referenced by Instructors.
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In terms of the overarching influence of software on instructors, several programs (Table
5.2) were referenced across the course of the interviews. DyKnow, as evidenced earlier,
was a point for both encouragement and pushback. Also, Windows Journal, Word, and
Publisher were referenced by both instructors. Students used Windows Journal as a note
taker and initial poster drafting program. Word used to submit polished drafts and final
papers for peer and instructor feedback. Students were required to use Publisher for the
final production of their poster projects prior to printing them on paper. It is not
surprising to see common references of these key programs since they were the accepted
―currency‖ of transaction across the course, especially Word.
5.5.7 Paperless Campus as Sponsor
Another interesting sponsor was the environment, as highlighted by Soleil. This
was not only linked to the tablets and paperless environment at SPC. Also, Terre
highlighted the role of paperless interactions as part of the tablet‘s future:
Soleil: … I want to be proficient at the computer because a lot—this is a
paperless campus and I think that‘s actually a very good thing—I‘m glad we‘re a
paperless campus for a lot of reasons—and I want to support that. So that being
said, the expectation that I am knowledgeable in the technology so I can teach
my students how to use it and use it well in the classroom together, as a
collaborative activity, is very important.
Soleil: So they‘ve influenced how I use the computer, they‘ve influenced the
amount of time I put into making sure I understand how to use a program in
order to work with the students. And I even use the programs just to play with
them, just to make sure I‘m up on everything so that I can present it to them.
And I would say all of these things, all of these expectations, I really, I try hard—
come down to my trying hard to proficient in how to use a computer so I can
meet their expectations.
Interviewer: Before jumping on, you brought up an interesting point; you said
―a paperless campus‖. What sponsor, would you say, provides the most
influence in you feeling like you should help to shape a paperless campus?
Soleil: The environment.
Interviewer: Okay so you‘ve –so your sponsorship is outside of….
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Soleil: I‘ve got to say really, it comes from the SPC leadership, but I am very
concerned and committed and convicted about what‘s happening to our
environment. I think it even outshines wars and famine and if we take care of
this planet we‘re all dead so it doesn‘t really matter, bottom line, we‘ve got to do
that. And I think the fact – I really – I mean it sounds cheesy, I can‘t even
believe. But it really does, it really influences why I‘m so committed to this
paperless campus is I really firmly believe that if we don‘t start being more
conservative with our resources, we‘re just not gonna have a planet to live on. It
won‘t matter; we‘ll all be dead.
So as grandiose as that sounds, that is a really—but it is, it‘s probably the
major influence why I‘m so committed to this initiative. And I don't know that
the leadership has such a moral, ethical ideal behind it as I do. However, I‘m
willing – […] or whatever cynical view I have on that, the good outweighs it, the
impact on the environment outweighs that for me.
Interviewer: …so, now that you‘ve said paperless environment, I‘ll let you
know that you‘re not the first to mention that. So it‘s interesting that –
Soleil: Good.
Interviewer: – so many of the people that I interviewed are talking about a
paperless environment.
Soleil: That‘s good though. I‘m glad to know that there‘re people who are
concerned about that. That makes me feel good because it‘s one, I mean one
person can have a minor impact but if it‘s many people it can be a major impact.
Without being prompted, Terre brought up ―paperless‖ during the interview as part of
the tablet‘s future use in 3-5 years:
Terre: Well yeah, with more and more institutions being paperless. I mean, I
think interacting with text, whether it‘s another student‘s paper or book, I think
that‘s really important. And if you‘re paperless, you know, how else are you
gonna do it?
Interviewer: You brought up something that I‘ve even heard from the students.
They chime in and say paperless. It‘s been interesting to hear them talk about
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sponsors they associate with that. […] but is there any particular sponsor here
that you kind of associate with paperless, going paperless, or –
Terre: I‘m not sure who issues those kinds of directives, but it‘s definitely
something that comes from kind of high that you know you really shouldn‘t be
using any, making copies, doing anything like that.
Interviewer: So you sense it, but you sense it comes from somewhere higher up
in the –
Terre: And it‘s easily translated down into course coordinators. And if the
course coordinators feel strongly enough about it or if they feel threatened by it, I
think they say to the people teaching their courses, ―Look, don‘t do this. You
have to be paperless and if you aren‘t, then it might make trouble.‖ You know,
so –
Interviewer: So that kind of line of communication, course coordinators being
the most direct voice of the online –
Terre: Right.
5.5.8 Teachers: Summary
Overall, both instructors highlighted the role students played in not only
generating expectations but also influencing classroom instruction. This was evident in
not only their frequency of talk but also their interaction with the sponsor flower.
Additionally, both instructors felt expectations to use tablet technology from fellow
instructors. Prof Soleil expressed the expectation to learn more about the technology in
order to help fellow instructors. Prof Terre pointed to the course coordinator as an
influential instructor in terms of technology use. For Prof Soleil, the course coordinator
served as a push-pull resource; however, Terre saw this individual as a more direct
source for mandated tablet use in the classroom.
Prof Terre‘s discussion highlighted the potential for overarching departments to
serve as a ―normalizing‖ sponsor across several disciplines, which is interesting in light
of the wide range of disciplines (Biology, Chemistry, Communication) embedded in the
department.
In terms of unusual sponsors, Terre addressed the influence of the Department of
Arts and Sciences, which was also felt by some of the students. Also, software
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manufacturers played not only a role in generating expectations, but also generating a
means of enacting with the stylus and another ―window‖ via MS PowerPoint. Paperless
environments were addressed by both instructors without being prompted. Soleil saw
SPC leadership as a key sponsor for this paperless shift. Terre addressed this paperless
transition in terms of the tablet‘s future use.
In terms of practice, Prof Soleil encouraged stylus use, particularly during
freewriting and poster drafting. However, in terms of her own use, the stylus was
abandoned in favor of the time-saving enactment of typing. Prof Terre applauded stylus
use in the classroom, but was type-centric in his practices in the classroom. Both
instructors used MS Word comments applications to provide feedback to their students.
5.6 Student Meets Stylus
5.6.1 Overview
Amy, Beth, Chris, Diane, and Emma have used tablet technology in almost all
their courses at SPC. SPC was their first exposure to tablet technology; however, all of
the students had prior experience with computers at home and during high school. Their
interactions were type-centric, and they all learned to word process, typically with MS
Word.
All of the students had some experience with visual design, drawing, drafting,
painting, or sculpting. Amy studied basic visual design as part of a web design course
her sophomore year in high school. Also, she worked with Photoshop and PowerPoint.
She had sketched with charcoal, and she would relax once a week at SPC with a friend
coloring in coloring books in their dorm at SPC. Beth had experience with architectural
drafting during high school, and she learned to draw stick figures, but she was
particularly interested in ceramics because she could make what she ―wanted.‖ Chris
learned to design web pages in middle school, and he stated that his formal art training
was very limited. He liked to draw, but claimed he wasn‘t good at it. Diane drew 3D
objects and sculpted pots in high school. Also, she was interested in learning how to
paint. Emma had some drafting experience, and, in general, she enjoyed drawing.
These backgrounds were particularly interesting in terms of the virtual ―materials
and affordances‖ the digital canvas offered. Especially in light of the materials and
processes students said they used prior to coming to SPC. All student interviewees
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highlighted that they used paper of some type as part of their writing processes prior to
coming to SPC. Amy would generate a concept map and a rough draft on paper prior to
typing on her computer. Beth would brainstorm, flowchart, or generate columns on
paper prior to interacting with a computer. Chris outlined paragraphs on notebook
paper. Diane highlighted that she would start at the computer if it was academic related,
but she would write on paper if it was personal or of a creative nature. Emma would
write on paper prior to typing: ―I would always handwrite it and they type it. I would
never type straight off the top of my head writing a paper.‖
5.6.2 Tablet Technology Use
All students used their tablets for drafting, writing, peer review, and online
access. Non-participant observation of two sections underscored the tablet‘s use as a
means of pulling and pushing exercises and class materials from the course and section
portals on Blackboard (online data posting and sharing software). Students used tablets
as access points, often following the lead of their instructors as they interacted with
specific online assignments.
5.6.3 Tablet Writing Processes
Amy talked about the tablet providing an artistic outlet. However, in terms of formal
assignments, which were typed, she didn‘t see an advantage to tablet technology.
Amy: Like, for example, in my Principles of Communication class, instead of
doing an outline, I‘d rather do a concept map or make little boxes and arrows, so
in that respect I can express my artistic ways and that, but otherwise I haven‘t
gotten a chance to do any leisure activities with it.
Amy: Well, in some ways I feel the tablet is just like any other laptop, but in
other ways it‘s a lot easier to just write on it than to actually type the text box and
such. I feel that the tablet helps me write notes in class but not as much in formal
assignments, because formal assignments are required to be typewritten, not
handwritten. In that respect, my calculus notes, my chemistry, biology, all of
those notes from class and lecture are handwritten, and it‘s just easier, because if
the professor posts them on Blackboard, we‘re able to print them into Windows
Journal and have all the notes in our hands, but I don‘t feel it‘s especially helpful
in formal assignments.
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Beth highlighted that some of her writing practices with paper had been remediated to
the tablet; however, she maintained a type-centered focus. In terms of writing practices,
Beth also highlighted the frustration when instructors where unable to help with the
technology:
Beth: I‘ll take notes on the tablet before I will take out a piece of paper and start
writing just because it‘s quicker and it‘s hard to understand what the professor‘s
saying and take notes on it also if you‘re trying to write it because I‘m a lot faster
typer than I am a writer and it‘s also more organized because you can bullet.
You can do whatever you want with it. But I think some of my teachers don‘t
even know how to use ours because they have older versions. So if you were to
ask them, ―Oh, how do you do this?‖ sometimes they wouldn‘t know. So in a
way, they kind of help you shape the way you use it, but other ways, they can‘t
really help you sometimes.
Beth: Kind of the whole taking notes because I hate taking notes now on paper
and things like that. We had humanities review last night and I took my
computer. I was like I‘ll just type; I won‘t write because I can‘t write as fast as I
want to but I can type faster so and it‘s more organized and it‘s easier to just pull
up something that‘s saved on your computer than to shuffle through papers and
make sure you don‘t lose it or anything like that. So the whole note thing. I now
hate taking notes on paper. I‘d rather do it on my computer than not on my
computer.
Interviewer: So would you rather type for the most part or write?
Beth: If it‘s on a lecture that‘s already there for me, I‘ll write, but if it‘s
something that‘s just not—they don‘t have a visual aid or anything that they‘ve
physically prepared for you, I‘ll type. So it‘s kind of a mixture of both. It
depends on what I‘m exactly doing during that class or review or whatever I‘m
using it for.
During non-participant observation, I saw Beth add a sticky pad to her computer while
working on a portfolio, and I asked her about this process:
Interviewer: So I‘m sitting there going, I know she knows she could take these
notes on the screen. I wonder why she‘s using the sticky pad. So that‘s kind of
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my question. I noticed you were using pen and paper and the little sticky pads.
Could you highlight why you decided to do that?
Beth: Well, I was taking notes on how to do part of our portfolio, and I don‘t
know if you‘ve ever used Blackboard, you have to open multiple tabs to
maneuver what you need to do and I just felt it was easier for me to look at
something here than rather pull up another tab on my computer.
Beth: Because I just hate having multiple tabs open and if you hit the back
button, sometimes you can‘t go back and it‘s like secured and all this other stuff,
so I was just kind of making it more easier for myself to see the directions here
where I can flip through them than put another thing up on the computer to get
my portfolio done. When it‘s something—if it was just like a paper or something
like that, I would take notes on the computer, but since it was something so more
elaborate and I‘ve never done it before, I like to do it, like have the directions
somewhere where I have them, like in my possession than have to pull up
another thing and have even more things on the screen. I hate like tons and tons
of tabs open.
Beth‘s need to maintain focus in light of the tablet‘s shifting canvas generated a
requirement to re-introduce paper.
Chris remediated his outlining process, and his writing was more computer-focused:
Chris: Well, the POC class made me write with the computer. All right, I just
used the stylus, again, for outlining stuff, but for actual papers, I would just use
the keyboard whenever it was necessary. But, whenever it‘s just a quick note or
just something to remember to do, I would just write it down with the stylus. I
feel like it probably helps me to remember more when I write it out.
Chris: Yeah, I guess I definitely write more computer based now and kinda
keep everything just on the laptop that I‘m doing. I don‘t really try – I don‘t use
paper anymore to break things up or outline. I just use Windows Journal. So, I
guess I kinda just keep things more focused and on the same – just on the same
interface, so I can just use it all at once. And it‘s more convenient. It‘s all there.
You don‘t have to search for anything, really, so I guess I use the computer more
often now on other stuff, keep everything organized.
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Also, there was a significant difference in the way he interacts with his computer in a
writing environment:
Interviewer: It was interesting to see you all work with a Tablet, so – you,
specifically, I noticed that you would often, when there was sort of nonBlackboard work time, you would tend to have your Tablet in this configuration
[slate mode]. It – and I‘d also noticed that every now and then, you‘d put it in
your lap –– as opposed to keeping it on the desk. Will you just talk about how
that interaction worked for you and why that was important?
Chris: I don‘t know, I felt – I just felt like it treated more of a notebook, and you
can kinda just like – when I would write with a notebook, I would sometimes
write it in my lap. I just felt like it – I don‘t know, I thought it helped, and I think
when I actually write things out, and when I look at ‗em later, it jogs my memory
more. Like, when I can remember what I was doing or something. I feel like it‘s
a better way to make your own notes, because – I don‘t know, I feel like you
remember it more than just quickly typing it and saving it.
Chris: And you can make whatever marks you need to do, but – and I felt like
when you can hold it in your lap, it kind of just like keeps it, I don‘t know, your
own private, I guess. And I thought – I just think it‘s a good way to take notes,
‗cause you – it helps my memory. I don‘t know what it does for everybody else,
but it worked for me.
Chris went on to say that working with the tablet in his lap ―feels more natural.‖
Diane: Well, similarly, to the SPC students – I mean, the teachers tell us to edit
people's work, students' work, and through means of writing into the tablets,
they're like typing it off to – on the side margins. Usually I prefer – and also in
the POC class, the professor, when she allows us to draw with the stylus and just
do anything for five minutes with the stylus or laptop, just type up anything.
Interviewer: So that has – has that influenced sort of the way that you write
with a Tablet? Do you find that there will be times when you just draw, or do
you tend to keep it to that underline and circle. I'm just curious as to how, say in
the case, Professor Soleil has influenced you using the Tablet in a new way.
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Diane: Well, she – during the five minutes of journal writing, she allows me to,
I guess, give my ideas kind of on the laptop with typing. And I guess, having
those new ideas can help me develop in my writing.
Emma highlighted an ability to work in both the material and digital realms, but
micro-level issues such as convenience, weight, and the environment influence her tablet
preference.
Emma: Primarily though, if I didn‘t have a tablet PC, if it was just a laptop, I‘d
be completely okay with having spiral bound notebooks and walking around
scribbling with pens and paper. It‘s just an issue of convenience, weight, and
sure, it‘s more environmentally friendly, so I will do it that way. But again, for
my real writing process, when it really matters on a paper, I can‘t separate myself
yet from my old habits.
5.7 Students: Spotlighting Key Sponsors
5.7.1 The Usual Suspects of Sponsorship
In line with Heath (1983), Brandt (1997, 2001), and Selfe and Hawisher (2004),
we continued to see the ―usual suspects‖ of sponsorship in students‘ discussion of
writing influences. Specifically, sponsors from home (fathers, mothers, brothers, etc.)
and school (teachers, other students, etc.) dominated interviewees‘ talk about other
sponsors. The well-worn contributors of what Gordon and Gordon (2003) call
America‘s ―educational mosaic‖ (p. 135) are firmly entrenched. For example, you can
see this mosaic in Emma‘s (student interviewee) references to other sponsors.
Emma‘s sponsor talk frequency (number of sponsor reference occurrences during
the interview) was dominated by traditional sponsors (Table 5.3). Specifically, in
addition to teachers and students, Emma pointed to her father as an influence in not only
her sponsor talk but also more explicitly during the interview phase using the ―sponsor
flower‖ (Figure 5.8). Beyond merely circling a sponsor already on the wheel, Emma
wrote her dad into on one of the blank ―petals‖ of the sponsor flower.
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Teacher(s)[13]/Professor(s)[10]/Instructor[1]24
Student(s)
15
School
13
IT/IT Dept/IT center
8
College
5
High School
4
Husband
4
Slate Pharmaceutical College
4
Dad
3
Prof Soleil* (communication)
3
Apple
2
Business world
2
Employer
2
Family
2
Microsoft
2
Ninth grade
2

Arts and Sciences
Specifica College*
Barnes and Noble
Biology
Biology professor
Computer labs
Chemistry professor
Deans
Dr. Hiver* (biology, downloadable notes)
Dr. Fleur* (chemistry, downloadable notes)
General typing class
Junior High
[State where research site is located]
Paperless campus
POC
Software manufacturers
* Alias

Table 5.3: Emma: Sponsor Talk and Frequency.

Figure 5.8: Emma‘ Sponsor Flower.
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Emma highlighted that her father had an intense love of ―gadgets,‖ and she
ranked him as the #1 (most influential) sponsor responsible for helping to shape how she
writes on her tablet, and interacts with computers in general. During the interview,
Emma highlighted the critical role her father played as she worked with computer
technology:
Emma: My dad is just…he loves technology and if there‘s a new gadget around,
he‘s got to play with it. So he‘s been a major help, too, because if there‘s
something I don‘t know how to do and he doesn‘t, he‘s just quick. I just hand it
to him and he fiddles around with the gadget, and the next thing you know, he‘s
training me how to use it.
Emma was asked if she had her father‘s love for technology and if she felt compelled to
become a technology buff too:
Emma: No, not at all, actually. No, he‘s got it for everyone in the family. It‘s
nice to have someone in the family who if I get frustrated…I don‘t like reading
instruction books. I just want to know how it works. I want somebody to show
me how to work it in a basic capacity that I can remember how to do, and dad‘s
great for that.
Emma: Because oftentimes if I go to the IT department or if you go to a
professor, they end up talking to you for an hour about functions and features you
don‘t care about whatsoever. He loves if you hand him a gadget. The first
couple of days I had the [tablet] computer, he didn‘t want to give it back. He had
a white-knuckle grip on it basically. But at the end of the day, he‘ll just say,
―Oh, you just do this, this, and this, and that‘s all you need to do.‖ So he‘s cut
down on a lot of time that I have to spend on technology because he enjoys it and
I‘m not really that into it.
As the ―go-to‖ technology expert, Emma‘s father served as a valuable sponsor for not
only Emma‘s initial interactions but also her recent writing practice development with
tablets. As such, he has likely served as a translator of many different types of
technology mandates Emma has been forced to negotiate. He has likely served as a
consistent, stabilizing force as the hardware and software literacy requirements shifted
for Emma. Emma‘s father likely served as a tablet practice ―expressway,‖ allowing
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Emma to by-pass sponsors formally aligned to the tablet mandate—in this case—
teachers and IT representatives.
The other student interviewees highlighted the importance of a few of their own
―usual‖ sponsors. Chris pointed to his older brother—a graduate of the computer
science program at RPI and employee at Google—as a sponsor who provided Chris with
―a better understanding [of computer technology] than most other people.‖ For Amy,
her mother valued technology, but her brother and sister helped to develop actual uses:
Amy: My mother likes to keep in touch with the technology. Granted, she
didn‘t know how to use it. My sister, my brother and I always found uses for it.
We played games, word processing, [and] internet. I remember the first AOL.
Adding to her home-honed interest in computer technology, Amy took computer classes
in high school that shaped an awareness of web- and computer-based design programs:
Amy: There was a computer class in my sophomore year that focused on web
design, pictures, typical things you wouldn‘t normally learn like details of
PowerPoint […] all of us had basic word processing skills from…just…prior
experience with PCs, but it [the class] was trying to take us a step beyond that.
Here, Amy addressed her early exposure to computers and computer programs as part of
her technology literacy in high school.
Beyond being technology sponsors, these sponsors supported other literacy
practices. Beth‘s mother served as a writing reviewer, prompting content revisions and a
need for Beth to provide her with a neat and readable (reviewable) document:
Beth: Well, my mom, she‗s very strong in English, so I always had her peer-edit my
papers prior to coming to college, so I think it was more organized for her to see it
on the screen, but I‗d actually print it out and she would doodle on it, like what I
need to change or what was my strength or weakness. It kind of helped me and my
peer editor, being my mom, to be organized and it‗s a lot easier to read than reading
my handwriting. I mean I have neat handwriting but sometimes my hand will hurt
and I‗ll start writing sloppy. I‗m a lot better at typing on a computer than just writing
for like hours. It just doesn‗t work very well.

In terms of pre-SPC enactments and research with technology, Diane highlighted
sponsorship influences at school and home:
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Diane: Okay, well, in high school we learned how to type through keyboarding
class, and we also typed essays. We were required to type up essays and know how
to use the internet to research topics. And for home, I usually like search the internet,
find interesting topics, read the news or just surfing on it.

Even with novel technologies, traditional sponsors play valuable roles ranging from
acquisition (Amy‘s mom) and technology translation (Emma‘s dad) to technologysupported writing process revision (Beth‘s mom) and enactment (typing) development
(Diane‘s high school).
5.7.2 Teachers’ Influence on Students
Taken together, striking similarities appear across this SPC student cohort in
terms of the sponsors that they referenced with high frequency during the interviews
(Table 5.9, and see Appendix B for the complete list for each student). Teachers,
students, and school sponsors top each student‘s frequency count. In light of the
sponsorship literature, this focus on core home and education sponsors was not
surprising. It is important to note these usual suspects were also present in this first-ever
look at sponsors in a tablet technology mandate environment. Also, the number and
range of sponsors (Figure 5.9 and Appendix B) potentially provided a more realistic look
at the players within the tablet mandate sponsorship network, which potentially
generated a more realistic look at the sponsors or sponsorship fragments at play in
students‘ tablet writing practices. One traditional sponsor reference that was particularly
interesting was the focus on instructors.
The high frequency of teacher/instructor/professor (see legend inside Figure 5.9
for major coding categories) references by students is worthy of note since students are
often spotlighted as the harbingers of novel technology practices, not instructors. This
emphasis on students‘ talk about instructors was potentially important, especially since
instructors look to students as the principal ―expectation‖ contributors to new uses for
tablet technology. This sponsorship cross-referencing may generate gaps that are
ultimately filled by other sponsors, including broader sponsorship alliances or
nontraditional (unusual) sponsors. Instructors were seen not only in their sponsor talk
but also in students‘ focused interaction the sponsor flower during the interviews (Figure
5.10). When asked, ―What sponsors, if any, have shaped the way you use tablets for
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writing, and feel free to draw in new sponsors with the stylus if you don‘t see them
represented,‖ Beth and Chris ranked teachers as the #1 sponsor. Amy ranked teachers

Figure 5.9: SPC Students: Sponsor Talk and Frequency.

second just after the Department of Arts and Sciences. Emma ranked teachers third after
her dad and the Department of Arts and Sciences. Diane ranked teachers second after
students. Reinforcing this focus on instructors for novel technology guidance, Emma
addressed her expectation to learn more about tablet technology from her instructor:
Interviewer: Okay, so between the teachers and the students, do you see that
[interviewer pointing at teacher and student petals] one way or mutual?
Emma: It‘s one way. It‘s teachers to students.
Interviewer: Okay. Any comments on how that makes you – influences –
Emma: No, that‘s perfectly fine. In an academic environment, whether or not
some students think it‘s fair or not, I feel more comfortable if a teacher has
certain expectations. I can follow those expectations and I can feel like I know
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Figure 5.10: Student Sponsor Flowers.
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what they look for. Particularly with a technology like this, I‘m not sure I want
to try and push an envelope and try to break new territory for others, nor do I
know what that would be if I wanted to. No. I‘m okay with the teachers saying,
―This is how we use it. This is what I want you to do. Now go forth.‖ Okay. I
can handle that.
Interviewer: Do you think your instructor, particularly interested in POC, has
given you adequate guidance to say go forward and do what you need to do in
terms of writing on a tablet?
Emma: Absolutely. Yeah, absolutely. In fact, it has been the one class that
encourages the use of it more than others. [Prof Soleil] has had little workshops
where we do outlines, even a draft of what your poster would look like for your
drawing. There have been no other classes that have really encouraged the kind
of freeform use of the tablet the way that that class has. And it has definitely
shaped my comfort with it in just becoming more used to using it. Absolutely.
Interviewer: So by ―freeform,‖ what do you mean?
Emma: I remember…she was having us do outlines for one of the papers or
something, and rather than just the old fashioned typing ideas in an old fashioned
outline form, she had everybody get into the writing function and be able to draw
those thought bubbles around in a meaningful way that then you could draw
connecting arrows to sort of then show which direction you were going to go
with your thoughts. That way you didn‘t have to write them down in a logical
sequence. You could draw arrows after the fact. So certainly when you‘re
typing, you‘re having to cut and paste then to get everything back in a sequential
order.
Interviewer: Would you say that instructors in general are teaching more than
they‘re learning from their students as far as tablet use in general, or do you think
– which way do you think that‘s going?
Emma: I think the teachers are probably a little bit more comfortable. Well, no.
I don‘t want to speak for the other students. All of the teachers here are more
comfortable with their tablet than I am. Of course, they‘ve been using it for
longer than I. Because I don‘t live on campus, because I haven‘t talked to as
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many other students particularly about the tablet PC use, I can‘t speak for them -the other students.
In this case, Emma expressed an expectation and ―vision of use‖ coming from her
instructor as part of the tablet mandate environment, resulting in specific uses involving
outlining, thought bubbles, and other (―freeform‖) means of expression that break with
―old fashioned typing.‖ Note, Emma‘s expectations, uses, practices, and pushback
within this environment are explored in greater detail in Chapter 6.
In terms of the other students, Amy addressed expectations from instructors in
terms of rubrics and rigid assignment requirements—with students being ―forced‖ to use
their tablets. Amy described a close alignment between instructors and the Department
of Arts and Sciences, and tablet technology was an integral (mandated) part of this
alliance: ―We‘re forced to use the tablet in every class.‖ Based on the format of the
assignment, this mandated use generated an expectation to ―conform‖ to a specific type
of enactment: ―it‘s based on personal preference, I feel, but sometimes there‘s a certain
requirement that the professor or the course requires, and you have to conform to that
particular preference.‖
Beth acknowledges the school‘s requirement to have tablets, but underscored a
wide range of expectations and visions of use from instructors. She highlighted one
instructor with a requirement for students not to use tablets because of the potential
distractions (Facebook, Instant Messaging, and Web surfing). However, she highlighted
how some instructors worked exclusively off of web-based sites that require a great deal
of tablet use via Blackboard and other web applications. According to Beth, the tablet
was ―kind of like a necessity that you need in class to help others and also help
yourself.‖ She was accustomed to this ―downloadable‖ environment, and she
highlighted that she ―rarely bring[s] my [her] textbooks to class unless it‘s something
that‘s not physically downloadable.‖ Also, Beth addressed that her instructors ―don‘t
physically demand you print something out.‖ Interestingly, Beth stated, ―I think it‘s a
paperless community.‖ She attributed this environment to teachers: they ―kind of
enforce it.‖ Later, this ―paperless‖ environment is addressed as a separate, unusual
sponsor since it is a common thread between most of the students.
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Chris underscored that instructors played a key role in shaping technology use.
He addressed the digital formats selected by instructors as a key point. For example, if
assignments were prepared in Windows Journal, he would keep it in the same format,
typically interfacing with the work with a stylus. Also, the complexity of the associated
symbol system also had an impact. Math formulas and chemistry equations generated a
specific use of the stylus.
Chris: Well, I guess it‘s the way they organize their class. Like, some classes
definitely required it more than others, but the biology class was written as – like,
it was written – it was already written in Journal, so like all the notes there, so
you could just add something easily just by writing it in. And with chemistry, I
just felt like it was just easier to write all the formulas out, and I‘ll do all the math
with a pen than rather trying – doin‘ it with a – do – in Microsoft Word or
something, so it was easier to like – it depended on how they organize their class.
Chris: But, I feel that chemistry probably did the – chemistry and my math
concepts class last semester definitely put the most emphasis on it, because they
– you were kinda required by what they were doing in class to copy down by
example. So, I don‘t know, I thought those – those two classes, mostly chemistry
and bio chem of push me towards actually using it. At first I was a little
skeptical, but –
Interviewer: In addition to pushing you to use it, how about in terms of pushing
you to write with it? And, again, writing is very broad. It doesn‘t have to be just
a specific type of paper, but –
Chris: Like, there‘s – like using a stylus writing a paper, or –?
Interviewer: Or the keyboard or both, either one.
Chris: Well, the POC class made me write with the computer. All right, I just
used the stylus, again, for outlining stuff, but for actual papers, I would just use
the keyboard whenever it was necessary. But, whenever it‘s just a quick note or
just something to remember to do, I would just write it down with the stylus. I
feel like it probably helps me to remember more when I write it out.
Additionally, Chris, much like Amy, felt restricted by the format requirements: ―There‘s
not really as much freedom in writing, but it‘s a little more straightforward, though, so
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it‘s kinda easy to do for me, I guess.‖ Also in line with Amy, Chris felt there was an
alliance between SPC instructors and the Department of Arts and Sciences.
Diane pointed to her instructor‘s use of freewriting on the tablet as an influence
for idea generation.
Diane: Well, similarly, to the [SPC] students – I mean, the teachers tell us to
edit people's work, students' work, and through means of writing into the tablets,
they're like typing it off to – on the side margins. Usually I prefer – and also in
the POC class, the professor, she allows us to draw with the stylus and just do
anything for five minutes with the stylus or laptop, just type up anything.
Interviewer: So that has – has that influenced sort of the way that you write
with a Tablet? Do you find that there will be times when you just draw, or do
you tend to […] underline and circle? I'm just curious as to how, say in this case,
Professor [Soleil] has influenced you using the Tablet in a new way.
Diane: Well, she – during the five minutes of journal writing, she allows me to,
I guess, give my ideas kind of on the laptop with typing. And I guess, having
those new ideas can help me develop in my writing.
Diane developed an interesting practice during these instructor prompted journaling
exercises.
Specifically, she used a MS Word document as her journal, and most of her
entries were typed. This in itself is interesting since Diane typically used paper to
address personal issues:
Diane: Well, before I came to [SPC], my writing process, I usually write like a
journal. I usually use like a notebook to write, jot down my thoughts, ideas, and
sometimes I make it lyrical and poetry, prose, and then sometimes I would
transcribe onto a computer.
Diane: Well, I would usually type down my ideas on a computer. Like if it's
more academic related, I would use the computer to type down my ideas and then
to extend upon that. For more personal or private stuff and ideas, I would write
on a piece of paper.
In this case, she has removed the transitional step of using paper as part of her journal
writing process. Additionally, later in the semester, she started to replace and augment
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her journal entries with presentational elements (Figures 5.11 and 5.12). Her shift from
discursive to presentational elements on the same MS Word canvas was also interesting,

Figure 5.11: Diane‘s Journal: Part I

Figure 5.12: Diane‘s Journal: Part II
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and it is a transition that came late in the semester. In terms of drawing, Diane took
formal classes in high school, and she underscored her interest in drawing when time
permitted. She liked to draw 3D elements, a step beyond her earlier stick figures: ―And
3D is much more lifelike though, and it's more visually attractive than stick figures.‖
These drawings also gave her sense of space and proportion. Diane expressed an interest
to further her artistic training, but time constraints restricted this activity:
Diane: Well, when I drew a while back, I enjoyed it then. Now, whenever –
well, I wanted to learn how to paint, so I'll probably do that in the near future.
But whenever I have time, I'll try to paint or draw. But right now I'm pretty
limited on my time.
This presentational component was interesting; it highlighted a potential interaction
between Diane‘s academic-oriented typing and her creative, artistic means of expression.
Like other students, Diane addressed the role instructors played in focusing
enactments with the technology:
Diane: Well, the professors have the document, the reading document on the
computer for us to download. And usually I would convert it to Journal writing,
and then take notes from that right on the paper, through highlighting,
underlining keywords. And in class, when the professor's lecturing, I would use
the journal writing or notepad on the computer, and then just take notes through
typing.
She addressed the restrictive nature of scientific writing:
Diane: So after coming to [SPC], you're writing abstracts and just research
reports. You're kind of like – I rarely use my like, free writing or creativity
writing anymore. It's mostly by-the-book writing.
Additionally, Diane addressed the firm sense of a paperless community at SPC—―this is
a paperless campus.‖
5.7.3 Students’ Influence on Students
In terms of the influence of other students, Amy highlighted that she had her own
way of working with the tablet:
Amy: Well, each student has their own preference in what they like to do. Other
students really haven‘t influenced me personally, and other students have their
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own preferences. I have my own. I like doing my work a certain way. We don‘t
really do work together that much, so they haven‘t really had any impact on the
way I use my computer or my personal preferences.
Amy asserted that her cohort was technology aware and able to use technology to its
maximum potential.
Amy: We‘ve grown up with the computers, so we can use them to the full
extent.
As a transfer student Beth missed a full semester, so she needed help from other
students:
Beth: Well, I only had it because I was a transfer. I don‗t know if you knew that. I
just transferred here this semester, so I‗ve only had it for half of an academic year, so
I kind of had to jump into it by myself because everyone had it for a good semester
before me and I kind of learned how to use most of it myself or I would ask friends.
So more students helped me.

Students even influenced her use of specific programs:
Beth: I know there‗s two sets of programs that you can use to write on your tablet
and I only like one of them. I thinks it‗s Journal Note Writer because I was using one
of them one time and one of my friends actually said, ―Oh, you should try this one
because it‗s a lot more organized and easier. I don‗t know why, but you can transfer
the files easier if you were to save. So every time I download a note packet or
something, I always save it into that. I think that‗s because students that I know have
influenced me to use that over the other one.

Chris noted how the critical skill of transferring PDF‘s into Windows Journal from other
students.
Chris: I mean, if there‘s something that – like, when I got here, I didn‘t know
you could print from – I didn‘t know you could transfer something from like
Adobe or from like something that was a PDF file into Word. I didn‘t know how
to do that before I came here. I didn‘t know you could do that, but if it‘s
something that‘s really necessary, I‘m like, ―Oh, what are you doing? I need to
know that.‖ So, I – that‘s something I picked up fast so you could transfer notes
around like that. That put everything in Windows Journal if it was a PDF file.
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Diane underscored her revision of other students‘ work as a critical interaction, which in
turn allowed Diane to reflect on her own writing errors:
Diane: Well, it's kind of helped me identify – I mean to reflect on the mistakes
that the SPC students made on their paper, and it kind of helped me identify
whether I did the same mistake on my paper. It also helped me in terms of
seeing the person's ideas and own opinions, and then reflecting and carrying their
own ideas and opinions and meshing it with mine.
When asked which sponsor she would rank as number one on her sponsor flower, Diane
responded that students where at the top:
Diane: I would say students because I have interacted with their writing more.
Emma highlighted students on her sponsor flower, but she was explicit that they
were not very influential. She goes on to highlight the negative influence of other
students, which in turn generated a practice of Emma placing her tablet in slate mode so
the instructor could see that she was taking notes—and not goofing off:
Emma: We were talking a little bit earlier about how I feel that a lot of students
–that IM their friends and stuff in my class. One of the things that I probably
wanted to just make –I feel like it‘s clearer to a professor that I‘m not doing so
when my tablet is down in its writing position. So out of respect to the professor I
think it sends the right message that at least I‘m taking notes. Yes, I could be
doodling, but most likely I‘m at least following along and not typing
anonymously to whatever purpose, and so that‘s how the teachers affect it, too.
5.7.4 IT’s Influence on Students
In addition to instructors, the IT department was another sponsor that was key in
the sponsor references of Beth, Chris, and Emma (Figure 5.9), and it was highlighted by
four of the five students (Amy, Beth, Chris, and Emma) on the sponsor flower (Figure
5.10).
Amy addressed IT‘s role as a source for help when questions surfaced or if a
specific skill was needed:
Amy: [SPC] IT has helped in the way that if I have a question about the
technology, if I want to do something that I don‘t know how to do, I can always
go to them, and they can find a way to teach me or show me what I can do in
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order to better that aspect of my computer technology skill. SPC IT has helped in
the way that if I have a question about the technology, if I want to do something
that I don‘t know how to do, I can always go to them, and they can find a way to
teach me or show me what I can do in order to better that aspect of my computer
technology skill.
Amy: Well, they [IT] don‘t really get to see the finished product. They don‘t –
they just help along the way, I guess, in order to – they act like a stepping stone
in order to get the finished product. If I don‘t know what I‘m doing in a certain
aspect of the computer, they can help, but I don‘t really see any requirements
from me by that sponsor.
According to Amy, IT was an important part of her tablet use, but this sponsor was seen
as an external resource—a source to pull from as the situation required.
Beth, on the other hand, saw IT as a sponsor that pushed information:
Beth: The IT has kind of because I‘ve heard some people tell me, ―Oh, you‘re
not supposed to put your screen down unless it‘s on standby‖ or something like
that because it will do something funky with the screen, so it kind of—how to
properly use your computer, I guess you would say. That‘s about it because I
don‘t really see any of the other ones that would fall under—
They kind of tell you the ins and outs of how to use it, go about not damaging it
in a way. Like the screen, I don‘t know if you‘ve seen people‘s screen, but they
flop because something gets lose and it can destroy your motherboard and
everything like that. So, if you go there and it‘s like that, they‘ll not yell at you
but tell you not to do certain things with it. I mean, I never knew that you
couldn‘t shut your computer screen without turning it off or putting it on standby
or something like that because eventually your computer will do something
funky. I‘ve seen people being informed. It‘s kind of like how I treat my
computer, the way they told me to, so I kind of learned not to do certain things
with it, but I mean, it‘s not like I throw it here and there or anything like that.
That‘s basically what they taught me about notebook tablet.
Interviewer: And between, say, the students and IT, is that sort of one way
information to the students or is that—
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Beth: Yeah, I would say they‘re physically giving information to the students.
Interviewer: How about between the teachers and IT, what sort of the
relationship do you imagine?
Beth: I think it would be the same as the students because most of my teachers,
they kind of like laugh when they try to set up the computer and it doesn‘t work
right or something. Or if the Blackboard is down and stuff like that, usually IT is
just sending out emails, don‘t worry it‘ll be up hopefully soon, and I think it‘s
more of a feedback to the teachers from IT also, just the way it is for students
because it‘s something that the teachers and students rely on to be able to use
throughout the campus.
Interviewer: Just as a side, do you think that‘s an interaction that should maybe
improve? Do you think there should be better dialogue between students,
teachers and IT?
Beth: In a way, yes, because I‘ve learned more from my colleagues how to use
the computer properly, like the whole motherboard and everything like that. I
never heard that from IT and I think when they give out the computer, they
should give you a page saying don‘t do this , don‘t do that, this is how you
properly or else this will happen—kind of give a consequence thing that why
they wouldn‘t have as many people going in there having problems. As you may
know or see, you need your computer in class most of the time, so if you‘re
waiting for IT to get done with it, you could have a problem.
Beth highlighted a need to fill tablet use gaps through an interaction with other
students—a tablet function gap that instructors were not able to fill.
Chris potentially saw IT as a very influential sponsor—even influencing the
setup of course websites, ultimately directing the shape of the online component of the
class:
Chris: Well, I feel like the teachers kinda like – they organize their class like – I
guess the school kinda like – like, the institution kinda has it set up with IT, and
then they – I feel like they tell the teachers how to do it, and then the teachers are
like – I guess they‘re feeding back with IT and how everything‘s organized.
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Chris: Like, the internet would go down in class and stuff and the teacher would
call IT and see what they can do, but our Blackboard will go down. And I feel
like it‘s probably like the IT Department sets it up and the teachers are kinda told
what to do, and then they just go back to IT when they have questions and stuff
and something‘s not working.
Interviewer: How do you see that – the teachers in terms of those organizations
[IT]?
Chris: I think there‘s like one – I think there‘s like – like, there‘s a POC. I think
there‘s like one person that‘s probably in charge of it. We have two pages on
Blackboard and I feel like – well, [Prof Soleil] said she really didn‘t like how that
was done, so I feel like there‘s probably one person, or maybe IT is in charge of
that, but there‘s one person that‘s creating it, like the way it‘s used, and the rest
of ‗em are kind of following along. So, that‘s probably why we had two different
pages on Blackboard, which was kinda messy, but, I don‘t know, that‘s how I
think I would do it.
Interviewer: Did that create problems having two different pages?
Chris: Yeah, yeah. I thought that was really confusing. When we had to post
stuff, I‘d – I don‘t know, for the first paper, I was really confused. I didn‘t really
know where we were posting stuff and I thought that was pretty confusing the
way they had that set up.
Chris expressed that there was a sponsor within IT that served as the guide for
instructors to ―follow along.‖ Also, he addressed pushback against the required use of
Blackboard.
Emma, as a transfer student, started mid-year at SPC. It is not surprising that as
an initial newcomer to her cohort at SPC, she depended on IT to address issues with
tablet technology:
Emma: …and then the IT department has been good about answering questions,
helping me along the first couple of weeks when I was just clueless about my
computer at all. I‘m not gonna probably say the I‘ve really done anything as far
as tablet design or software manufacturers that hasn‘t affected my use of it. I had
purchased a book that has yet to be opened, but other than that…
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Interviewer: Right, just the ones that you selected, so let‘s just start with [SPC]
students and [SPC] IT. What sort of relationship is that? In other words, is it one
way, mutual? Do you see one supporting the other?
Emma: Oh, it‘s one way. IT supports the students and I guess I fall into
students. Teachers and IT probably somewhat work together. IT provides
teachers with the interface and what it is they‘re able to do, but however they‘re
able to use the system. Teachers then decide whether or not they want to or are
going to use it and provide whatever tools they want to for the students, but still
under the larger umbrella of the Arts and Sciences in…sort of encouraging it.
Unlike Amy, Beth, and Chris, Emma sees IT and teachers working ―somewhat‖ together
in a give and take relationship, which then works as part of an alliance under the
―umbrella‖ of the Arts and Sciences Department.
Overall, students see IT as a sponsor to pull from when needed, or as a sponsor
that actually directs and guides instructors, and by association, classroom pedagogy.
5.7.5 Students and Sponsor Alliances
In addition to individual sponsors such as family members, teachers, and IT,
students were exposed to a potential sponsor alliance generated by the school—the
Department of Arts and Sciences. Four of the five students point to this overarching
organization. The Department of Arts and Sciences is a new organizational shift for
SPC, placing the realms of humanities, communication, and literature under the same
departmental umbrella as biology, chemistry, pathology, and others. This consolidation
may have generated aligned expectations of tablet use for some of the students. This
―unusual suspect‖ was highlighted by Amy, Chris, Diane, and Emma. More directly,
these students discussed the influence of this alliance in terms of scientific writing styles,
assignment rubrics, required tablet use, paper remediation, and revision practices:
Amy: Well, [SPC] teachers in the Department of Arts and Sciences, I believe,
are very closely related in the way that they both have requirements that I have to
meet in order to complete the assignment as written. Both of them [Arts and
Sciences] have professors that are able to be – let me rephrase that – have
professors that I can meet with in order to review my writing and what I might do
to improve it, and I think that‘s helped me write in the scientific community the
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most […] Each assignment has a rubric, and you‘re expected to meet all of the
requirements of that rubric while maintaining a voice, an audience, and a certain
professional tone while you‘re writing, so all of those requirements, expectations
are for students […]What expectations am I required from them? Well, being a
pharmacy school, they require us to write in a scientific manner in the manner
that you would normally find in a scientific journal. We recently had an
assignment where we had an unknown acid, and we had to perform chemical
tests in order to find the identity of this acid, and we were required to write a
report that showed how we came to the conclusion that we did and in the manner
that you would find in a scientific journal. I had a rubric for that, also, and we
had to maintain the voice and just overall appearance that you would find in any
type of scientific journal.
In terms of how this alliance between the humanities and sciences translates into writing
practices, Amy addressed how different instructors in the department shaped different
enactments through their assignments:
Amy: We‘re forced to use the tablet in every class […]Well, in some classes
you‘re forced to use the stylus in the respect that they want something posted
online, and there‘s not really a way to type in it, so in that respect there‘s – it‘s
based on personal preference, I feel, but sometimes there‘s a certain requirement
that the professor or the course requires, and you have to conform to that
particular preference […] Well, the only example I can really think of is
Principles of Communication. Everything is online. We had a library worksheet
where we had to go into the library and conduct some research and then submit
the form on Blackboard, and I just feel it would be extremely difficult to take that
into Microsoft Word or word processing, because I believe it was given to us in a
PDF file or Windows Journal. I‘m not sure, but it would be extremely difficult,
if at all you could do it, to submit it any other way.
Interviewer: So overlaying with the stylus for you is the most –
Amy: Most effective, the most comfortable.
Interviewer: Have these expectations – and, again, you‘ve kind of highlighted
varying degrees of expectation, some more or less tied to the curriculum, tied to
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the rubric, as you highlighted, and a little different for the other two. Have these
expectations shaped how you write with your tablet?
Amy: I think they have. I normally have a certain writing style. I have certain
things that I‘m usually doing when I write, and I feel that these expectations have
shaped the way I write and the audiences I write for.
Here, combined expectations from one sponsor alliance generated expectations that
literally influenced writing across the curriculum for Amy.
Chris, along similar lines, addressed the expectations of this new alliance,
including expectations that made his writing more computer- and Windows Journalcentric:
Chris: Well, I kinda felt like they [teachers, other academic departments, and
Department of Arts and Sciences] were the same – actually, I kinda felt like these
three [pointed at teachers, other academic departments, and Department of Arts
and Sciences on the sponsor flower] were the same. Like, the teachers and their
course design pushing you towards – just the way you‘re – like, the way you
have to participate in the class by what they kinda – I don‘t know if they mean to
do it intentionally, but they‘re kinda pushing you to write a certain way.
Interviewer: …and by ―certain way,‖ what – if you can elaborate on that…
Chris: Like, for POC, you had to – like, it depended what paper we were doing,
but you would have to write – like, we did a proposal review in the report. For
the report, you had to write – you had to write exactly what was in the sources
and just kinda integrate it […] And there was not – there wasn‘t really any room
for opinion on the proposal, that was like – I don‘t know, they kinda had you do
three different writing styles, but the proposal was a – it was kinda like your own
– it was a little bit more of your own interpretation, your own ideas based on
factual information, I guess.
Chris: And the review was a little bit – it was kinda the same as a proposal.
You had factual information. You just kinda came to your own conclusions, I
guess. But, it depended on the writing style – it depended – like, it was kinda
clear in the assignment which way you had to write.
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Interviewer: So … these sponsors are…by the department‘s influence … are at
least sort of nudging you to write these specific types of report – proposal. How
did—or did that—in any way, influence how you wrote with the Tablet itself?
Chris: I don‘t know, I don‘t think – I guess I just followed the same kinda
pattern except the – when I would jot down an outline, I would just do it in
Journal and just kinda – I would just kinda follow the same pattern. I just
substituted the Journal for paper whenever I would just write something on a
paper.
Interviewer: Did that – any – was that a positive substitution or a negative
substitution?
Chris: I thought it was convenient ‗cause it won‘t get thrown out ‗cause you‘re
writing in a Journal. You can just save it in whatever folder you have everything
else in. So, I thought that was a – I don‘t know, I thought that‘s a good use for it.
Interviewer: You said these [teachers, other academic departments, and
Department of Arts and Sciences] kind of were all together, but do you have
anything specific in terms of expectations or influences from the Department of
Arts and Sciences? I know that‘s a large department here at [SPC], but –
Chris: Well, for the sciences, I just felt like – like it – I just substituted paper for
whenever I take notes and just copy down all the examples for chem and math. I
would just copy ‗em right down into Journal and save it with the rest of my stuff.
I thought it was a pretty good substitute for paper, ‗cause it keeps everything
together. It‘s pretty convenient.
Interviewer: So, kind of taking all these sponsors into consideration, the
teachers, the departments, the IT, have these – collectively, have these sponsors
influenced how you write with the Tablet?
Chris: Yeah, I guess I definitely write more computer-based now and kinda
keep everything just on the laptop that I‘m doing. I don‘t really try – I don‘t use
paper anymore to break things up or outline. I just use Windows Journal. So, I
guess I kinda just keep things more focused and on the same – just on the same
interface, so I can just use it all at once. And it‘s more convenient. It‘s all there.
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You don‘t have to search for anything, really, so I guess I use the computer more
often now on other stuff, keep everything organized.
Diane mentioned the Department of Arts and Sciences, but she saw the department as a
needed operational entity:
Diane: I see it as without Department of Art and Sciences, there wouldn't be
teachers to teach the classes, art and sciences, and there would not be [SPC]
teachers telling us that other students were… There wouldn't be that.
For Diane, one spin-off of the expectation of this alliance has been an awareness of her
mistakes; she was required to review other students‘ writing, including the development
of a new revision process:
Diane: Well, it kind of relates to these departments or actually teachers in
classes 'cause they require us to edit other students' work, and so usually I would
use my pen [stylus] and underline something. It could just be the statement, or
add my comments on it.
Interviewer: So in terms of – have these expectations you talked about, the
editing process: has that shaped how you write with your Tablet?
Diane: Well, it's kind of helped me identify – I mean to reflect on the mistakes
that the [SPC] students made on their paper, and it kind of helped me identify
whether I did the same mistake on my paper. It also helped me in terms of
seeing the person's ideas and own opinions, and then reflecting and carrying their
own ideas and opinions and meshing it with mine.
Interviewer: So the requirement or influence to provide those types of insights
to other students has created sort of a similar need to do that for yourself in your
own writing. Is that – I don't want to put words in your mouth.
Diane: It's like, carrying on a conversation, and the other person giving ideas to
me. It's like, well, in writing, it's the same idea. I would read the person's
writing, and then there's some ideas that strike me, and so I kind of well, agree or
disagree, and sometimes find it interesting.
Interviewer: So that do you find that you kind of carry on that same kind of
conversation with yourself when you're writing?
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Diane: Well, when I read their work and then I look back at mine, and if I see
that they need development in some area, I would look at my work and see – try
to see if I need any development in any kind of area, that some of my ideas need
to be expanded on, or whatever.
Interviewer: So in terms of how you use that in your writing now, is that more
than sort of an attitude, or is that also an interaction with the stylus that you bring
now using your own writing as a result of this interaction?
Diane: Using stylus…well, in my own writing, I guess I would also circle the
keywords and kind of sometimes highlight my thesis. I rarely do that, but if
using a stylus, I would sometimes do that.
Diane used her tablet as part of her reflection and revision process. Also, the enactment
with the stylus potentially served as an embodied prompt to highlight keywords or
sentences.
Emma provided further fidelity into how instructors under this umbrella
organization forced her into practice routines:
Emma: Two of our instructors, the chemistry professor and the biology
professor, specifically for their lectures have downloaded – have put online
downloadable notes that they have composed on Journal, specifically structured
so that you may take notes in the margin, add any words in the missing blanks,
work out your own problems, do whatever. So by virtue of that already, it forced
you into the routine of using it. That was the way you got the most out of those
professors‘ notes, so even if I was resistant it was you‘re still gonna have to play
into it. But I found that I really do like the program at this point […] The
department, we have mentioned how both Dr. Hiver in biology and Dr. Fleur in
chemistry have the downloadable note packets that are already to be on Journal
Note Writer anyway. So in order to even follow along with class, you‘re using it
in that manner.
Emma‘s initial pushback and acceptance of the program in light of this alliance
environment is intriguing—especially as expressed as a requirement to ―follow along‖
with the rest of the class.
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The interview data was compelling, especially in terms of the momentum and
resistance (pushback) this alliance potentially generated. Students shared phrases that
underscored guided or forced movement and pushback: ―they require [Amy]‖; ―we‘re
forced [Amy]‖; ―they‘re kinda pushing you [Chris]‖; ―I don‘t use paper anymore
[Chris]‖; ―they require us [Diane]‖; ―it forced you into a routine [Emma]‖; and ―I was
resistant…but…I really like the program at this point [Emma].‖ The combined use of
the mandated technology by individual instructors as part of an overarching umbrella
organization is potentially powerful. Beyond seeing individual instructors across
different courses, students expressed as sense of an alliance across these divergent
disciplines, which potentially generated a broader sense of alliance under the term
―paperless community.‖
5.7.6 Software Manufacturers’ Influence on Students
Students did not highlight software manufacturers during their sponsor flower
sessions. However, they did talk about software and programs when they were talking
about other sponsors. Top programs referenced (Table 5.4) were Windows Journal,
Online/Internet Programs, and MS Word. The Windows Journal references are
important since this program served as the primary translation software, turning PDF‘s
into a format that students could then use to take notes. Also, some instructors posted
their notes as Windows Journal files. Online references are potentially important since
most assignments were either pushed or pulled through a gateway program such as
Explorer. Word was referenced with high frequency; it was used to generate the final
project products.
The use of programs, often in combination, was a critical part of the typical class.
Class notes were pulled down via the internet. Most of the documents resided on a
material management system called Blackboard. Programs such as Windows Journal
and MS Word were essential for all phases of students writing processes.
5.7.7 Paperless Campus as Sponsor
Beyond the potential alliance generated by the administrative consolidation of
the Department of Arts and Sciences, a broader alignment was potentially seen by
several of the students as the ―paperless campus/community.‖ Of key interest, this
alliance was not on the sponsor flower or initially embedded in the interview. It was a
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consistent thread through four of the five students.

Table 5.4: Software Programs Referenced by Students.
Amy brought up ―paperless campus‖ without being prompted during the
interview:
Amy: It‘s all in your laptop, so in that respect their goal of being a paperless
campus is actually helpful.
Amy: …and being forced to use the computers on what [SPC] would like to call
a paperless campus really kinda forced me to incorporate the computer into my
learning style and just being a student here at [SPC].
Amy: I don‘t see any negatives to the tablet use on this campus. As I mentioned
before, we‘re trying to be a paperless campus. We‘re almost there. Our
laboratories could be better, but –
Interviewer: Where is that influence coming from, highlighting the need to be a
paperless campus?
Amy: I think my influence is coming from the financial aspect of how expensive
paper is, how expensive ink is. They‘re requiring us to have a computer anyway,
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so why not have the entire campus online, on the computer, taking full advantage
of this technology we‘ve been given.
Interviewer: Is there a sponsor on the wheel here that you can kind of associate
with what you just described to me, the whole paperless campus, using the –
Amy: Well, I feel that the administration is using that as an appeal to come here,
type of drawing new and youthful students in. We‘ve grown up with the
computers, so we can use them to the full extent. I remember in my Principles of
Communication class I had an older woman sitting next to me that didn‘t know
how to use the computer, so in that respect it might be a negative, but I enjoy my
tablet PC and the fact that I don‘t need a printer if I don‘t want one.
Amy aligned herself with the paperless community—―we‘re trying…we‘re almost
there.‖ Also, she associated this move with the SPC administration, which might be
interpreted as another SPC alliance. Amy also expressed her perception that the school
was using the technology to appeal to potential students.
Beth brought up ―paperless community‖ during her interview. Unlike Amy, she
did not align herself with the sponsors. Note her use of ―they‖:
Beth: […] So, I think they also influence not printing out some of the papers
because I think it‘s a paperless community, they want to call it, or something like
that. So they are more focused on using your computer for what it‘s supposed to
be used for. I guess, I don‘t print anything out unless it‘s a paper that I have to
hand in hard copy. That‘s, like, my old school, I would print out everything
because you had to and I would never bring a computer to class. But now, they
kind of enforce it, in a way, to use it.
Interviewer: You said paperless community and I‘ve heard that from others.
Where does that come from for you? …sort of influence of, okay, I need to help
support this paperless community. What sponsor would you point to?
Beth: I would say the teachers because most of your assignments are turned in
through the internet or on Blackboard or something, so they don‘t physically
demand you print something out. Our chemistry labs are pages and pages long
and I never printed them out because we have wireless in the lab, so I would just
pull it up on the screen and go from that. So I mean, I save myself a lot of paper
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and money and ink and all that where it‘s helping the environment also and like
what [SPC] believes in. So in a way, I think it‘s mostly the teachers because if
they want something hard copy for a second backup in case the technology does
fail, because it does a lot here, but other than that, it‘s basically them telling you,
―Submit this here by this date,‖ and it should be good. So they kind of have
influenced the way I don‘t use paper as much as I use to.
Interviewer: …what expectations or influences do you feel from [SPC] in
general?
Beth: Like I said, you have your notes on it. You have everything on it, so it
also is the whole environment thing. I never thought of it like that before until I
came here where they were enforcing it, not enforcing but like stating, try to cut
back on the paper use and all that. So just them, the whole school in general
when I first found out that you had to purchase a laptop, it was kind of like that‘s
what they require so you kind of have to do it whether you like it or not. But I‘ve
only seen positive come out of it, nothing negative.
Unlike Amy, Beth did not explicitly align herself with the school. Beth contrasted her
generation of paper documents at another college with her process at SPC. She pointed
to teachers as the principal contributors to ―their‖ paperless community: ―So they kind
of have influenced the way I don‘t use paper as much as I use to.‖ Also, she addressed
savings in paper, ink, and money associated with this shift. Also, she mentioned the
potential savings to the environment. Beth focused on teachers during her talk of
sponsors. In addition to her sponsor talk, she highlighted teachers as her top tablet
writing sponsors on the sponsor flower.
Based on the comments from other students, Chris was actually prompted with
the question about paperless environments during the interview:
Interviewer: Just something you hear and some computer environments with
this type of technology--they talk about going to a quote ―paperless
environment.‖ What do you think about that, for one, and who do you think is
influencing that sort of environment?
Chris: I think it makes sense, but as far as the – they try to have paperless tests,
and, I don‘t know, I don‘t really think that works. For a Humanities final this
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morning, we have a program, Secure Browser, when you can‘t open up anything
else, and nothing really – there are so many people that needed a paper test
because it took more – I just feel like for a test, I don‘t know, it should kinda be
on paper--I guess. And I guess the teachers are probably behind that because it‘s
easier to grade, because the programs can just – when you fill in the wrong
bubble, the program can just mark it wrong without the scantron sheets, or you
don‘t have to feed it into the machine. So, it‘s probably just for the convenience
of them, and it probably helps them to stay organized, too, if everything‘s online.
Like Beth, Chris pointed to teachers as the principal sponsor of paperless environments.
Also in line with Beth, Chris had selected teachers as the most influential tablet sponsors
on the sponsor flower. It was interesting to note his pushback against the online
component of tablet writing via ―Secure Browser‖ and his focus on ease of use and
convenience as key motivators for instructors to support a paperless environment.
Diane explicitly calls SPC a ―paperless campus,‖ and she highlighted her
transition from paper to the MS Journal application on the tablet, allowing the tablet to
remediate an element of her writing process:
Diane: Well, this is a paperless campus, so there's not – well, I didn't really
bring any paper with me to write or anything, well, a notebook. But I don't really
use that notebook. I just mainly use the computer to take notes, as there's a
notepad with my stylus. That's it.
Interviewer: So would you say that a certain way that notebook that you used
to have sitting next to your computer prior to [SPC], this has sort of replaced that
notebook.
Diane: Yeah, pretty much. In taking notes in class, when a teacher's lecturing.
Interviewer: Is there a specific program, or do you tend to use Microsoft Word,
layer, or do you take the instructor's notes and write on top of those, or do you
use the Windows Journal? Is there a routine that you normally have in terms of
replacing that notebook that you used to have?
Diane: Well, the professors have the document, the reading document on the
computer for us to download. And usually I would convert it to Journal Writing,
and then take notes from that right on the paper, through highlighting,
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underlining keywords. And in class, when the professor's lecturing, I would use
the Journal Writing or notepad on the computer, and then just take notes through
typing.
Interviewer: Real quickly, you'd mentioned – you said paperless environment.
Are there any sponsors listed here that tend to influence you to kind of both say
that, and also kind of leave the notebook behind, and use this instead of toting
around some paper with you.
Diane: Well, basically, the school – I mean they get other – I believe at other
colleges, they allow you to print freely, whereas this college you have to pay in
order to print, and there's not like a lot of recycling bins that I see. And I'm not
sure, I believe they have a recycling program, but it's not very obvious.
Interviewer: So by sponsor, you would just say you use it at school. So you
just basically, in general, or can you think of – or does any other term apply?
Diane: Just the school in general.
In line with Amy and Beth, Diane explicitly pointed to a ―paperless‖ environment at
SPC. In terms of supporting sponsors, she points to the ―school in general.‖
Without being prompted, Emma said she was not ready to go completely
―paperless.‖
Emma: So I‘m learning a lot of the downsides and I‘m not necessarily gonna
say that next semester I‘m gonna completely go paperless. In fact, I may
introduce some paper into the semester that I hadn‘t used this semester because
of some of the frustrations that I‘m having here at the end. And I‘m sure it‘s just
time pressure, and the end of the semester, and just being irritated with finals, but
there‘s still something very, I don‘t know, I look at the notes more and I study
them more when I have them all in one notebook that I‘ve had for the whole
semester than individual little files that I‘ve got to open, and close, and scroll
through.
Emma addressed pushback against micro-issues with the technology. Later in the
interview, she was prompted about paperless environments.
Interviewer: One last question for this section. One of the buzz phrases that I
hear on campus is a ―paperless environment.‖ Are there any sponsors on there
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[the sponsor flower] that you think are particularly important in influencing that
concept here at [SPC]?
Emma: Sure, myself included. That‘s why I jumped head first into deciding that
I was going to do this. And if you want you can download the note packets from
your professors, print them, three hole punch them, put them in a notebook, bring
them to class, and write your notes in there. There‘s nothing to stop you from
doing that. You‘re getting the same out of the class that way. But certainly
there‘s a great benefit to being a paperless campus and aside from me saying
that--I like to be able to have a spiral notebook and to write, at the same time it‘s
a very specific task which I can‘t seem to divorce myself from that whole
process. For the most part though, it‘s been great. You‘re not toting around a lot
of papers. You‘re not wasting paper. It‘s environmentally friendly and the whole
campus, students, teachers, departments, IT, all of them all together are equally
as –
Interviewer: Okay, so you sense that support that from all of them?
Emma: Absolutely. I sure do.
In terms of sponsorship of paperless environments, Emma highlighted that several
sponsors were in alliance on this issue, giving credit to not only teachers, students, and
IT but also the departments and the campus.
5.7.8 Students: Summary
Overall, students expressed direct and indirect expectations from a dynamic set
of sponsors. Direct expectations from instructors in the form of non-tablet specific
elements such as assignment rubrics may have shaped attitudes about the creative
flexibility associated with tablet writing. Explicit requirements to access documents
online for class may have shaped the ultimate form and enactment with those
documents, which potentially influenced enactments with tablet technology.
Commonly, items already in Windows Journal, stayed in that format for stylus
interaction. Also, PDF documents were often pulled into the same Windows Journal
format, providing a common digital viewpoint for stylus interactions. Students were
also encouraged generate presentational elements through journal prompts.
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Indirect, though influential, expectations from sponsors such as the Department
of Arts and Sciences (alliances) and the ―paperless‖ campus may have an impact on
practices and perceptions of writing and tablet sponsorship. As a result, students
expressed both a sense of momentum and pushback from these ―unusual‖ sponsors.
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6. PRACTICE, PUSHBACK, AND SPONSORSHIP NETWORKS
6.1 Applying the Sponsorship Network Filters
This chapter takes a closer look at one SPC student named Emma. It highlights
specific practices, elements of pushback, and it works to build a snapshot of the
sponsorship network created as a result of the technology mandate. With the
background of the students established in Chapter 5, including influences from other
sponsors, a micro look at one component of the sponsorship network can be examined
through Orlikowski‘s two lens, which potentially helps to generate a closer look at the
expectations, uses, practice fragments, and pushback that contribute to one potential
sponsorship network vision created as the result of a technology mandate.
After stepping through the process to evaluate Emma, the sponsorship network
snapshots of all five SPC students are combined to provide an overarching snapshot
from students‘ perspectives. Ultimately, this technique could be applied to all
highlighted sponsors, adding greater fidelity to the overall chart.
6.2 Emma: Background
The technology that preceded Emma‘s use of the tablet at SPC was clearly split
into two categories—one leading to the easy-to-use Mac fostered by her dad, and the
other leading to the frustrating world of PCs fostered by employers and her husband. As
a self-proclaimed ―Mac kid,‖ Emma was a staunch sponsor of Apple technology—
computers that, in her mind, serve as exemplars of how technology should work:
Emma: I grew up on Apple IIe‘s and had a Mac in the house probably by the
time I was in late high school, and consequently had one for college and have
always been a Mac kid. And really, honestly, when I got into the business world
out of college, it felt like I was completely lost on PCs, and to this day, I‘m still a
little bit phobic of them compared to how, sort of, easy a Mac is. It just does
everything for you. It doesn‘t ask you stupid questions about what program you
want to use to open some other program. It doesn‘t ask you anything that sort of
trips you up, and if you choose the wrong option, may cause the computer to
throw up on you, and I‘ve gotten spoiled in that respect. So it‘s been kinda hard
for me to adapt to a PC.
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In Emma‘s descriptions, Apple computers were helpful, easy-to-operate systems—used
as part of home and academic work. Conversely, PCs were demanding, difficult,
confusing, and fixed as an integral part of the business world. Emma‘s vision of the
technology was layered, conflicted, and emotional, which when viewed through the
shifting standards of technology literacy that have exploded since Emma starting
working and playing with computers was not surprising.
In her early adult and college years, Apple IIe‘s and Macs established the
foundation for her interactions with computer technology. When asked about typical
uses of her Apple IIe and Mac prior to her arrival at SPC, Emma responded:
Emma: Gosh, prior to the Mac I guess it was the limitation of such old
technology. Apple Logo was a programming language that I had taken at one
point, games on it, some old, I guess, word processing programs. I don‘t
remember the name…Bank Street Writer… at the time.
Emma: And then as we got into the Mac, it was ―Word Perfect‖ and mostly
word processing for school purposes. Basically writing papers and playing
games. It wasn‘t until really I entered college in ‘94 that I had access to Ethernet
and faster online service than just dial up at the house, which was so frustrating
back then you didn‘t even want to mess with it—it was so slow.
Emma: So yeah, by the time I got to college, I was playing around on it more.
More Internet, more again still word processing. No major real specific
programs. It was still back in an age when it was in its infancy. They didn‘t
really get people to use specific kinds of programs.
Later, after graduation, when she joined the work force, Emma was exposed to the
corporate mandates in not only PC technology, but also mandated software such as MS
Office Suite:
Emma: In the work field, I had been on PCs, used the Microsoft Office suite,
experience with Access, Excel, and Word. Not a lot of Outlook experience, but
did it – sort of --learned as I went along learned what I had to just for that
company‘s needs and no more than that.
At home she used her husband‘s PC, sharing the AUTOCAD software it had loaded on
it, but using little else:
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Emma: My husband has one [PC], works on one that I use at lot of AUTOCAD
in the house. And so that‘s what‘s been our home computer now for the past few
years, and I just hate it. I don‘t play around it, don‘t like it, until I got the tablet
at school [SPC] here and I‘ve found that it‘s pretty easy to use. I haven‘t had to
scream at it, throw it across the room, do anything that I normally felt like I
wanted to do with the home computer. I web surf on it. I take my notes on it.
I‘m not that computer advanced, really.
Together, these wide ranging experiences at home, work, and school have given Emma a
complex tapestry of skill sets to draw upon, even though she insisted that she was not
really into computers.
Reinforcing these knowledge sets was one particular sponsor, Emma‘s dad.
Emma‘s father had an intense love of ―gadgets,‖ and, not surprisingly, Emma ranked
him as the #1 (most influential) sponsor responsible for helping to shape how she wrote
on her tablet, and interacted with computers in general. During the interview, Emma
highlighted the critical role he played as she worked with computer technology:
Emma: My dad is just…he loves technology and if there‘s a new gadget around,
he‘s got to play with it. So he‘s been a major help, too, because if there‘s
something I don‘t know how to do and he doesn‘t, he‘s just quick. I just hand it
to him and he fiddles around with the gadget, and the next thing you know, he‘s
training me how to use it.
I asked Emma if any of her father‘s love for technology had rubbed off on her, or if she
felt compelled to become a technology buff too:
Emma: No, not at all, actually. No, he‘s got it for everyone in the family. It‘s
nice to have someone in the family who if I get frustrated…I don‘t like reading
instruction books. I just want to know how it works. I want somebody to show
me how to work it in a basic capacity that I can remember how to do, and dad‘s
great for that.
Emma: Because oftentimes if I go to the IT department or if you go to a
professor, they end up talking to you for an hour about functions and features you
don‘t care about whatsoever. He loves if you hand him a gadget. The first
couple of days I had the [tablet] computer, he didn‘t want to give it back. He had
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a white-knuckle grip on it basically. But at the end of the day, he‘ll just say,
―Oh, you just do this, this, and this, and that‘s all you need to do.‖ So he‘s cut
down on a lot of time that I have to spend on technology because he enjoys it and
I‘m not really that into it.
As the ―go to‖ technology expert, Emma‘s father served as a valuable sponsor for
Emma‘s initial interactions with technology. As such, he likely served as a translator of
the different technology mandates Emma has been forced to negotiate. He likely served
as a consistent, stabilizing force as the hardware and software literacy requirements
continue to shift.
6.3 Emma: Practices
Even with this link to other sponsors for help, Emma (a self-described nontechie) was not shy when it came to using technology. During our interview, I had told
Emma to feel free to use my tablet as if she owned it—guidance I gave to all student
interviewees. She was the only student interviewee (out of five) to recalibrate the stylus
(she said that my calibration settings were ―a little off‖ and it was ―kinda weird‖), and
she also quickly added a new set of toolbars to the shortcut menus to the program
(Windows Journal). I had asked her to use Windows Journal if she needed a
sketch/scribble pad to use during the interview. Of note, her high level of comfort with
the technology was noticed long before the interview. Early during my non-participant
observation, I noticed Emma‘s regular use of her tablet in slate mode. Once out of her
backpack, the tablet would be opened like a conventional laptop on her desk, then the
screen would be swiveled around counterclockwise and pushed down to cover the
keyboard with the screen facing up. With the tablet‘s stylus in hand, she assumed her
typical, technological stance for class.
This ease of use was fascinating on several levels. Emma joined her freshmen
cohort at SPC in the middle of the school year, so she had only had the tablet for about
three months—less than half the time her classmates had had with their systems.
Additionally, the tablet was, in many respects, a variant of the dreaded ―PC‖. I asked
Emma to describe what the experience was like to join the tablet-learning process midstream:
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Emma: It was scary. My first day, this computer was chucked into my lap and I
was going – I was convinced that if I had to buy a computer for school that I was
gonna get to have a Mac again in the house, and my heart just crumbled as the
non-Mac was handed to me. But because it had the tablet features, I was going,
whoa, this is sort of fun and by the end of that first weekend I was playing
around with it and feeling more comfortable.
Some elements of concern persist, especially in terms of her use of paper as part of her
writing process:
Emma: I‘m really only three months into this and as far as I just started as a
transfer here so this is – it‘s still relatively new for me. The very first day that I
got the tablet PC handed to me, I panicked. I never even had my hands on one
before. I wasn‘t sure what I was supposed to do with this. And then of course
they say, ―Well, you‘re not going to be carrying around note pads. This is what
you‘re doing it in.‖ I‘m hyperventilating a little bit.
Emma went on to describe her orientation day in January that involved representatives
from the Dean‘s office and the IT Department. During this one session Emma was told
that the tablet would replace notebooks and that there were specific programs to
facilitate this change. One presenter at the orientation even used environmental concerns
as another justification for not using real notebooks:
Emma: Pretty much it wasn‘t like you can‘t use one [paper notebook]. It was
just this is the easier way. One of them, and I don‘t remember who, I don‘t
remember her name, had made a comment to the effect of, ―Well, if you‘d like to
waste trees, go right ahead.‖ And so I felt, well, okay, I‘ll immerse myself into
the culture of doing this and I‘ll jump in feet first.
So, early on, Emma pledged to join the ―tablet culture‖ at SPC: a culture that was
environmentally friendly, paperless, and versed in programs that replaced pen and paper.
At this same orientation, she was introduced to the program that was going to
replace her notebooks—a program called OneNote:
Emma: One of the guys from IT was extremely enthused about the OneNote
program, which I still have not mastered and I went and bought a giant book at
Barnes and Noble and I still haven‘t gotten around to opening it because this
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semester is so demanding. Hopefully this summer I‘ll get into it because if it‘s
there, and it‘s the preferred program, and if it does work better, by all means I
want to try to – learn this.
After hearing this, I asked if OneNote was preferred to another tablet writing program
called Windows Journal used by some of her instructors and classmates. Emma
responded, ―The example they used was Journal is to OneNote as WordPad is to Word.‖
This official sanctioning of one writing program over another was interesting in terms of
how it conflicted with Emma‘s routine writing practices.
What was particularly interesting about her first exposure to the SPC-sanctioned
orientation was the call to leave pen and paper behind. This clashed with writing
practices Emma had already established prior to coming to SPC. When asked to
describe her typical experience writing with computers prior to attending SPC, Emma
highlighted the critical role played by actual pen and paper:
Emma: […] the computer was the very last stop for me. I had written
everything down on paper first with an old fashioned pen or pencil. I find it
easier for thoughts to flow that way. I find it easier to make my sentences sound
more like sentences.
Interviewer: What do you mean by sentences sound like sentences?
Emma: I write at a less advanced level if I‘m trying to compose sentences by
thinking of it and typing them because I still think that I type slower than I can
write just by the fact that I can type at a fast rate. There is some disconnect with
the process of, like I said, composing thoughts in my head and typing them, as
opposed to writing them. And I just found that as I go back to proofread a paper
that I‘ve composed typing on a first draft versus one that‘s on paper, it‘s night
and day, they‘re different in quality.
Interviewer: How would you describe the quality difference between the
handwritten and the typed?
Emma: Typing is…run on sentences, punctuation gets completely lost. I find
myself repeating the same kind of word more than once, which I don‘t do so
much when I write by hand. I have a habit where if I know I misspelled
something I have to go back and erase it right then. I can‘t keep typing on, so
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that stops everything and stops the free flow. So it‘s slower for me and that
frustrates me, too, because I‘m skilled at writing, but I don‘t like doing it.
Interviewer: Do you think there‘s necessarily a difference in the ideas that you
generate on paper versus the one on the computer screen?
Emma: The clarity is probably better on paper. Development is better on paper.
I think I probably…I dislike typing so much, I probably skirt through an
assignment more when doing it on the computer than putting forth more thought,
more effort, more detail if writing it on paper […] for my real writing process,
when it really matters on a paper, I can‘t separate myself yet from my old habits.
In terms of speed, Emma asserted that although her handwriting was ―messy‖ but
readable, she could still write by hand faster than she could type. While typing, she
would make mistakes that would in turn stop the flow of writing:
Emma: […] my typing is not always that accurate, and again, it‘s just a glitch in
my mind, I guess, but as soon as I know that I misspelled something I go back
and I have to correct that spelling right then before I carry on. It just gets
frustrating for me I guess.
Interviewer: It‘s really fascinating how the paper doesn‘t generate a physical
pause in word generation but yet you say that you get better –
Emma: Absolutely.
Interviewer: Better content flow, better ideas, better creativity through the
paper. Can you explain that?
Emma: It‘s very strange to say, but I feel like I can lie in bed on my stomach
with a notebook in front of me, and a pen, and be comfortable, and think more
comfortably. Computers, generally you‘re sitting at a desk in an upright position
and usually an uncomfortable chair, no matter how comfortable the office chair
may be. You‘re confined to a certain space.
Comfort was a key precondition for Emma, both in terms of the physical act of writing
and in terms of an appropriate place. Emma found writing with a pen or stylus to be
more natural. She had difficulty expressing why, but when compared to typing, it was
simply more ―natural.‖
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Emma: I‘m not in touch with what the actual reason is. Maybe it‘s an emotional
connection that I‘m not – I don‘t know. I feel more comfortable with a pen in
hand than I do typing. It‘s more natural for me.
When asked if the stylus and screen interaction made it seem less like a technology,
Emma expressed that a degree of comfort with the technology had been gained:
Emma: No, it doesn‘t seem like less of a technology. I think, in fact, it‘s made
technology more comfortable for me because I so – maybe again, it goes back to
the position. I don‘t love the position of looking at a screen with my hands
outstretched in front of me. It‘s not ergonomically comfortable and you can
make all the computer keyboards you want that are aimed this way or that, and
it‘s just not comfortable.
This to me, leaning back in a chair with this [tablet] on my lap writing along, is
extremely comfortable. And when I‘m more at ease, I think better.
Interviewer: How often do you do that, take the tablet and put it in your lap?
Emma: I study like that constantly in a recliner. That‘s pretty much the
position.
In terms of the consequences of this freedom and the influences of her sponsors,
Emma explained how she had shifted her view of computer technology:
Emma: The consequence is that I‘m – no, it‘s all been a very positive
experience, actually. It‘s been fun. It‘s been interesting. It‘s been neat to learn
something new. It has bridged the gap between my lack of interest in PCs versus
Macs to a point where I can accept my computer now and say that I even maybe
like it.
Interviewer: So does that add a little bit to that comfort that helps you with …
Emma: Yes. The computer has become a tool which I can use and which helps
me as opposed to an obligation to use it because it‘s the accepted vehicle for
producing some sort of work. Prior to owning my tablet and in the in-between
years of not having a Mac and then to having the tablet now, I just have hated
working on a computer at all. I just associated it with, I don‘t know, nothing fun
whatsoever. Web surfing aside, but for the most part any actual real work that
you can do on a computer was just not interesting to me at all.
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Emma: Now it‘s in the ―toteable,‖ convenient, moveable fashion that I can put
wherever I want to and I don‘t have to specifically sit in a different location
under a specific light that I can move at will. And to me, that is one of the most
important things, particularly when I‘m studying or feeling a little bit of pressure
to get something done in a timeframe or learn something in a certain amount of
time. If I‘m shifting around, and I‘m uncomfortable in the same chair, and I feel
like I‘m having to sit there for the next eight hours while I learn something, I‘m
not gonna concentrate on what I‘m doing. I‘m gonna think about when I‘m
getting out of that chair.
Emma‘s use of the stylus and slate was influenced by more than her comfort with
the pen and stylus. She also used the slate mode in class as a way of showing her
instructor that she was not IM‘ing or wasting time. ―I feel like it‘s clearer to a professor
that I‘m not doing so [IM‘ing and surfing the web] when my tablet is down in its writing
position. So out of respect to the professor I think it sends the right message that at least
I‘m taking notes.‖ However, the time spent working with the stylus had generated some
discomfort in terms of what the majority of her peers were doing with their tablets.
Emma: Maybe I just see it around me. Everyone else is doing it the one way so
I just feel like in comparison, maybe mine looks messier. I have a feeling
probably at some point a professor not as open minded as Prof Soleil would not
approve of that.
As a perceived counterbalance, Prof Soleil provided additional support in terms of
classroom workshops, reinforcing the dynamic potential of the tablet:
Emma: In fact, it has been the one class that encourages the use of it more than
others. Prof Soleil has had little workshops where we do outlines, even a draft of
what your poster would look like for your drawing. There have been no other
classes that have really encouraged the kind of freeform use [bold added] of the
tablet the way that that class has. And it has definitely shaped my comfort with it
in just becoming more used to using it. Absolutely.
Interviewer: So by freeform, what do you….
Emma: I remember…she was having us do outlines for one of the papers or
something, and rather than just the old fashioned typing ideas in an old fashioned
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outline form, she had everybody get into the writing function [handwriting/drawing function] and be able to draw those thought bubbles around in a
meaningful way that then you could draw connecting arrows to sort of then show
which direction you were going to go with your thoughts. That way you didn‘t
have to write them down in a logical sequence. You could draw arrows after the
fact. So certainly when you‘re typing, you‘re having to cut and paste then to get
everything back in a sequential order.
For Emma, these exercises opened new opportunities for expression on the tablet. These
sessions also solidified Prof Soleil‘s role as not only the subject matter expert in
communications, but also a technology exemplar—a role Emma was comfortable
handing over to Prof Soleil:
Emma: In an academic environment, whether or not some students think it‘s
fair or not, I feel more comfortable if a teacher has certain expectations. I can
follow those expectations and I can feel like I know what they look for.
Particularly with a technology like this, I‘m not sure I want to try and push an
envelope and try to break new territory for others, nor do I know what that would
be if I wanted to.
No. I‘m okay with the teachers saying, ―This is how we use it. This is what I
want you to do. Now go forth.‖ Okay. I can handle that.
6.4 Emma: Pushback
One would think the tablet‘s remediation of pen and paper through the stylus and
screen would be a perfect match for Emma. Why not drop the notebooks altogether,
heed the call, and move the start-to-finish of her writing process onto the tablet? For
Emma, the tablet, even with its effective remediation of pen and paper, had limitations,
some resulting in pushback:
MS Journal: I don‘t use the Journal notepad to compose drafts of written
assignments. I‘m still back on pad and paper. What I do like to use Journal
notepad for is note taking in class in lieu of a spiral bound notebook.
Note taking…I have a dog who sustained an injury. We‘ve been going to see an
orthopedic vet. I‘ve had my computer in there just to look up a number of
different things, write down things that he‘s been saying in the appointments. All
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of those files are on my computer. So I take it around for personal use, as well,
but again back to the actual composition of something that is going to be graded
and matters, I don‘t depend on that. I‘m still back on paper.
Stylus/eraser: In fact, to some extent the tablet is slightly more hindering than a
pen and a notepad only because I still have to move around with my stylus, find
an erase option, move the eraser back, make sure that I actually tap all the way
down on the pen before I start writing again, which oftentimes doesn‘t happen.
So it can get frustrating at times. I‘m learning to adapt, but it is cutting out of
any freeform side thought workings that I may to be doing around the page, as
well, just because by the time I spend time doing that, get back to the teacher,
feel like I have to erase something and get back on track, I‘m behind.[…]
The weight of the stylus is slightly different than the average pen. It takes a little
bit of getting used to.
Screen glare: I have learned here through the finals period, by having all of my
notes on the computer, it‘s really frustrating. I wanted to go outside on a sunny
day and study and I couldn‘t see my computer screen, and I also wanted to –
there‘s something very, I don‘t know, tactile about being able to flip pages
through your notebook and you can‘t do that.
Limited Viewing Windows: Yes, particularly now at SPC, even in my prior
educational experience, if I had a number of files that may have been
downloaded for research for a paper, I also feel more comfortable being able to
write over here on a piece of paper and then navigate by opening various files on
my computer that I can pull up, and read, and reference, make notes from, so on
and so forth. On a computer, if I‘m writing and typing, I‘m having to constantly
if not close the window, move back and forth between two open windows, one
that‘s my research, one that‘s my writing. It drives me crazy. I‘ve got to be able
to see two things at once then rather than clicking back and forth.
I can continue writing and glance and remember what it was from the research
that had jogged a certain memory I was trying to – a certain idea I was trying to
form. Somehow having it there on the side that I can glance back up at it or
reference if there was a word I was looking for is much more convenient than,
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again, the frustrating effort to me of losing that image as soon as I opened back
up that word processing file, whatever I was typing in, into Word. I like to be
able to glance and write.[…] That might go back to just having been used to
almost as a secretary having a letter that was drafted and then just typing –
writing and typing at the same time. Not that I do that really with the research,
but it‘s just comfort zone.
Navigation: I‘ve gotten so used to using the stylus that I expect that every
program that I use, including everywhere online, is already with an interface
expecting to be able to use it this way. And not everything is, obviously, because
lots of people haven‘t a tablet. Then they use their laptop or a desktop, either.
I‘m getting used to this stylus as being my key to being able to navigate on
anything on the computer that I want, and it does have its end points.[…] Yeah, I
get all frustrated and I go, ―Oh, fine!‖ and grab this like that [putting it in laptop
mode].
Paperless Environment: I‘m now currently having problems with my screen
and my stylus not necessarily communicating or my scroll bar‘s having issues, so
trying to maneuver through pages, and pages, and pages of notes in a timely
fashion when your stylus isn‘t working, and it‘s really irritating too. So I‘m
learning a lot of the downsides and I‘m not necessarily gonna say that next
semester I‘m gonna completely go paperless. In fact, I may introduce some
paper into the semester that I hadn‘t used this semester because of some of the
frustrations that I‘m having here at the end.
6.5 Lens One: Focus on Expectations and Uses
Ultimately, Emma‘s vision of technology—or as Orlikowski and Gash (1994)
phrase it, her sense of the nature of technology or ―people‘s images of the technology
and their understanding of its capabilities and functionality‖ (p. 183) —was clearly
divided with the Mac serving as the exemplar from which all other computer
technologies were evaluated. The addition of the tablet bridged the Mac/PC gap in many
respects, adding the ―natural‖ and ―comfortable‖ stylus interface to her understanding of
computer capabilities and functionality.
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In terms of accessing Emma‘s understanding of why software and technology
requirements were implemented by the different organizations—what Orlikowski and
Gash (1994) call an awareness of technology strategy (p. 183)—was difficult to assess.
For Emma, her dad may well have supplanted the school‘s or business‘s technology
strategy. Understanding the motivation and vision behind certain hardware and software
acquisitions—in essence the ―why‖ behind her having to use it—was potentially
replaced by a pragmatic ―How do I do this?‖ in order to meet not only her own needs,
but also the needs of professors and supervisors. In many respects, Emma‘s father
served as a consistent ―translator‖ or ―navigator‖ for some of these technology strategies.
He remained a solid link for Emma, even while she was at SPC. However, at SPC,
Emma also perceived the school to be motivated to implement tablets since it provided
an ―easy way to make sure that the students all have the same basic resources, for lack of
a better term.‖
Beyond the issue of common computing resources, Emma saw the entire campus,
herself included, as part of a paperless environment with secondary benefits that might
explain why the school implemented a tablet mandate:
Interviewer: One of the buzz phrases that I hear on campus is a ―paperless
environment.‖ Are there any sponsors on there that you think are particularly
important in influencing that concept here at SPC?
Emma: Sure, myself included. That‘s why I jumped head first into deciding
that I was going to do this. And if you want you can download the note packets
from your professors, print them, three-hole punch them, put them in a notebook,
bring them to class, and write your notes in there. There‘s nothing to stop you
from doing that. You‘re getting the same out of the class that way.
Emma: But certainly there‘s a great benefit to being a paperless campus and
aside from me saying that I like to be able to have a spiral notebook and to write,
at the same time it‘s a very specific task which I can‘t seem to divorce myself
from that whole process. For the most part though, it‘s been great. You‘re not
toting around a lot of papers. You‘re not wasting paper. It‘s environmentally
friendly and the whole campus, students, teachers, departments, IT, all of them
all together are equally as –
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In terms of Emma‘s understanding of how to apply the tablet in day-to-day uses,
and understanding the consequences tied to these uses (or what Orlikowski and Gash
(1994) call technology in use), she incorporated tablet technology into not only her
academic life, but also her personal life. In terms of academic work, she integrated
digital ink as a part of in-class journaling (Figure 6.1). Emma‘s hand-written journal
entry on 17 January 2006 (near the start of the semester) addressed how she missed her
Macintosh (note the presentational ―sad face‖) and her paper notebooks:

Figure 6.1: Emma‘s In-class Journal in Digital Ink, 1/17/07.
Here, Emma‘s ―meta-discourse‖ highlighted the ―impersonal‖ and ―foreign‖ nature of
the process of writing on the tablet—as she wrote about it in digital ink on the tablet.
Interestingly, these meta-discourses continued in later journals as Emma refined her

Figure 6.2: Emma‘s In-class Journal in Digital Ink, 2/28/07.

stylus-writing skills on the tablet. Emma alternated (Figure 6.2) between writing in print
and cursive script, describing the potential corrective measure for writing with as
stylus—while writing with a stylus. Ultimately, as the semester progressed, Emma‘s use
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Figure 6.3: Emma‘s In-class Journal in Digital Ink, 4/4/07.

of presentational elements, along with the increased use of color (Figure 6.3), increased.
During a peer review (Figure 6.4), Emma provided red, hand-written feedback:

Figure 6.4: Emma‘s Peer Feedback in Digital Ink.
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6.6 Lens Two: Focus on Practice
If we focus more narrowly on use, we can see that Emma worked to
―substantially alter her existing way of doing things,‖ including a significant change in
the artifact itself (Orlikowski, 2000, p. 423). As Orlikowski (2000) explains, these
―significant‖ shifts can be coded as change (p. 423). Specifically, Emma‘s ability to
take existing software formats (Windows Journal and MS Word) and augment them with
her personalized digital comments is a clear example of this type of shift.
Although these shifts have not penetrated Emma‘s actual paper dependence in
writing her own drafts, it has changed the way she generated revisions on the tablet:
Interviewer: In terms of once you have transferred what you‘ve written on the
notebooks onto the tablet, have there been any new interactions for you in terms
of the stylus? Do you see that when you‘re revising you may then use the stylus,
circle something or take notes? Has the stylus been integrated in any way in that
part of your writing once it gets into the unit [tablet]?
Emma: Actually yes, there was. In the revision stages, once a draft has been
typed and potentially even submitted and getting into the revision stages, yeah,
there has been a whole lot of the ink annotation function, I think, in Word. I
have done a lot of that, of ―X‖ing, and crossing out, and making corrections in
that manner, both for peer reviews in POC and also for my own work, as well.
In fact, I went to see Prof Soleil about revising one of my papers that I had turned
in and it was easier in that meeting rather than typing to take that pen and I was
making notes. ―I need to footnote this. I need to add this. I need to make a
comment about thus and so.‖ I saved the file and I didn‘t get back to it until
about two weeks later, but it was pretty comprehensive so that I could still
understand what I did.
Interviewer: […] you‘d say that‘s a new thing that you‘ve incorporated –
Emma: Yes, and I did like that.
In terms of her non-SPC experiences, the tablet has started to supplant paper in terms of
quick lists and notes in certain circumstances:
Emma: I even take my computer around for personal use now as opposed to
throwing a notebook or a pen in my purse. I constantly have a bag with me at
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school anyway. It‘s been to vet appointments, financial advisor appointments,
everywhere. I‘m effectively, at this point, using this as a large PDA, which is
fine because it‘s very comfortable for me to do that. My Outlook has everything
on it that I need. I can‘t think without it at this point.
Outlook, a program she had learned just enough about to get by with during her time in
the professional world, had become a critical component of her daily life. Her tablet
went from being used exclusively for school work to serving as a large ―PDA‖ and
replacing pen and paper altogether in specific situations.
Emma‘s enactments with computer technology evolved with each mandate and
environment she encountered. The tablet technology was the first platform to cross-flow
her personal, professional, and academic lives. Additionally, although the tablet did not
fully remediated her writing process—we can detect a willingness to head in that
direction, providing pushback issues are resolved.
Focusing quickly on Emma‘s talk about technology and materials (both physical
and virtual), it was interesting to see the materials she referenced (Table 6.1) the most
during the interview. For example, Emma mentioned paper—the actual material for
writing and drawing—18 times during the interview. She mentioned Windows Journal,
a program that digitally remediates paper, eight times. Serving as a simple, and initially
unplanned, enactment ―Geiger counter,‖ specific materials did shine through with
rudimentary, but clearly visible, force. Specifically, Emma‘s enactment of choice for
writing was intimately linked to pen and paper: a process that did not dramatically
change with the advent of the tablet. However, based on both observation and interview
data, Emma preferred the tablet stylus as both a digital navigation aid and writing (note
taking and revision) instrument. Interestingly, these items, more so these tools and
materials, resonated in Emma‘s talk about sponsors and writing practices (Tablet 6.1).
Although a tertiary concern, I expected my student interviewees to reveal through their
talk similar sets of materials that in turn might define core or important features of their
writing processes.
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Computer
Tablet/tablet PC/tablet computer
Notes
Paper [context: actual writing paper]
Stylus/Tablet Pen
Pen(s)/old fashioned pen
Spiral bound notebook/notebook(s)
E-mail
MAC
Notebook
Windows Journal/Journal notepad/writer
Technology
Online
Web/Internet
Outlook [mail program]
Word [MS Word]
Screen/Computer screen/glass
Mouse/finger mouse [tablet‘s touchpad]
PC
PDA
Programs
Color(s)
Drafting tables/Drawing tables
File/word processing file
Gadget/New gadget
Ink
Laptop
Notepad/pad(s)
OneNote/One Note
Pencil/mechanical pencil
Arrows/connecting arrows [concept maps]
Book(s)
Comment bubbles/bubble
Desktop [computer]

40
30
19
18
13
11
9
8
8
8
8
7
6
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2

Downloadable note(s) packets
Eraser(s)
Highlighter marker/marker(s)
Keyboard
Microsoft Office
Paperless
Slate/slate form
Tool
Word processing program
ABC bubble [access handwriting tool]
Access
Apple IIe‘s
Apple Logo
AUTOCAD
Digital Camera
Excel
Bank Street Writer
Crayons
Ethernet
MS Vista
Non-MAC
Protractors
Rulers
Scraps (of paper)
Sticky pads
Thought bubbles
Toolbars
T-squares
Typewriters
Watercolors
Word Pad
Word Perfect
Writing Instrument

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 6.1: Emma: Materials and Technology Talk and Frequency.
More to point, during Emma‘s talk about other sponsors, the sponsor references
were identified and counted. The sponsor table (Table 6.2) provided each sponsor tag
(singular and plural forms combined, with like items combined) and the number of times
each tag was mentioned during the interview. This provided another simple, but
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Teacher(s)[13]/Professor(s)[10]/Instructor[1]24
Student(s)
15
School
13
IT/IT Dept/IT center
8
College
5
High School
4
Husband
4
Slate Pharmaceutical College
4
Dad
3
Prof Soleil* (communication)
3
Apple
2
Business world
2
Employer
2
Family
2
Microsoft
2
Ninth grade
2

Arts and Sciences
Specifica College*
Barnes and Noble
Biology
Biology professor
Computer labs
Chemistry professor
Deans
Dr. Hiver* (biology, downloadable notes)
Dr. Fleur* (chemistry, downloadable notes)
General typing class
Junior High
[State where research site is located]
Paperless campus
POC
Software manufacturers
* Alias

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 6.2: Emma: Sponsor Talk and Frequency.
effective, litmus test, for Emma‘s discussion of influential sponsors. In essence it
provided a look at the overarching ―sponsorship bouquet,‖ while the sponsor flower
(Figure 6.5) provided a look at individual, influential sponsorship petals. Taken
together, both sponsor identification tools provided a clearer picture of the range of
sponsors that influenced Emma in both positive and negative ways. When compared to
sponsors Emma identified with the help of the sponsor flower, there was an interesting
overlap between the sponsors Emma identified as having shaped her tablet writing and
sponsors she addressed in her talk about sponsors—especially her dad and Prof Soleil.
Additionally, these two tools brought to light interesting contrasts as well. We see this
contrast clearly in terms of Emma‘s frequency of talk about her father when compared
to, say, the way she rated his influence on the sponsor flower. We also see it when
compared to her references to students as well. Emma indicated on the sponsor flower
that her dad is the most influential sponsor in terms of shaping how she wrote with a
tablet. In the frequency table, Emma‘s dad was mentioned only three times. On the
other end of the spectrum, Emma indicated on the flower that students were the least
influential group. However, students as sponsors have a high reference rate (mentioned
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15 times). Based on this high, comparative, reference frequency, one could infer a level
of shaping power that might exceed that of other sponsors. Clearly, I‘m not suggesting

Figure 6.5: Emma‘s Sponsor Flower.
that Emma‘s talk across a series of interview questions would perfectly correlate with
her focus on the visually-oriented sponsor flower. However, I do find this shift
interesting since it occurred as I passed the interview baton, stylus in this case, to Emma,
providing her with visually-oriented opportunity to guide the interview. Conflicts
between the sponsor reference count and the visually-oriented sponsor selections did
occur.
Given this shift, paying attention to these extremes may provide a prompt to
reinvestigate these two sponsors in Emma‘s life, especially in terms of influence. As it
turned out, Emma‘s father was a consistent feature in Emma‘s interactions with
computer technology, so the conflict between the numbers and Emma‘s sponsor flower
addition carried no weight at all.

Emma‘s dad served as a guide across a wide range of

technology mandates. He was a key sponsor—despite the low showing at the frequency
―polls.‖ Addressing the issue of students, although Emma highlighted that students were
the least influential of the top five on her sponsor flower, these same students were a
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source of pressure, making her consider ―slate mode‖ as a means of reassuring her
instructors that she was not playing (surfing the web or IM‘ing) on her computer instead
of working. Interestingly, Emma‘s need to distance herself from the distracted students
generated another type of pressure. Emma‘s frequent use of the stylus set her apart from
her peers—most of whom used the mouse and touchpad. So in this case, the disconnect
between the numbers and the ―petals‖ pointed to a subtle, but influential, pushback
worthy of notice in future studies.
6.7 Emma’s Sponsorship Network Snapshot
Taken together (Emma‘s comments on influences and uses, her sponsor talk
frequency, and her visually-oriented selection of key sponsors) we can start to get a
clearer picture of the sponsorship forces Emma perceived at SPC. A legend (Figure 6.6)

Figure 6.6: Sponsorship Network Symbol Legend.
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was generated to help provide a orientation to this isolated snapshot of Emma‘s
sponsorship network (Figure 6.7).
Based on expectations, visions of use, practices, and pushback, we can better
visualize the range and intensity of sponsors that helped to shape Emma‘s tablet use
within this mandate environment. Starting with Emma‘s father, her dad served as a
gateway for the introduction and exploration of novel computers and programs (note the

Figure 6.7: Emma‘s Sponsorship Network Snapshot.

bi-directional arrow highlighting this back-and-forth interaction). In terms of tablet use,
he provided problem/task-focused (how do I do ___ on the tablet?) feedback to Emma.
Although this interaction is not tied to a specific tablet writing practice through the
interview data, it does highlight an avenue of exploration that still remains an active and
consistent part of Emma‘s life. In terms of SPC sponsors, Emma aligned teachers under
the general hierarchy of the primary department, The Department of Arts and Sciences.
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She saw this umbrella organization as a source of encouragement for instructors‘ use of
tablets, with this organization falling under the ultimate control of the school itself.
Emma: Teachers and IT probably somewhat work together. IT provides
teachers with the interface, and what it is they‘re able to do […] Teachers then
decide whether or not they want to, or are going to use it, and provide whatever
tools they want to for the students, but still under the larger umbrella of the Arts
and Sciences in…sort of encouraging it.[…] It‘s pretty much mandatory that you
bring them to class. The assumption that you come to class prepared includes
that your computer comes with you….
This expectation, coupled with Emma‘s perception of SPC as a paperless campus,
generated pressure for Emma to enact with the tablet‘s stylus and screen. In terms of
specific instructors under the Arts and Sciences umbrella, specific visions of use were
seen. Prof Soleil was the most dynamic—encouraging what Emma called ―freeform‖
use of the tablet though interactions with the screen and stylus. This developed through
specific exercises such as journaling, concept mapping, poster drafting, and peer-level
feedback. Other instructors, Dr. Hiver and Dr. Fleur (non-POC instructors), supported
visions of use through student requirements (note one-way arrows) to download class
notes through the Blackboard network system and generate stylus-oriented margin notes:
Emma: Two of our instructors, the chemistry professor and the biology
professor, specifically for their lectures have downloaded – have put online
downloadable notes that they have composed on Journal, specifically structured
so that you may take notes in the margin, add any words in the missing blanks,
work out your own problems, do whatever. So by virtue of that already, it forced
you into the routine of using it. That was the way you got the most out of those
professors‘ notes, so even if I was resistant it was you‘re still gonna have to play
into it. But I found that I really do like the program at this point.
SPC IT‘s expectation that installed programs could remediate pen and paper interactions
generated visions of use with both the stylus and the keyboard. As addressed earlier,
Emma was told that specific programs (MS OneNote) were ―preferred‖; however, even
these optimized programs failed to serve as an adequate replacement for pen and paper,
resulting in pushback by Emma. Shortcomings of the technology itself, not just the
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software, initiated further pushback as micro-issues dealing with the stylus and
remediation of paper generated frustration. Emma also pushed back against recreational
interactions (IMs, games, etc.) her peers fostered with tablet technology during class.
This motivated Emma to use the slate mode in order to highlight that she was not IMing
or goofing off in class. This focus on the stylus also generated additional conflicts as
Emma felt pressure about enacting with tablet technology in a different way than the
bulk of her type-centric peers.
Overall, Emma provided intriguing insights about her experience with tablet
technology in higher education. [1] She helped to equalize the myth that students will
eagerly take on the role as technology exemplars when presented with novel
technologies. Emma looked to her instructor as the exemplar of both the subject matter
and the mandated technology. Specifically, Prof Soleil highlighted enactments that
embodied change through her in class experimentation with ―freeform‖ tablet exercises,
most using the stylus and screen interactions. [2] Even though these interactions where
effective, they failed to perfectly remediate Emma‘s legacy writing practices with pen
and paper. In this case, the concepts of remediation and immediacy were grounded by
critical, often overlooked, micro-level limitations in the technology. In Emma‘s case,
the computer and software were not able to adequately replicate writing practices with
pen and paper. [3] In terms Emma‘s sponsorship network, her vision of influences that
shaped her tablet use was richly textured, but still short in range. She expressed
frustrations with stylus, tablet, and software design issues; yet, she did not see how the
responsible designers and manufacturers that played a role in the frustrations and writing
practice alterations they ultimately generated. This tends to support why scholars like
Hawisher and Selfe have focused so narrowly on family, friends, and teachers in their
look at specific case studies of technology sponsorship. Interestingly, Emma‘s
awareness of technical micro-issues, along with the forest of sponsors gleaned from her
talk about computers, sponsors, and writing (Figure 6.7), indicated a far more complex
understanding of these issues than the community has typically credited to students. [4]
In terms of how this same sponsorship ended up influencing writing practices, we get a
clear sense from Emma‘s study that pre-mandated writing practices are deeply
embedded and not readily or easily changed by the novel tablet technology. Actually,
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Emma pushed back against some of the influences at SPC in order to maintain a hold on
her legacy, paper-centered practices. Emma added ―paper‖ in the face of influences that
called for virtual, paperless work. This occurred when Emma was writing ―when it
really matter[ed]‖ (translation—it impacted her grade). Even in light of this inability to
separate herself from ―old habits,‖ Emma effectively used digital ink for the purposes of
generating non-standard and/or informal writing such as journals, design drafts, and peer
review feedback.
6.8 SPC’s Sponsorship Network
Having applied the same techniques to the remaining four students, we can take a
quick look (Figure 6.8) at all the student interviewees within the sponsorship network

Figure 6.8: Snapshot of POC Students‘ Sponsorship Network.
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generated by SPC‘s tablet technology mandate. Based on student data, several key
points of sponsor influence aligned, including multiple points of pushback. Sponsors
that played potentially key roles were relatives, POC and other instructors, students, SPC
IT, SPC Department of Arts and Sciences, and the college. The specifics of these
influences are addressed in Chapter 5. However, it was key to note the range and span
of these influences on each student. Also, the patterns of influence were roughly the
same. More specifically, the Department of Arts and Sciences and the school itself were
viewed as powerful, but one way, influences, which in turn normalized the use of the
mandated technology across a wide range of courses. Along these lines, the mandated
use of downloadable packets was also highlghted as principally a one-way push that
influenced tablet use, specifically use with artifacts such as PDFs and programs like
Windows Journal.
The relationship with IT was push-pull in most cases. Overall, students saw this
sponsor as a key point of reinforcement of the mandate. IT was willing to share
information when asked, and this sponsor exposed students to specific stylus-enabled
programs. When it came to their perception of IT‘s interaction with other sponsors such
as teachers, students perceived IT as serving not only a role in directing the mandate, but
also influencing elements of classroom instruction as well. Students‘ relationships with
their instructors, especially POC instructors, were noted with an effective give and take,
including some pushback. Points of contention were elements that tended to constrain
creativity, such as rubrics and requirements to use online document management
systems.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Introduction
As a community we have realized that a mixture of sponsors and tools is a key
influence on how students learn to write. We are still at a loss, however, as to how this
mixture should influence practices in the classroom. Moran, Selber, Selfe, Orlikowski,
Warnick, and Welsh have all posted warnings that we should proceed with caution in the
face of a growing number of technology mandates—gaining a critical awareness prior to
bringing technology into the classroom. But we still lack a clear approach to dealing
with novel technologies like the tablet PC.
This dissertation has suggested that one way of heeding the call for critical
awareness is through a deeper understanding of the influences of the sponsors
surrounding the tablet mandate. If the promise of the tablet technology and its potential
writing practices are going to be realized, it will be in the context of the tablet mandate‘s
sponsorship network.
Toward this end, this dissertation took a snapshot of the sponsorship network at
Stylus Pharmaceutical College (SPC), a school with a tablet mandate, during a special
time when an overarching vision of use and practice had not fully taken root. As a
result, primordial fragments of use, practice, and, even, sponsorship were caught in the
act—circulating, merging, and evolving. Through the analysis presented here, we start
to see how technology mandates, incorporating sponsorship networks, can influence the
expectations, uses, practices, and pushback of students like Emma and her instructors.
Before we turn to the question of what writing instructors and administrators ought to
do, we briefly review the key results.
7.2 Results
7.2.1 Sponsors
It is no secret that sponsors play a critical role in fostering and developing
writing practices, but this research has added fidelity to the direction, intensity, and
scope of sponsors‘ influences. As expected, the usual suspects of sponsorship (teachers,
students, family, and friends) remained active in table mandate environments. They also
played a key role with the introduction of practice fragments to this novel technology.
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Within the usual suspects, expectations remained high for instructors to lead the
way as developers of writing practices with these novel tablet technologies. Students
looked to instructors as key writing technology sponsors. Student expectations of
instructors took several forms. Expectations ranged from instructor-generated
assignment rubrics that potentially shaped students‘ attitudes about the creative
potential/flexibility associated with tablet writing to more direct in-class exercises with
prompts for students to use their tablets in freewriting and draft poster designs.
Additionally, instructor-generated requirements to access documents online for class
shaped the ultimate form (virtual vs. hardcopy) and enactment (typed vs. handwritten) of
smaller writing assignments, which influenced enactments with tablet technology. For
example, items already in Windows Journal typically stayed in that format, which
fostered a stylus interaction. Also, PDF documents were often pulled into Windows
Journal format, providing a common digital viewpoint for stylus interactions. In terms
of larger assignments, the requirement for major papers to be typed potentially
influenced the balance between stylus and keyboard interactions.
In terms of usual suspects for instructors, students played a critical role. Students
generated not only expectations for instructors to develop and foster levels of
competency with the tablet, but also for teachers to tailor classroom instruction and
assignments for its use. This was evident in instructors‘ frequency of talk, interaction
with the sponsor flower, and interview data. Additionally, instructors felt expectations
to use tablet technology from fellow instructors. Prof Soleil expressed the expectation to
learn more about the technology in order to help fellow instructors. Prof Terre pointed
to the course coordinator as an influential instructor in terms of technology use.
In terms of the ―unusual sponsors,‖ both teachers and students addressed the
indirect, though influential, expectations from sponsors such as the Department of Arts
and Sciences (sponsor alliance) and the ―paperless‖ campus, which influenced writing
practices. In terms of the Arts and Sciences alliance, instructors and students alike
addressed how this collection of sponsors ―normalized‖ (standardized) specific writing
practices. Instructors posting Windows Journal documents sponsored stylus-centric
interactions for their students. The posting of Word documents appeared to favor typecentric interactions. Along these lines, students referenced Windows Journal and Word,
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respectively, during their interviews with high frequency, which may potentially reflect
the alliance‘s normalization of practices through these tools. DyKnow, Word, and
Windows Journal were, respectively, ranked at the top of instructors‘ talk about software
programs.
Of particular interest was the common ―paperless campus‖ mythology shared by
both instructors and students. SPC students and instructors generated a positive
mythology around the novel technology, which potentially generated an implicit
expectation to shift all activities associated with pen/pencil and paper to the screen of the
tablet. Instructors pointed to the administration and the ―environment‖ as key sponsors
for this paperless push. Students pointed to sponsors ranging from instructors to the
broader ―school‖ and administration. Students speculated the move was motivated by
reasons ranging from resource conservation and cost reduction to bolstering school
appeal for potential SPC applicants.
In terms of this mythology, it is important to briefly touch on sponsors outside of
my analytical focus for this work—specifically SPC‘s president and SPC‘s IT Director.
I brought these paperless campus observations up during my interviews with the school
president and the IT Director. According to the president, paper use had probably
increased. Also, the president addressed the need for a transition period for students and
instructors to become comfortable with the new technologies:
I think it‘s gonna take a while before people get more comfortable. Not until
technology feels a lot like paper. We still read newspapers; we still read books.
Will people use technology to read books? Will people read books on computers
or will they read books hardcover, paper? I don't think that‘s that important we
see that transition. I think it‘s how best can we utilize technology to enhance
teaching and learning--paper or no paper. We‘re not there yet.
The president approached the issue of a paperless campus with caution—keeping paper
and digital realms on the same pedagogical plane. Of note, paper was a routine part of
the president‘s drafting and revision processes.
In contrast, the IT director stated paper usage was being dramatically reduced
and additional software applications were under development to reduce paper usage
across all areas ranging from academics to administration:
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Part of – my predecessor was very much about trying to make the college a
paperless campus, and I think he found it – I don't think he really realized the
scope of what would have to be involved to do that. We have probably
dramatically eliminated a lot of the paper that goes around on a daily basis here,
one, from a student perspective. They used to have what they call course packs,
which looks like the three-inch pile of papers on my desk which are the slide
decks that the students would write notes on. Those course packs are essentially
available online in a PDF format or a PowerPoint format where the students can
then annotate on their computer.
The IT director went on to highlight the benefits these shifts generated. Also, the
director addressed the critical need to design even more online document types:
That was probably one of the bigger reductions in paper. There are still students
that go out and print those at their expense. Or at one point we were selling them
in our bookstore, again, their expense. […] Our biggest hurdle, and I‘ve
expressed to the president, is we don‘t have application developers on staff. I
have to go off-site to get people to come in and do application development, and
we lose a lot of that intellectual capital every time we have to get somebody new.
And from a CTO, CIO perspective it is – you‘re always wasting money doing
that. Now, the form may be there, and it‘ll work, and it pulls from our CMS
system – from our central database for student information. It will have their
picture and their ID number and that kind of thing. We can scan them. We‘re
looking at some new ideas on scanning and bar-coding and that kind of thing to
kind of get us back up to speed, but that‘s still not going to make us paperless.
We wouldn‘t be paperless if we keep our – we keep just about every medical – or
every piece of medical information for the students as part of their registration
process. We keep that as a paper form. We‘re not generating that paper, but
we‘re keeping it.
Based on the shift between the president‘s pedagogical focus on paper and the IT
director‘s focus on extending the paperless legacy started by his predecessor, it was easy
to see how a mythology could be generated to fill the resulting gap. Additionally, these
brief inputs exposed additional sponsors that will need to be included in a complete look
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at sponsors with the ability to influence the sponsorship network surrounding a
technology mandate.
This paperless mythology generated questions about the tablet‘s ultimate role at
SPC. In some cases, the tablet served as a remediation platform for existing writing
practices such as journaling and note taking. In other cases it served as a stable
extension of legacy technologies such as laptops, providing a platform for wellestablished, keyboard-centric practices such as MS Word comments. Students were
exposed to fragments of stylus and keyboard-centered practices, and they appeared to
gravitate towards pre-tablet practices when it came to their own writing. Some students
treated tablets the same way they used to use paper notebooks—leaning back in their
chairs, using their laps as support their tablets (in slate mode). When pen and paper
were part of a student‘s pre-tablet process, the tablet did remediate that enactment, which
brought a digital canvas into an existing routine of use.
In terms of potential practice shifts, students were more likely to engage with
tablet specific practices like taking digital ink notes on top of PDF files when the
practice was directed at taking notes. Dramatic shifts (―change‖) were generated as a
direct result of assignments designed to spark comments (peer feedback), reflection, or
presentational (hand-drawn) drafts of larger design projects (posters). Additional shifts
were influenced across the entire spectrum of courses by the Department of Arts and
Sciences alliance through the normalized interaction with specific genres such as PDF,
Windows Journal, PowerPoint, and Word documents.
7.2.2 Pushback
The results of this study suggest that pushback against technology was generated
by both instructors and students. They pushed back against virtual document spaces
(DyKnow and Blackboard) aligned with the tablet and SPC. Students pushed back
against programs recommended by IT such as OneNote. Students even voiced
frustration about software programs in general that didn‘t accept digital ink. Also, both
instructors and students pushed back against different micro-issues with the technology
itself, including issues such as weight, battery life, stylus/screen sensitivity, screen glare,
and degraded stylus erasure functionality.
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In terms of other sponsors, instructors pushed back against IT due to issues such
as virtual courseware webpage design and setup. Instructors pushed back against fellow
instructors on issues of technology use in the classroom. In some cases, instructors bypassed online components based on earlier, frustrated interactions (download failures,
extended access times, etc.). Students pushed back against fellow students, and they
voiced frustration with writing assignment rubrics, instructors (all courses), and even the
Arts and Sciences Department.
Importantly, critical issues surrounding the sponsorship network emerged at
these pushback points. As a result, these pushback flashpoints may potentially serve as
early warning signs for issues ranging from pedagogy and visions of use to service and
IT support.
7.2.3 Conclusions: Sponsorship Networks and Mandates
Sponsorship networks form as a result of the constellations of sponsors and
sponsor alliances—a network initiated and sustained by variable, fixed, or rolling
technology mandate. Some sponsors within the network work independently while
others work in formal and/or informal alliances. With this definition, we can start to
address the guiding questions of this dissertation. Again, please keep in mind the narrow
focus of this dissertation in light of the wide range of potential sponsors associated with
the mandated technology.
So, do sponsorship networks form as a result of fixed tablet technology
mandates? Formal and informal alliances formed as a result of the introduction of
tablet technology at SPC. Specifically, traditional interactions between teachers and
students (linked even without the mandate) started to grow and branch out as a direct
result of the introduction of the tablet mandate. Within this formal alliance between
teachers and students, practices with the technology were collected, sampled, used or
rejected. This process, prompted by the tablet, appeared to serve as a catalyst for growth
in both formal and informal interactions between sponsors. Students started in formal
alliances with instructors and IT reps. However, as problems either embedded within or
potentially solved by the tablets developed, students looked to fellow students, family
members, and other informal sponsors for support.
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As this continued to grow, formal alliances like the Department of Arts and
Sciences generated expectations for tablet use that appeared to reinforce existing
alliances. New ―sponsors‖ such of the paperless environment appeared to fill in
overarching expectations that SPC failed to openly share. Ultimately, SPC‘s tablet
sponsorship network consisted of sponsors and sponsor alliances linked to the mandated
tablet.
Do these sponsorship networks influence tablet writing instruction and, if so,
how? Sponsor alliances appeared to normalize specific uses of the mandated
technology, which funneled students towards specialized writing enactments with the
tablets. This also occurred within the individual classrooms. The larger SPC network
did appear to generate a global practice as a result of the ―paperless campus‖ mythology.
As a result, students were more apt to generate notes and other informal documents on
the stylus screen. Also, the larger network generated regular use of specific types of
artifacts and documents.
Sponsors, and the resulting sponsorship network, of mandated technologies,
knowingly or not, advocated expectations, visions of use, practices, and pushback. In
terms of the the fixed tablet mandate at SPC, all of these elements from expectation to
pushback appeared to materialize. Importantly, fixed, variable, and rolling mandates are
catalysts for these powerful combinations of sponsors, sponsor alliances, and
sponsorship networks.
7.3 Discussion
Technology mandates, and their associated sponsorship networks, are growing as
a potential concern in scale and scope as the distribution of these novel technologies
continue to expand. Beyond college campuses, technology mandates are being
established through children in developing and third-world countries. Specifically, at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology‘s Media Lab (2008), the One Laptop per Child
(OLPC) initiative has provided novel laptop computer technologies, with a planned
drawing pad interface in later models, to millions of children across the globe,
potentially establishing one of the largest novel laptop fixed mandates in the world.
With SPC, OLPC, and others in mind, it is critical for our community to gain a better
understanding of technology mandates and their potential influence on sponsors and
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writing practices. Without this awareness, we risk losing pedagogical ground to the fastmoving novel technology designers, manufacturers, and education technology sales
representatives.
In terms of tablet technology in general, scholars and practitioners from across
the disciplines have helped to establish a baseline understanding. Purdue University‘s
―Workshop on the Impact of Pen-based Technology on Education‖ (WIPTE), which
currently holds a prominent, though embryonic, position on the tablet‘s rhetorical and
pedagogical atlas, has worked to develop a foundational understanding of tablet
technology. In The Impact of Tablet PCs and Pen-based Technology on Education:
Vignettes, Evaluation, and Future Directions, edited by Berque, Prey, and Reed (2006),
keynote addresses and conference papers spotlight a patchwork of disciplines striking
out to plot some potential uses for the tablet.
In terms of other research, recent case studies of tablet technology use (Twining
et al., 2005) provide strong support for the overarching use of tablets in academic
settings (e.g. primary and secondary schools). However, they do not address the role of
tablet PCs in writing processes. Similarly, college-level reviews (Mock, 2004; Simon,
Anderson, Hoyer, 2004) are focused on functionality and student usability issues within
specific academic settings—instead of applicability to sponsorship and writing
processes.
Of key note, this look at these scholarship gaps is far from a criticism. Clearly,
these contributors are also struggling to deal with wide gaps in the research—just as I am
through my dissertation research. The lack of any common rhetorical, theoretical, or
pedagogical thread across these fellow tablet explorers underscores the challenges
associated with this technology. Also, the overwhelming presence of direct technology
sponsors (computer software and hardware manufacturers) in these works is fascinating.
For example, in the WIPTE vignettes, there are acknowledgments throughout the work
highlighting the range of involvement of technology sponsors such as DyKnow,
Gateway, Hewlett-Packard, Microsoft, and Wacom. These same sponsors are
establishing themselves as sources of funding and research of their computers and
applications across a growing range of campuses. In light of my research, the potential
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influences of these mandate sponsors on tablet uses and practices demand close
examination.
7.4 Implications for Instructors within Tablet Mandates
Instructors within tablet mandates must develop vision of uses (pedigogicallyfocused assignments) if they hope to harness the potential of this technology. In terms
of writing classrooms, the tablet must support key writing functions such as idea
generation, drafting, and revision. Otherwise, the tablet becomes just another laptop.
Toward this end, I outline below the vision of use suggested by the literature in
composition studies. Surely, it is this vision rather than myths such as the paperless
office that should guide our reactions to and explorations of table technology mandates.
7.4.1 “Cooking” Up Chaos
Elbow (1973) encourages chaos to play out through construction zones such as
diaries (pp. 34-35). He also warns against applying too much order in the early stages of
writing since it can thwart ―organic growth, development, and change‖ (p. 35). Ideally,
over time, these fragments of creative chaos will gradually merge and separate until key
―pattern[s] emerge‖ (p. 24). Ultimately, this cyclic interaction generates what Elbow
(1973) calls a ―center of gravity,‖ (COG) resulting in ―the emergence of a focus or a
theme‖ (p. 35).
Writing, then, as seen through Elbow‘s COG cycle, allows students to form
strategies that guide them to categorize, arrange, and condense ideas and concepts by
asking them to curb the ―editor‖ and engage the ―producer‖ (p. 5). This type of
interaction can be enhanced by the tablet‘s construction zone. More directly, Elbow
(1973) calls for two types of ―cooking‖ or interaction in any writing construction area:
interaction between ―different modes or textures of writing‖ and interaction ―between
you and not-you‖ (p. 54-55). Mode interaction encourages shifts between writing
―textures‖ such as genres (poetry, prose, etc.), point of view (first-person, third-person,
etc.), and topics. The ―you/not you‖ interaction is first generated by taking your
thoughts and putting them down on paper so ―that it permits you to distance yourself
from your own perceptions, feelings, and thoughts‖ (p. 55). By giving your ideas
symbolic form (writing them down), ―it permits an interaction between you and not-you‖
(p. 55). In the next phase of this type of interaction, Elbow directs writers to ―stand back
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and make as large a gap as you can between you and the words‖ (p. 56). Placing a new
face on your text allows the text to ―produce a new reaction or response in you‖ (p. 56).
Now, imagine if presentational visuals were generated on the tablet canvas to help
engage the producer (designer), allowing both type‘s of Elbow‘s ―cooking‖ to take
place. Also, through this use of presentational visuals, the writer is able to generate a
distance or gap between herself and her words.
Using Elbow‘s mode interaction and distancing as anchor points, presentational
drawings may help to intensify this interaction in the classroom, providing distance at
both macro and micro levels. Additionally, looking at the recurrent properties of this
process and the response to a rhetorical situation, the use of drawings to gain a center of
gravity/conceptual control may in itself constitute a new or hybrid transitional genre that
can be used to help generate ideas, enhance drafting of a temporary writing
outline/structure, and spark revision. Combined, the tablet can serve as a powerful
playground or construction zone for writers with tablet mandates.
7.4.2 Tablet Canvas as Construction Zone
Elbow, Flower, and others (see Chapter 2) provide a wide array of techniques for
writers to ―cook‖ and interact; however, the development of a place to accommodate this
chaos has been left open to an even wider collection of materials and places. With the
ability to remediate many materials in a digital format, the tablet screen (canvas) may
serve as the place for these writing interactions to play out.
Sirc (2004) sees a need for students to have a place (designed with constraints) to
help arrange the ―flotsam and jetsam of textual fragments from the real or virtual world,
objects, images, sounds, along with sound-bite poetry or pensées‖ (p. 121). According
to Sirc (2004), ―The student becomes a mixer or DJ, practicing the key compositional
arts of selection, arrangement, and expression‖ (p. 129). The tablet‘s canvas becomes a
powerful place for important writing elements to surface and align.
Arnheim (1971) similarly espouses the ―virtue of constraints‖ (p. 29) as key,
actually critical, aspects of reducing tension as a part of gaining some structure and
organization. Sirc (2004) and Arnheim (1971) both recognize the need for these
constraints since the order and structure embedded in fragments must undergo tension
reduction/balancing in terms of how they‘ll provide rhetorical momentum for the paper‘s
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macrostructure. Throughout this process, a great deal of energy is used to gain control.
In terms of writing, why is it important to develop a construction zone/playground for
chaos?
Sirc (2004), focused on technology, envisions a creative holding area, which
readily accommodates text and imagery as part of the acquisition process. This area is
also extended into computer-mediated spaces. For Sirc (2004), the ―box concept,‖ as
represented in Duchamp‘s The Green Box, serves as a ―space‖ for students to collect and
explore textual artifacts:
The Green Box is emblematic of how I [Sirc] want to use technology in my
writing courses: as allowing students an easy entré into composition, a
compelling medium and genre with which to re-arrange textual materials—both
original and appropriated—in order to have those materials speak the student‘s
own voice and concerns, allowing them to come up with something obscure,
perhaps, yet promising illumination. (p. 113)
Importantly, Sirc addresses how these spaces are also appropriate venues for the
acquisition of visuals and computer-generated artifacts, helping to shift the perspective
of writers from the verbal to the visual realm.
Focusing on this visual realm, Arnheim, extended along similar lines, highlights
how controlling chaos may best be understood by the tools, constraints, and effort used
to control the ―mess‖ (entropy/chaos) of creative processes.
Tension reduction, directed towards a maximum of entropy, is brought about in
closed physical systems by the interaction of the forces that constitute the field.
This means that the increase in orderliness is due to self-regulation. But such an
effect can also be achieved by intervention from the outside. (p. 33)
Continuing, Arnheim (1971) highlights that ―the actual functioning‖ of a work of art is
guided by ―perceptual pulls and pushes he [the artist] observes within the work while
shaping it. To this extent, the creative process can be described as self-regulatory‖ (p.
34). Here, one might suggest that an effective entropy/chaos ―playground‖ would allow
for the application of appropriate constraints and distance for observing the perceptual
―pulls and pushes.‖ From this standpoint, I see the Tablet PC‘s multi-input
(draw/write/type), digital environment as a potential constructions zone/playground for
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writers‘ entropy. Even with these tools, controlling the mess needs to be understood and
addressed from different perspectives.
With these two perspectives in mind (macrostate and microstate), Arnheim
(1971) reminds us to focus on the big picture (pun intended): ―Order is recognized only
when we look at the macrostate rather than at the single elements [composing
―microstates‖] that comprise them‖ (p. 28). Taken this way, the overall impact of the
whole is not a simple averaging of the parts (p. 29). Adding, Arnheim states that ―even
when microevents [collection of contributing elements] have a structure and beauty of
their own, this structure may bear only indirectly or negligibly on the character of the
global events‖ (p. 29). Providing a sense of how writing gains an initial organizational
macrostructure, Lemke (2002) assets that we may form provisional patterns between
―information of different kinds from different sources‖ as common ground or patterns
are being determined (p. 305). Basically, we‘re making a provisional or transient
―mess‖ in the process of straightening out the mess of writing itself, especially in terms
of how the fragments can be used to support the macrostructure.
Effective writers must devise a way to gain control. A scant few do it all
internally; however, the rest of us leave a trail of artifacts ranging from sticky-pad notes
to hand-drawn figures on Tablet screens in order to gain some degree of Haas‘s (1996)
text sense through both physical and perceptual distancing moves. Scholars like Prior
and Shipka (2003) have looked at these in terms of ―operational contexts‖ (specifically,
―time, people, and artifacts‖) that are ―tied together in [overlapping] trajectories of
literate action‖ (p. 181). Spinuzzi and Zachry (2000) look at the resulting genre
ecologies that develop around cultural-specific practices and tools. Clearly, just looking
at the way writers gain control of chaos is a daunting challenge. However, far less is
known about how students gain control in the dynamic (draw/write/type) place provided
by the digital environments of Tablet PCs--a potential ―place‖ for students to collect,
arrange, organized, associated, and, ultimately, balance the tension of each artifact in
terms of a work‘s macrostructure.
What is clear is the guiding role instructors will need to take in developing
specific, tailored assignments to make the tablet work as an effective chaos and
construction zone.
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7.4.3 Mandated Tablets in the Classroom
One powerful vision of use involves employing the tablet‘s digital screen as a
construction zone for idea generation. Students can place conventional web-based, textbased, or hand-written elements next to hand-drawn presetational elements. These
fragments can then move and associate in powerful ways within the construction zone,
which allows the essential choas or mess of writing to play out. Students are so focused
on the final, graded paper (MS Word document), that these opportunities to generate
chaos, with some constraints, rarely happen unless instructors make them happen. Keep
in mind that instructors are looked to as key sponsors of novel technology. As a result,
students have an expectation that instructors will design interactions that take advantage
of the strengths of the mandated technology.
With this expectation in mind, the tablet can breathe new life into writing
instruction standards such as freewriting, drafting, and revision. In freewriting exercises,
instructors can prompt students to alternate between drawing (stylus), writing (stylus),
and typing (keyboard) ideas about a topic. Through presentational drawings, students
are able to play with metaphors, concepts, and ideas without getting bogged down in the
words. As a building block approach, online image searches can be added to the
freewriting session, allowing students to add web-based visuals to the mess. Students
can then take a few minutes to align and associate fragments of text with the image
fragments. This discursive/presentational play could then be extended across two to
three assignments, which would result in a type of ―cooking‖ that would generate COGs
or anchor points. The potential for a transient visual/textual structure to grow is set.
In terms of peer feedback, students can use the stylus as a way to highlight
important elements in other students‘ writing, which, in turn, would prompt reviewers to
consider if the same problems are active in their own writing. Granted, students may
gravitate towards the speed of typing in margin comments, but the forced delay of the
stylus would likely prompt richer feedback from reviewers.

7.4.4 Anticipating and Responding to Pushback
Pushback was a critical element in mapping SPC‘s sponsorship network.
Composition instructors within a tablet mandate need to anticipate and respond to
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pushback. Pushback can enhance or degrade a composition classroom. Specifcially, in
terms of tablet technology, students stated they felt the pressure of the mandated
technology: ―they require [Amy]‖; ―we‘re forced [Amy]‖; ―they‘re kinda pushing you
[Chris]‖; ―they require us [Diane]‖; and ―it forced you into a routine [Emma].‖
Importantly, at no point in the interviews did the students say they openly shared these
concerns with the instructor. Along parallel lines, instructors didn‘t ask students about
their perceptions on the technology during class. In terms of writing instruction,
students were encouraged to try unique features of the tablet during specific
assignments, but a focused discussion of issues that might prompt pushback did not
occur. Overall, the perception of pushback from other sponsors was significant, but
students and teachers alike failed to engage in a dialogue with the ―offending‖ or
pushing sponsor. So, with this in mind, I encourage instructors within tablet mandates to
open and maintain a ―pushback‖ dialogue with students, fellow instructors, course
coordinators, and IT representatives. Importantly, this dialogue needs to take place prior
to syllabus development. Issues such as assignment development and progression need
to be explored with the mandated technology in mind. Also, it‘s important to seek some
guidance on technology use from division and institute-level leadership. Is your school
pushing ―novel technologies‖ as a selling point to future students? Is your school
working to become a ―paperless campus‖…and, if so, why? If these questions or gaps
are not filled by the formal sponsor alliance, the resulting sponsorship network may
generate an even more powerful vision that may end up running counter to the school‘s
administrative and pedagogical goals.
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
A.1 Part 1: All Interviewees
Focus—technology use background (part “warm up” for interviewee, and part
background on interviewee‟s use of computer technology, experience with affordances
related to the tablet, and basic computer writing practices)
Interview Materials: Blank Windows Journal page on tablet, any stylus markings and
audio recorded on Camtasia. A digital audio recorder will serve as a backup for all
audio during the interview.
1: Please describe your experience with computer technology prior to coming to SPC.
A: Away from school. Typical uses? Typical means of interacting with the
computer (joystick, keyboard, mouse, etc)?
B: In high school and/or prior college. Typical uses? Typical means of
interacting with the computer.
C: Did you receive any formal training/take any courses on how to use a
computer? What impressions or images of this training do you have? Did your
typical use of the computer change as a result of the training? How?
D: Did you use any computer applications that emphasized the use of stylus? If
yes, describe the computer systems and/or programs used.
2: Please briefly describe your experience with drawing, sketching, painting, sculpting,
or some other art form using your hands.
A: Away from school. What contributed to your interest or lack of interest in it?
Typical uses? Typical materials used (paper, computer programs, paint canvas,
clay, etc.)?
B: At high school and/or college. What contributed to your interest or lack of
interest in it? Typical uses? Typical materials used?
C: Did you receive any formal art or design training? What impressions or
images of this training do you have ? Did the training change your typical uses
of painting, drawing, sketching, etc. How?
D: Did you enjoy those kinds of activities? Do you still enjoy these activities?
How often do you do them now? What role, if any, do tablets play in these
activities?
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3: Please briefly describe your experience with writing with computers.
A: Describe your typical writing process prior to coming to SPC.
Materials
How is this writing different from e-mails, IMs, etc.?
B: Did you use computers in your writing process? How?
C: While writing, what was the typical interface used (keyboard)?
D: [RECAP and elaborate: materials, programs, interactions, sequences]
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A.2 Part 2A: All Interviewees (Except Teachers)
(Used by all interviewees except teachers; teachers will use PART 2B)
Focus: Sponsors for the individual, nature of technology, technology strategy, and
technology in use
Interview Materials: Sponsor flower 1 used on the tablet, stylus markings and audio
recorded on Camtasia

Figure A.1: Sponsor Flower 1.
Before beginning, I need to define what sponsors are…they are people from a wide
range of professions and backgrounds that provide training, materials, opportunities,
funding, or other types of support that help students to write.

A: What sponsors, if any, have shaped the way you use tablets for writing. Feel
free to draw in new sponsors with the stylus if you don‘t see them represented
[sponsors identified].
B: [when sponsor is addressed or added] What expectations do you feel from
[selected sponsor]?
C: Have these expectations shaped how you write with your tablet?
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If yes, how do you use the tablet for writing?
Programs used, feel of stylus on screen/stylus interaction/ How is this
different from writing prior to SPC? Would you be willing to go back?
D: Have these expectations influenced practices you like and will continue to
use?
E: Have these expectations influenced practices you dislike and would like to
change? How?
F: What consequences, if any, have you noticed as a response to these
influences?
G: Have these consequences had a positive, negative, or neutral impact on
writing instruction? If so, what kind?
H: [using the tablet] Please rank order the top three sponsors that have had the
greatest influence on you using tablets to write.
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A.3 Part 2B (Teachers)
Focus: Sponsor awareness, expectations, uses
Interview Materials: Sponsor flower 2 used on the tablet, stylus markings and audio
recorded on Camtasia

Figure A.2: Sponsor Flower 2.
Before beginning, I need to define what sponsors are…they are people from a wide
range of professions and backgrounds that provide training, materials, opportunities,
funding, or other types of support that help students to write.

A: What sponsors, if any, have shaped the way you use tablets for writing. Feel
free to draw in new sponsors with the stylus if you don‘t see them represented
[sponsors identified].
[Draw lines to connect the sponsors]
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B: [when sponsor is addressed or added] What expectations do you feel from
[selected sponsor]?
C: Have these expectations shaped how you write with your tablet?
If yes, how do you use the tablet for writing?
D: Have these expectations influenced how you teach students how to write?
If yes, how?
If yes, has this influenced the syllabus? Formal assignments? Informal
assignments? Activities in class?
E: Have these expectations influenced practices you like and will continue to
use?
F: Have these expectations influenced practices you dislike and would like to
change? How?
G: What consequences have you noticed as a response to these influences?
H: Have these consequences had a positive, negative, or neutral impact on
writing instruction? If so, what kind?
I: [using the tablet] Please rank order the top three sponsors that have had the
greatest influence on you using tablets to write.
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A.4 Part 3: Top Three Sponsors
Focus: Top three sponsors, nature of technology, technology strategy, and technology
in use
Interview Materials: Sponsor flower 2 used on the tablet, stylus markings and audio
recorded on Camtasia
[focusing only on the top 3 identified above]

A: [Overall] What kind of interaction do you see or imagine between these
three? Is it one-way, mutual, do they support one another?
B: [sponsor #1/#2/#3] What do you think their motivation or vision was behind
getting tablets?
C: [sponsor #1/#2/#3] What tablet capabilities/characteristics do you think are
of greatest interest to this sponsor?
D: [sponsor #1/#2/#3] How do you imagine these sponsors would like to see
the tablet used on a routine or day-to-day basis?
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A.5 Part 4: Observation Interviewees
(Tailored for specific students and instructors involved in non-participant observation)
Focus: Actual use—observed students and instructors only
Interview Materials: Blank tablet page, stylus markings and audio recorded on
Camtasia
[Observed students/instructors only]: I noticed that in POC class you did ____
with/without the tablet? Could you highlight why you used it that way? Is that
routine for you? Will you continue to do it, or would you like to change how you
do X? If the tablet could do ___ would you go back to doing _________.
[Focus on writing processes]

A.6 Part 5: Vision of Use
Focus: Vision of use
Interview Materials: Blank tablet page, stylus markings and audio recorded on
Camtasia
A: Do you see yourself using the tablet in the future? If yes, in what way? If
no, what will you be using and why?
B: How do you imagine the tablet will be used in writing intensive environments
in 3 to 5 years.
C: What images come to mind when you consider these uses?
D: What aspects of the technology itself do you think will change? …remain the
same?
E: What user-specific interactions do you think will change or remain the same?
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APPENDIX B
STUDENT DATA
B.1 AMY
SPC [6]/College [2]/Pharm. School [1]
Students(s)
Professor(s) [4]/Teachers/SPC Teacher [3]
High school
Chemistry
Dept of Arts and Sciences/Dept of Sciences
Brother
Paperless campus
POC
School
Scientific Journal
Mother

9
8
7
6
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2

Sister
Administration
Biology
Computer labs
Dr. Fleur* (chemistry, downloadable notes)
―Elementary through Middle School‖
―Elementary through High School‖
Friends
Library
Scientific community
SPC IT
* Alias

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table B.1: Amy: Sponsor Talk and Frequency.

Computer(s)/computer technology
Note(s)
Tablet(s)/tablet PC
Document(s)
Paper/piece of loose leaf
Windows Journal
Stylus
Technology
Keyboard
Notebook/notebook(s)
Blackboard
Online
Word [MS Word]
Charcoal
Laptop
Mouse/mouse pad [tablet‘s touchpad]
Paperless
Program(s)
Rubric
Screen
Text box/little boxes
Arrow(s)

27
19
18
11
9
7
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2

Clay
Coloring book(s)
Concept map
Crayons
Marker pen/highlighting marker pen
PDF File/PDFs
Pencil
Picture(s)
Watercolors
Website/homepage
Adobe PhotoShop
AOL
Desktop [the active ―desktop‖ program]
Ink
Internet
Joystick
Library worksheet
PCs
Play Doh
PowerPoint
Sticky pads
Tool

Table B.2: Amy: Materials and Technology Talk and Frequency.
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Figure B.1: Amy: Sponsor Flower.
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Figure B.2: Amy: Sponsorship Network.
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B.2 Beth

Class
Teacher(s)[16]/Professor [1]
Students
School
IT
Myself
Home
SPC
Friends
Humanities
Mom
School community/community
Architectural drafting/Arch. drafting class
Chemistry labs/lab
Environment/environment thing
Old school [previous college]
Paperless community
Artist

21
17
11
10
8
7
6
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1

Aunt
Biology
Course
Dr. Terre*
Dr.
English class
Grade school
High school
Libraries
Neighbor
Paint class
Parents
Peer editor
POC
Secretary
Tablet designers
Travel agent
* Alias

Table B.3: Beth: Sponsor Talk and Frequency.
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Computer(s)
Note(s)
Screen [computer]
Paper [piece of paper]
Tablet/tablet pc [13]/pc [1]
Highlight
Technology
Textbooks [2]/books [5]
Laptop
Slide(s)
Blackboard
Wireless
Desktop
Keyboard
Tab(s)
Handwriting
Journal Note Writer
Portfolio
Programs
Stylus
Brainstorming
Bullet
Ceramics
Doodle
Downloadable
Drawer/sketcher
Email(s)
Ink
Internet
Lines/guidelines
Microsoft Word document/Word document

49
33
19
14
14
7
7
7
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Motherboard
Paint
Paperless
Touchpad
Blueprints
Clay
Colored pencils
Columns
Crayons
FaceBook
Files
Flowchart
Flow Diagram
Flowers
Handheld mouse
Instant messenger
Masks
Note packet
Objects
Older versions [tablet pcs]
Outline
OneNote
Pens
Picture
Posted [online]
Sculpting
Stick figures
Sticky note
Textbox
To-do list
Visual aid

Table B.4: Beth: Materials and Technology Talk and Frequency.
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2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Figure B.3: Beth: Sponsor Flower.
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Figure B.4: Beth: Sponsorship Network.
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B.3 Chris
Teacher(s)[17]/professor[2]
School
SPC IT/IT Dept.
Chemistry
Math
Students
Home
POC
Art class
Brother
Friends
High school
Incoming freshman

19
12
10
7
5
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2

SPC
Bio Chem
Bio Class
College
Computer Science
Dr. Soleil*
Google [the company]
Library
RPI
Sciences
Seventh grade
Physics
* Alias

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table B.5: Chris: Sponsor Talk and Frequency.

Note(s)
Journal/Windows Journal
Paper/scrap paper (20/1)
Computer(s)
Notebook/notebook(s)
Outline
Stylus
Word [MS Word]
Pen
Tablet
Games/computer games
Hand/handwritten/handwriting
Blackboard
Box
Drawing
Internet/Net
Laptop
Program(s)
Screen
Web pages
Circle(s)
Folder
HTML/source [html code]
Keyboard

24
21
21
18
11
11
9
9
8
7
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3

Mouse
OneNote
Poster
Tab(s)
Desktop
MAC
Paint
PDF File
Photoshop
Picture
Adobe
Arrow
Book
Civilization IV [computer game]
Color
Coloring
Diagram
Library
Machine
Online
Paperless tests
Scantron sheets
Secure browser
Tablet-centered classroom

Table B.6: Chris: Materials and Technology Talk and Frequency.
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3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Figure B.5: Chris: Sponsor Flower.
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Figure B.6: Chris: Sponsorship Network.
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B.4 Diane
Teacher(s)[15]/SPC teachers[7]/Prof(s)[4] 26
Students[18]/SPC students [3]
21
Class(es)[13]/lecture(s)[2]
15
SPC
9
Dept of Arts/ and Sciences/Dept of Sciences 5
High school
4
Home
4
School
4
Microsoft
3
Peer
3
Art class(es)
2
Chemistry/Chem class
2
College(s)
2

Humanities
Ninth grade
Paperless campus
Science
Younger generations
Computer lab
Departments
Friend of mine
Keyboarding class
Later Generations
My generation
Pathology class
POC class

2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table B.7: Diane: Sponsor Talk and Frequency.
Draw [15]/drawing(s)[12]
Laptop(s)
Stylus[16]/pen[stylus ref. 4]
Computer(s)
Paper [piece of paper]
Tablet(s) [9]/tablet pc [4]
Notes[10]/Notepad[2] [Journal Writer]
Notebook[6]/notebooks[1]
Comments
Essay(s)
Program(s)
Internet [4]/online[1]
Email
Highlight/highlighting
Journal writing[3]/journaling [1, tablet]
Keywords
Paint
Print[2]/printer[1]/printing[1]
3D [3] /3D objects [1]
Erase
Handwriting
Insert comments/words
Keyboard[2]/keyboarding[1]
Microsoft Word & [MS Word apps]
Paper [peer edited]
Posture [interacting with tablet]
Stick figures
Arrow keys/arrow up
Artwork/art

27
24
20
17
13
13
12
7
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2

Download
Ink pen/Inked
Mouse
Paper [electronic document]
Paperless [campus]
Pencil
Penmanship
Rubric
Screen/screen flat [computer]
Sculpted pots/sculpting/
Underline
Abstracts
Academic paper
By-the-book writing
circle the keywords
Computer lab
Crayon
Doodle
Games
Ink pen
Install
Journal [on paper]
Line
List
Research reports
Scientific writing
Technology
Touchpad

Table B.8: Diane: Materials and Technology Talk and Frequency.
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Figure B.7: Diane: Sponsor Flower.
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Figure B.8: Diane: Sponsorship Network.
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B.5 Emma
Teacher(s)[13]/Professor(s)[10]/Instructor[1]24
Student(s)
15
School
13
IT/IT Dept/IT center
8
College
5
High School
4
Husband
4
Slate Pharmaceutical College
4
Dad
3
Prof Soleil* (communication)
3
Apple
2
Business world
2
Employer
2
Family
2
Microsoft
2
Ninth grade
2

Arts and Sciences
Specifica College*
Barnes and Noble
Biology
Biology professor
Computer labs
Chemistry professor
Deans
Dr. Hiver* (biology, downloadable notes)
Dr. Fleur* (chemistry, downloadable notes)
General typing class
Junior High
[State where research site is located]
Paperless campus
POC
Software manufacturers
* Alias

Table B.9: Emma: Sponsor Talk and Frequency.
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Computer
Tablet/tablet PC/tablet computer
Notes
Paper [context: actual writing paper]
Stylus/Tablet Pen
Pen(s)/old fashioned pen
Spiral bound notebook/notebook(s)
E-mail
MAC
Notebook
Windows Journal/Journal notepad/writer
Technology
Online
Web/Internet
Outlook [mail program]
Word [MS Word]
Screen/Computer screen/glass
Mouse/finger mouse [tablet‘s touchpad]
PC
PDA
Programs
Color(s)
Drafting tables/Drawing tables
File/word processing file
Gadget/New gadget
Ink
Laptop
Notepad/pad(s)
OneNote/One Note
Pencil/mechanical pencil
Arrows/connecting arrows [concept maps]
Book(s)
Comment bubbles/bubble
Desktop [computer]

40
30
19
18
13
11
9
8
8
8
8
7
6
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2

Downloadable note(s) packets
Eraser(s)
Highlighter marker/marker(s)
Keyboard
Microsoft Office
Paperless
Slate/slate form
Tool
Word processing program
ABC bubble [access handwriting tool]
Access
Apple IIe‘s
Apple Logo
AUTOCAD
Digital Camera
Excel
Bank Street Writer
Crayons
Ethernet
MS Vista
Non-MAC
Protractors
Rulers
Scraps (of paper)
Sticky pads
Thought bubbles
Toolbars
T-squares
Typewriters
Watercolors
Word Pad
Word Perfect
Writing Instrument

Table B.10: Emma: Materials and Technology Talk and Frequency.
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Figure B.9: Emma: Sponsor Flower.
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Figure B.10: Emma: Sponsorship Network.
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APPENDIX C
INSTRUCTOR DATA
C.1 Prof. Soleil
Student(s)
45
Teacher(s)[3], Professors(s)[13], Faculty [1],19
Educators[2]
School(s)[8], high school[2], grad. Sch[1] 11
DyKnow
9
Daughter
5
Microsoft
5
SPC leadership, 2 / leadership 3
5
Slate Pharmaceutical College (SPC)
5
Prof. Solstice *
4
Environment
4
Husband
4
Library
4
Academics
3
Center of Instructional Communication
3
Dad
3
Family
3
Mac/Macintosh
3
Paperless campus
3
POC
3
Administration
2
Artist
2
Chinese/English, Iraqi/English Newspaper 2

CNN
Prof. Summer *

2
2

Baby boomers
Bachelor‘s program
BBC
Biology Dept
Biology lab
Bookstore
Cohort ([tablet savvy teachers])
Computer technologist
Gamer
StylusCom*
Instructional technologist
IT person
LA City School District
Publications
Roadrunner [online services]
Scientists
Sister
Tablet designer
Vonage
* Alias

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table C.1: Prof. Soleil: Sponsor Talk and Frequency.
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Computer(s)
Tablet/tablet PC
Paper [context: actual writing paper]
Technology
PowerPoint
Stylus, 11/[Tablet] Pen, 3
DyKnow
Program(s)
Word [MS Word]
Book(s)
Publisher [design program]
Notes
PDF
Journal [Windows Journal]
Mouse
Online
Poster(s)
Web/Internet
Artwork
Comments (MS Word)
Concept map
Draft
E-mail
Journal [paper]
Lists/to-do lists
sketchpad(s)
reference material(s)
Typewriter (electronic/manual)
Keyboard
MAC OS
Notebook/notebooks
Notepad
Paperless campus
PC

65
44
19
14
16
14
9
8
8
8
7
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3

Sketch(s)
Slides
chart/flow chart
Doodle(s)
Game(s) [computer]
IM
Jenzabar System
Laptop
Pad/art pad
photography
Picture(s)
Screen
Slate/slate mode
Art pad (program)
Clipboard
Coloring books
Colors
EBSCOhost
ERIC
Handwritten e-mail
Library books
Listserv
Mainframes
Mixed Media
Monitor
Notes in margins
Oils
Pictijournal
Roadrunner
SHARE POINT
Tool
Vonage
Word dissemination vehicle

Table C.2: Prof. Soleil: Materials and Technology Talk and Frequency.
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3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Figure C.1: Prof. Soleil: Sponsor Flower.
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C.2 Prof Terre
Student(s)[40]/SPC students[1]
SPC Teachers[3], Hum.[1], Sci[2]
Teachers[2], Faculty[3], Instructor(s)[18]
SPC IT[2], IT person[1], IT[12]
DyKnow
Department(s)
MAC(s)
Tutor[1], peer tutors[4], student
tutors[1], Professional tutor[1]
College
POC
SPC
High School
Orientation
Course coordinators
Humanities Department
Institution(s)
School
Apple
Arts and Sciences Dept

41
29

Home
Organic Chemistry classes/sites

2
2

15
13
9
7
7

Parents
Alliance
Artist
Boss
Business

2
1
1
1
1

5
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2

Catholic School
Colloquium
Computer class
English classes
English majors
Graduate School
Intel
Lab section site
Pharmacists
Wife
Writing courses

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table C.3: Prof. Terre: Sponsor Talk and Frequency.
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Computer(s)
Technology
Stylus(es)[15]/Stylus design[1],
stylus function[1], user[1]
Website[1], site[13]
DyKnow
Blackboard
Screen[5], Blk/White screen/Blk/
Green screen/Color[3], Touch screen[3]
Word [program]
MAC(s)
Program(s)[6],User-friendly[1] programs
By hand [write, 5]/handwritten[1]
Revision tool(s)[3], revision process[1],
revision[2]
Download[4], Downloading[1]
Journal program[4], journal, write in[1]
PC laptop[1], PC(s)[4]
Tools[1], writing tools[1], intermediary
tool/tool between you and it[2] Tools
[in Word, 1]
Advanced features,Word[2], programs[1],
tablets[1]
Content management system
Graphic arts[1]/design[1]/visual design[1],
Media arts[1]
Laptop(s)
Desktop[1]/Desktop publishing[2]
Paperless
Poster[1], Poster projects[2]
Upload[2],Uploading[1]
Apple-2E
Comment(s)
Design on the computer[1], designed[1]
Designed website[1]/Designing poster[1]
Drawing/drawn the line
HTML
Listserve(s)
Mouse
Publisher (program)
Screen captures/video scrn captures
Track changes
Wireless

32
23
18

Bulletin Board [electronic]
Colored pencils
Cover letters

1
1
1

14
13
11
11

Green squiggly (Word function)

1

Hardware
Hotkeys

1
1

8
7
7
6
6

Inserting pictures
Inserting tables
Intel
Interface
Keyboard

1
1
1
1
1

5
5
5
5

Machine
Mandated material
Markers
Network cables

1
1
1
1

4

Office [software suite]

1

4
4

Page
Painted

1
1

4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Paper
Performa [computer]
Printed out
Professional documents
Projection system
QuarkXPress
Resumes
Scantron sheet
Sculpted
Translating material
Type
WebCT programs
Write and illustrate stories

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table C.4: Prof. Terre: Materials and Technology Talk and Frequency.
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Figure C.2: Prof. Terre: Sponsor Flower.
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